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ABSTRACT

In this dissertation, the soft paradigm in the systems approach was applied to design

errors to obtain a causation theory for design errors, thus providing a basis for design

error prediction and control.

'111C theory is based on expert opinions about systemic 'human activity' factors,

affecting design errors in II particular context. These opinions are modelled as

cognitive maps and developed into a theory using the Grounded Theory method.

TIle predictive capacity of this theory is illusn ated by a System Dynamics model,

developed with the STELLA software. This model simulates the behaviour of factors

in the theory to estimate relative likelihoods of design errors, for different human

activity systems. Objective and subjective data is readily available for such factors,

unlike: when assessing errol's -lirectly.

TIlC role of the theory in control is illustrated with son Systeu Methodology

models for one class of design errors. SSM prescribes activity logic in a system, for

II given perspective. Hence. the models enable logical specification and a-sessment

of enol' control schemes. 111e theory reveals relevant perspectiv es for control systems

and guides the definitiou of activity logic, thus enhancing the SSM process.
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observed) level: the contextual (character of the local situation) level; and the

conceptual (how a ..vider/locnl situation generates an error) level, A typical

behavioural description might record an error as 'engineer enol', in first [1001' slab'.

A contextual description of the same errol' might add the informatiou. 'fast unck ..

design not checked'. The conceptual level would then go beyond this to include

details of the principles e.g, information transfer problems (because of fast-tracking),

aggravated by inadequate error detection procedures.

l-rror surveys, databanks and other statistic gatherillt! exercises (reviewed in section

2.2 uhend), will typically classify errors behnvlourally. The problem with hehaviournl

classifications in structural design, is that they yield little useful information ill

themsclve- for error prediction and control. It is only \VIH~n the COLtC\.t 01 local

situation surrounding the error is kno\ ..n, that the behavioural description becomes

meaningful. Ollis is the reasoning behind case-history style studies, which are

contextual in character). Unfortunately, there is :1 lnrge range of div crsity ill

structures and in the design delivery process. This discourages the use of a

coutcxtunl classification. It is difficult to sped!')' nil possible cnnt.rctunt situations

beforehand. and b·o!both exhaustive lind uon-ambiguous. l leucc 11 conceptual level

taxonomy appeals more appropriate for this study.

From cousidcratious about iurcntiou, Nowak & Carr ( Iq~5) divided human CI'I'OI' into

three fundamental classes based on the mechanism or occurrence. These nrc errol s

of concepr'. errol's of execution and errol's of intention. FI'!'()I's of concept refer to

uninteutlonnl departures from acceptable practice due to insufficient knowledge. (e.g.

did Hot know \"hich utodols were appllcnble). Errors of execution arc uninrentioual

dcpurturcs Irom the conceptual model in the IH.'I'SOIl'S mind, (L.!!. misread. forgot

erc.) l-rrors of intention are iutcntiounl dcpnrturcs from what one believes to he

.rcccpte.l practice. Fxamples are snhott.ge. to sav I! time or money etc

1111!I", ·;IItI~. tile' \\",,1 '\'Ill1\I'l'r I'· [I·.,tI to IItl. III ,,-,\,'rd thllw';' :"1: oulv t1\!Slt'-1l <.:un'-:pb!lll
v';":lpk

'. J



Neal Fitzsimons (1<)86) classified the causes of human error into three levels -

personal. organizationnl and institutional. Personal causes relate directly to the

individual and lie in the domain of psychology and the behavioural sciences

Organizational causes refer to the roles defined for various persons ill an

organisation, and the formal relationships between these roles. Institutional reasons

for error relate to industry-wide practices HI ,1 attitudes. Sir Alfred Pugsley also drew

attention to the role of the wider environment ill precipitnting failure (via human

error). Pugsley (I (9) discussed the 'engineering climatology' surrounding structural

failures. Hence. the political. fluancial, industrial, scientific and professional

'climates' surrounding n project have impllcatious for error.

Ingles focuses on a single aspect of the error causation problem, without cousidcring

how this nspcct interacts with others. A more holistic approach would have been

desirable for a study of this sort. Fitzs] mons and Pugsley's explanations nrc tlH'11!

holistic. hut are not detailed. NOlie of these explanations of error causes resulted

Ct '11l delibernte studies. and they lire not exhaustive ill thei r coverage. Perhaps this

is why they don't appear to have contributed directly to errol' prediction and control

efforts.

Besides these publicutions. some other authors have identified and listed factors that

contributed to human error 011 various occasions. These arc reviewed later in section

2..1.

2.1.2 A taxonomy (If design errnrs

There is 110 unlversallv accepted taxonomy of human errol' 01' of design error. Errors

arc often dcsct ihed in 1l.!I'I1lS or various parameters relntcd to cause and consequence-

\\hCII, who, how. in which activity etc Ronson (lqqO) dislillguishc~ three levels at

which a clnssification or CHIlI'S may he attempted: the bchaviourul (what was

10



CI-IAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

In this chapter previous publicutlons relevant to this study arc reviewed. Using

theories of cognitive processes as n basis. design errors arc categorized into six

distinct types, Previous nttempts ot rnodelling human 1:1'1'01' from the rellahility lind

qlllllity perspectives arc described. and the soft systems approach is presented as an

alternative perspective. The chapter ends with a discussion of basic principles in the

systems approach and n description of how these have been applied in a tIm failure
studies.

2.1 TIlE CLASSIFICAT!ON OF llESIGN Jo:RnORS •

2.1.1 Previous work Oil CI'I'OI' cuusntion

There are few reports ill the technical llterature of previous attempts to propose a
detailed explanation of how structural design CI'l'OI s occur, Ingles (1 ()79) discussed

the reasons for human enol' at the level of the individual. and divides them into

physiological problems. psychological causes and philosophical Iactoi s, Physiological

problems relate to the sensory organs and psychological relate to uttituue, knowledge

and tempcrnrucnt.



.....;tll reasouable cure. Acceptable practice rather than accepted practice. is the guiding

criterion.

Design errors cnn now be defined in terms of human error. For my purpose,

structural design errors III'C 11\:111'111 err ors during the design process - from the

briefing of the structurnl designcrts) to the final hnndover of all structurul

drawings and schedules. including nil clurlflcutlous and changes,

1.6 fin: LAYOllT OF 'nn: OTHER ClIAPTEUS

Chapter two is the llternturc review. A taxonomy of design errol's is presented, and

the traditional approaches to error prediction and control mentioned ill 1.1 an!

reviewed. Justification is given for the systems approach adopted here. In the final

part of' the chapter. the husk principles of the systems approach nrc described and
11 ! .lI'ildigm is elaborated I'm the rest of the study.

Chapter three describes the methodology in dctnil. Problems encountered ill the

elicitntinu of expert opinions arc discussed at length, and l'enSOI1S are given for the
appronch adopted. Each technique used in analysis is described, i.e. cognitive
mapping. grounded theory, system dynamics and SSM. The chapter ends with II

discussion of the merits of the ch ~)',Ol methodology.

Chapter four describes the design error theory I developed from expert data. The

cognitive maps nrc presented in the context of the studied consulting linn. nnd then
developed Il1tO a theory of 11m\'design errors OCCUI'. This is the main outcome of the

study. Chapter five demoustrntes how the theory can he used for I.!ITOI'prediction and

control. with illustrativ I.! error prcdlctiou and error contrul models. III chapter six I

discuss the beuellts ami limitations of the theory and explain how it is to he

interpreted. The results are summarized and the study concluded ill chapter seven.



practice), I lis definition includes the second and third clements required for an

adequate (I,:fit.il' d 01' human error, hut lacks all explicit measure of performance.

Stewart and Mclchers (I ()89) referred to human error as a departure from 'commonly
accepted professional practice'. 111 .ugh deflcieur in other respects, this definition

introduces a useful idea - ,lie judrement of 11 competent professional. This is a

workable measure of performance. and as they point out, it is the measure used in

law courts in 1110st countries.

f'..,. chology abo contributes an additional and important aspect. Errors arise only ill
mtentional behaviour (c.g. Reason )9()O), i.e, the prior intention of the individual is

itself II performance boundary, Hence, an error involves a deviation from prior

lutcntlon.

It is now possible to propose a composite definition that incorporates the three

fundamental clements. For this study. I define human errol' as the departure of an

indlvidual (or group of indi ....kluals), both from his (01' their) prior intention lind

from acceptable practtce as Judged by competent profcsslonnls. The measures of
performnnce arc the individual's understanding of his/her intentions, and the

judgement of his/her peers - competent professionals, The boundary defining error

is the un.on of 'what wns intended' with 'acceptable prnctice'.

In this definition human error may he large (gross) or small. It may be inndvcrtcnt

01' n deliberate risk, A mistake in the design 1)1',.lCCSS that does not compromise the

perfonnnncc of the structure (cost, structural NSPOIlSC, aesthetics, muintninnbility,

safety etc.), would uot be an t,)ITOI', Though this .nlgh: he a departure Iium intention,

it woul.; still be ncceptublc practice. Therefore an innovation would not be an errol.

Conversely, an act of sabotage would not be un errol' as it is not a departure from

prior intention. Hllillly, a dcflclcncy in the theory or in the state-of-the-art is not

human errol' in this study. provided the individual has proceeded with due care. This

is the legal viewpoint ill most countries. An cnglncer who is ncting within code

provisions, yet is stretching the theory beyond previous bounduries. must proceed

"



In this study I have chosen the term 'human error', This will refer to all errors that

arc a direct result of deviations from human intention. Random statistical errors arc

not included. For example. the removal of insignificant remaining errors in a

numerical analysis may require excessive computation time. and so would be an

errol. However. it would also he an errol' to neglect significant remaining errors th.u

could easily be removed. Both cases involve errors of judgement. which arc not

random in themselves. The term 'human error' here includes gross '~!TOr if gross is

taken to mean 'large' • referring to the size or the effec: of the error.

In selecting a definition for human errol' a suitable smrtlng point is a functional

definition in the Systems & Control Encyclopaedia (I (, which reads "(/1/ ('\,('111or

COli/it of events of a JJL'I:!or/llClI/Cl' vector being outside some specified boundary."

This general definition suggests that the following elements arc essential for a good

deflnition. (I) A measure of performance. and (2) a specified boundary for proper

performance. In addition the aspect of direct human intervention can be considered

a third clement.

Melchcrs ct nl. (I (83). define a human error as "all ('1'1'01' (~ICOI/('t'pl, of ealculatton,
of design. of construction, or of tnatntcnancc which gll'l's rise to u gross

misuuderstundtng O//WII' a structure will behave at some 01' ,,1/ .\'t(/gl'S of'tts hfe, OJ'

how II 1t'()1I1dbehave III/del' hyuothctical loculs ofdtfferent magnttudes." The measure

of performance here is the extent of understanding (01' misunderstanding) of the

structure's behaviour " presumably by the person committing the error. However.

there is 110 explicit boundary of performance. though one is implied by the word

'gross'.

A widely accepted definition is given ill Nowak (1l)()2) who defined human error as,

"a 1/1(11111/(/' It' 1 departure front acceptab!« practice." Nowa k makes an important

distinction between acceptable practice and accepted practice. '111e latter term would

imply for example that innovmions arc errors (since these could differ from accepted

I 'I'hc term 'man' ,<.)11;", In the hunun race. rather th,1I1 III t',mdvi



To illustrate how the theory could be used for error prediction. I modelled the

systemic factors in the theory with a Systems Dynamics software called STELLA.

The relationships in the theory were quantified using inductive choices'. A model

was obtained that demonstrates how systemic changes may be simulated to generate

changes in sonic index of enol' likelihood.

Finally. from the insights generated by the theory, I developed illustrative models of

systems for the prevention and detection of design errors ill conccptualising. This

was accomplished using the Soft Systems Methodology (SSM). The models address

the question of what is required in error control (not the how of individual

techniques). thus providing a framework for system control.

1.5 A DEFINITION OF IW.t\lAN ERROR

This study is concerned with errors in structural design. But what is human error'?

The term means different things to different people and the terminology IS confused.

Some authors refer to 'human error', others to 'gross error'. and yet others to 'gross

human error'. Mclchers ct al. (1983) pointed out that defective human behaviour is

at the root of all errors: and gross bears the couuotatlon of large, which is not

necessarily what is meant. Madsen et al. (1986) distinguished between gross errors

and random errol'S. describing random errors as purely statistical. Thus. the remaining

errol'S after numerical analysis arc an example of random errors. Madsen et nl, then

explained humnn error as the combination 0(' gross lind random errors. The difficulty

with this is that their random errors nrc IH,t altogether crrors - in the sense that they

arc expected. accepted and catered for. Random errors nrc nmcuahlc to statistical

treatment whereas other errors are not.

ZRathl!r than parameter estunatrou as 11\ cla·,sleal stausucs

5



• To illustrate how this theory can be used for error prediction modelling from

systemic considerations,

• To illustrate how this theory can lead to systematic specification of error

control schemes,

1.... THE METHODOLOGY EMPLOYED

To establish the impact of systemic factors 011 design 01 'ors l reviewed the literature

on human error and structural failures, All the factors implicated in the literature as

contributing to human errol' in previous incidents were identified. It was then

possible to show the systemic nature of each factor,

To develop a theory of h ow design errors occur, interviews were conducted with four

persons who work together as a design team in a finn of consulting engineers, The

interviews provided expert opinions on hO\\I systemic factors lead to design errors

in a particular setting - that of their 0\\11 firm, and similar firms in their experience,

A cognitive map of the opinions and experience of each person was developed

during Illy interviews with him, These cognitive maps became the basis for a theory

linking: systemic factors to human error.

Using coding techniques from the Grounded Theory method. J identified key

categories ill the maps and isolated the concepts belonging to each category. It was

then possible to diffcrentinte the roles of concepts in a given group, as required in

the grounded theory method, A taxonomy of design errors was established from a

consideration of fundamental cognitive processes. and related to the theory',

, The th,:ol) developed IS specuic to the linn Irom wluch thv expeus \'I.'IC <11;1\\11, but tt would bt.:
of relevance to other lilln,; III ;\I.:;IS where then cluractcnsuc« couiculc. and III the \llldl!r1Ylnt~ principles



The systems approach seems to hold some promise as a means of tackling. the

prediction and control problems of human error. In this dissertation, I haw applied

the systems approach to human error to develop a theory of how design errors occur.

At present, there are no reports in the technical literature of an existing theory of this

sort. Yet it seems apparent to me that efforts at enol' prediction and control should

rather be based on some clearly stated and coherent theory of error causation. The

emphasis here is on design errors as these arc marginally more frequent than

construction enol'S (table I. I ).

1.2 TilE ~')ROBLEl\l

The central problem in this dissertation is the formulation of II theory of how human

error is caused to occur in the structural design process. 111is theory must be

systemic in perspective (i.e. based on a consideration of systems in the structural

design process), and should definitely enhance the activities of design error
prediction and control. beyond present approaches to these activities.

1.3 OBJECTIVES OF TIiE STUn\,

To Lackie this problem 1 adopted the following objectives.

• To show that systemic factors dominate the occurrence of design errors. 'ntis

would imply that design errors are the result of systemic weaknesses, and so

should be modelled in terms of systemic factors. It would not mean that ()II~I'

systemic 111ctO['Saffect design errors.

• To cstnblish II theory oj' how systemic factors ill a particular setting. will

initiate and aflcct the OCl.!lIlTCllCC of design errors,

3



111e importance of human error became ccnsplcuous in the seventies. Since then

various research and regulatory efforts have focused Oil this issue, and their efforts

have been ill two broad f'TOUpS. The reliability-oriented group has emphasised

modelling human error to allow error prediction, so that human error can be included

in structural reliability calculations t"" second management-oriented group emphasises

the control of human error to ensure good quality structures.

Table 1.1 - Results from an analysis of son structural fuilures

r----
Percentage

MAIN CAUSES OF Human error 75

"
FAILURE

Accepted risk 25

ACTIVITIES \VIIERE Planning & design 39
ERRORS OCCURRED

Executi on 37

Planning, design & Il)
executi on

Use 5

ERRORS IN PLANNING Concept of structure 36
ANI> DESIGN

Analysis and dimensioning 36

Drawings, lists etc. 19

Preparation for execution ()
• __ .. n_ -.-...-~~ _.,-- .. _. --..-~ . . -~._.._ .... _._-_.-- ---...- --. ._

Source: Adapted from Matousek ( Ic)77)

l1H' study of human error is closely linked to the study of failures. so that these two

~t\ les of human error studies above have counterparts in failure studies. In recent

years II new category of failure study has emerged. Researchers perceive structu •.1

failures as manifestations of a weakness in the institutional or/and orgnnisu.ionnl

systems used on the project. They therefore adopt a holistic \ icw ill these systemic

studies. I luman activity is considered explicitly (human activity systems). and so

organisational procedures and practices arc included.

'1c,



CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1 PREAMBLE

The phr. se human errol' loosely refers to deficient behaviour 01 decisions, by persons

involve.' .. the planning, execution or use of a structure. As such, it uas become a

catchall description for all kinds of negligence, mistakes. lind carelessness. This

dissertation investigates a particular aspect of human error . errors in the design

phase.

Human error has been identified as the single most important cause of modern-day

structural failures. One study of 800 failure); in Europe concluded that 75% of the

failures (9000 by cost), were due to human ertor. The other 25% ~rc designated as

'accepted risks'. (Matousek, 1977). Of those failures due to human error, 39% were

during planning and design. Table 1.1 on the next page, is a summary of Matousek's

data. In the lower part, there is a breakdown of the errors during planning: and

design, into work tasks.

A more recent study of 500 case histories (Sowers, 1(91), concluded that 73°0 of the

studied failures were due to human shortcomings - ignorance of prevailing

knowledge, or failure to usc prevailing knowledge. A mere 27% were attributed to

conditions beyond pre\'ailill~ knowledge. Other published studies such as Walker

( IC)SI) and Fraczek (1979), arc in conformity with the conclusions of Matousek and

SOWl:!'s.

1
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evolving notions of quality, Initially, quality issues focused on the performance or
the Ilnal product. Quality Control (OC) as it was known, employed statistical

techniques to detect significant deviations in the end product, from the norm. A

maj or drawback ill this approach was the need to scrap already made defective

products. (Eg. it is costly to allow errors to manifest as constructed defects before

they arc detected and corrected).

Quality Assurance (QA) shifts emphasis away from inspectious to systemntic
procedures. Besides inccrporatiug the techniques of QC this normally requires in

nddition, the establishment of a management system specifically to supervise quality

implications lit each step ill the production process.

Total Quality Management (TQM) takes a broader vrew than the first two. III TQM,

quality is defined us meeting; the expectations of the customer, where the concept of
the internal customer npplics, That is, each stage ill the production process becomes

customer to the previous stage. In addition. TQM emphasises leadership above

procedures. So there is the deliberate cultivation of a quality-consciousness in nil

cadres. through discussiou and a continual improvement process,

2.3.2 Design CI'I'()I' control ill the quality parndlgm

The models used in many consulting firms for error control, tend towards the QC

and QA philosophies. At the institutional level, efforts have been made io prescribe

a method of approach to design thnt will ensure high quality work. The best known

or these is the Internatiouul Organization for Stnndurdizution document. ISO ()OO I

( I q9c~), This is II OA model for design/development, production, installation and

servicing, and is appiicnhle to a wide runge of mnnufacturing activities. The ASCE

Quality IIIan ual (ASCI:, 19lJO) is an exumple of an institutional en or control model

()A) tllnt is speciflc to structuml enginceriug.



Since statistical data is s...rrce. such a theory must he based 011 expert opinions. This

cannot be developed in th'! frequcutist probability paradigm. but requires an approach

that is more suited to ~1I1jcctivity

2.3 PREVIO{fS STUDIES OF ERROR AS A QlfALITY ISSlfE

2.3.1 Quality ns II concept

Fven when human 1.11'1'0,' does 1I0t cause structural failure it could still lead to a

reduction ill quality. What coustitutcs acceptable quality is 1I0t easy to define. If

quality is described as meetiu« the customer's expectations. that implies a different

quality standard for a rural agricultural shed. than for sayan urban corporation

headquarters. Codes apply different factors of safety for differing structural types. hut

this is not quite .hc same thing. Different quality standards imply different levels of

workmaushlp, checking. quality systems etc. In practice. professionals do tend to

tailor their efforts to match a perceived level of client requirements (perhaps guided

by their fees). I lowever, this is rarely done systematically vis-a-vis quality. If II

client's brief called for a design at 1\ certain level of quality and the engineer

provided a lower level. few professionals would deny that an error wns made This

might not lend to strucuiral failure. ".llt would be a quality defect. Such defects

typically manifest as cost and time overruns. structural and aesthetic defects. nagging

maintenance problems anti a dissatisfied client. Hence, a dull. unimaginative design

could be structurally so.md. and yet have defective quality,

The emph;l..;is in the quality perspective of human error, has been the practical

manngcmcnt of the error risk at the organisational level. The Quality concept has

evolved over time, and various models for quality (error) COl trol havc appeared \\ ith



to various causes may then be modelled it" fuzzy sets, These are used to assess the

proneness to failure.

There aI ~ two important contributions in Blnckley's work that ere of relevance here

It "vas the first attempt to account for organisational uud institutional factors in au

errol' prediction model. It was also one or' the earliest attempts to formalize the USI.!

of engineering judgement.

111e work 011 fuzzy models was then criticized on two counts. Ditlevscn «(980)

pointed out luconsistencie- in the algebra of fllny sets used by Blockley and went

011 to cmpha 'ze the lack of globally accepted rules ill the then fledgling field of

fuzzy logic. Ditlevscn (I (/lD) also declared that it was neither necessary nor possible

to combine a fuzzy measure of the prolu.bility of failure due to 'gross' errors f.P~l)'

with the theoretical probability 01 failure from random variations only (Pill)'

The criticism of fuzzy algebra is IlO longer as valid now as it was then. as much

progress has been made ill that field. IJOWC\CI" one abiding \....enkness of the fuzzy

models lies in the fact that the choke of which climatological factors to lise. is not

systematic. Moreover, lurer-relntlons between factors arc ignored. The use of fuzzy

algebra does provide a way to manipulate expert opinions. but it docs 110\ on its 0\\.11

provide a framework for a systematic and holistic consideration. Though useful. the

sophisticated fuzzy logic is not essential to the elicitation and manipulation of expert

opinions.

The most serious r roblcm encountered in pi obnhillstic ~'ITOI' 1'1cdiction is the lack or

suitable stnustical data from which to extrapolate. Researchers such as Stewart

circumvcntc-l this by lIsin)-'.expert judgements. I Iowev cr. the probabilistic models of'

Stewart, Melchers, Steinberg etc still ignore causation. The older envy models or
lllockley and Brown incorporate causation indirectly from system-related issues. abo

from expert assessmcuts. 1luwev cr. this is not done systematically, There is fl need

for a coherent theory 01 causation .)1' errors. to enable a systematic apprua.n to error

prediction. lor tlds theory to he coherent and valid it mus: be holistl.: and systemic.



2.2.3 Fuzzy models

The theory of fuzzy sets has been applied to the problem of predicting the

probability of structural failure from human t!ITOI'. Leading contributors in this area

arc Professor Blockley at Bristol Uni . ·I':.ity. England and Professor Brown at the

University of W nshlngtou in the United States.

Blockley built upon earlier work by Pugsley on the influence of the •engineering

climatology'. Pug..;lcy (1(9) suggested that structural failures arc often the result of

the financial. industrial. scientific. political and professional 'climates' surrounding

a project. Pugsley (I ()73) then suggested that expert opinions he used tu asses:. cadi

factor. to obtain II prediction of the 'proneness to failure' for il structure. Blocklcy

proceeded from the nssumptlon that it would be more accurate for lin expert to gi\!'~

such an assessment in linguistic terms (plain English phrases), than with single

numcricnl values, A numerical value would be precise, but therefore less likely to

he accurate: a linguistic a~SCSSIllCIltwould be vague. involving a range. i\ linguistic

assessment. say of the political climate as 'very poor', could then be replaced by II

fuzzy set. Fuzzy logic could subsequently be used to mnnlpulnte the vuriables as

required.

Blackley (1()75) described the theory of {'liZ!.} sets and how it could be applied 10

,·truclurnl failure. In Blockley (1977), the methud was npplicd to twenty three case

histories of failures, to nsscss the 'lncvitablllty' or each casco At that point. twenty-

five varlnhles were considered. The proneness to failure of each project WIlS then

calculated as till! weighted nvcrugc of the fuzzy sets, with each weight itself beiug

a fuzz) set. In Blockley ( IllS 1). catastrophe theory techniques were incorporated to

apply the method to ongoing pl'qjel.'ts

The work by Brown differs frum Hinckley's most slgnificnntly in the lutroductiun of

the 'surprise' concept, In Brown (!97()). surprise is used as 11 dividillg line between

random variations which nrc expected nnd should cause 1111 surprise. and errors which

arc unexpected nnd lend to surprise. Linguistic assessments or surprise at failure due

.io



\'.hI.) 1'0

P"tlc probability of a member design being Judged safe.

Re percentage resistance error,
f(z,v) probability distribution Iuuction for the t dlstributlcn,

and v, z nrc constants.
Steinberg (I (}9.1) has also used undergraduate exam data to estimate failure

probabilities,

In other models proposed by Stewart (Stewart, , l)l)(),l ()93). typical design and

construction tasks arc divided into small micro-tnsks that arc then linked in all event
tree. Experts are lntervicwed to ohtniu distributions of error frequcncles/conscquences

for each micro-task. A distribution Ior the entire task is then obtained via Monte

Carlo simulation. This was done 1'01' steel beam design, COIICl'l!tCbeam design lind
concrete benm eonstructlon.

Within the third theme area. Nowak researched the lISI! of sensitivity nnalyses in
idcntlfying conscquentlul errors (see Nowak nnd Tnbsh (lJKS).

The avnilahility of'rnw datu on I! ITO I' probnbilitie : is a problem ill all the models. The

need for large qunnti.',» of data is due in pan to till! genernl nature of these models.
The researchers try to describe 1111 errors directly, without reference to 1.)1'('01' causative

mechanisms or context. In the recent models based Oil expert opinion. the experts
still provide ()(TOI' frequencies and pl'ohnhililios directly, again without reference to

causes and context.

In some cases, this may be because the researchers sought to enhance the validity
of' their models by involving !al'g(.) numbers of experts, I lcnce. their investigations

were necessarily 'shallow' behavioural descriptions, rather than 'th:cp' contextual

theories (see 2.I.:n Such invcsrigatlous are 1l101C typicul of the frequentist statistics
school (where it pruhnbility is conceived as the frequency of OCCUITt.!IlCCof an event),

than 0(' the subjective Iprubability is a IJII.!H:;lIrC of belief) school: The USI: of I.)\PCl't

opinions for prnuuhilitics should naturally he n ited in a subjective puradigm,

1 'I



A basic difficulty ill probabilistic models of error is the lack of suitable statistical

data for estimating parameters. As explained above, the data gathering efforts such

as databanks. have been largely unsuccessful. In the models above thercrure, the

modellers chose which factors were relevant, and then chose the suitable

mathcmntical model. and also chose the parame .s. Everything was arbitrary - bused

on the intuition of that one individual

A recent trend in probabilistic modelling, is rather to usc several expert judgements

for one or more of the three choices. Stewart and Mclchers approached the problem

of checking by trying to generate empirical data on errol' detection rates. (Sec

Stewart and Melchcrs 1989. Melchcrs I(89). In their study. they obtained data on

self-checks from examination scripts for undergraduates. 111ey also conducted a

survey of practising engineers, asking them to check typicn] design tasks. The

experimental conditions bore little semblance to reality. hut they proposed tentative

models based on those results they obtained. They suggested a Type I extreme value

distribution for self-checking. a modified t distribution for overview chcck.u«, and

nil S shaped learning curve for independent design checks. This last was informed

uy the theory of learning ill Educational Psychology. The models for independent

and overview checks arc presented as Equations 2 and 3 below.

Eqn 2 ,
1

1 + Acxp( Bt Z)

where P"hl is the average checking efficiency, and depends on checking time l ill

mlnutes. They obtaiucd Ii good tit by setting the constants A and B to 37<>A and

IA3(l respectively.

11 ~> I I~qltz.v)d.:: Re < :t Equ 3a

~~~(Re) 6 I r z oj{z, v)d.::
2 Jo

-.
Re ~ .\' Eqll 3b
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has not been VCIY forthcoming and data paucity means statistics cannot he inferred.

A second problem is that the data obtained is highly summarized, the classifications

being behavioural.

2.2.2 Probabilistic modelling

The classicnl probabilistic models focus mostly on design errors, along the lines of

three overlapping themes. The first theme is the prediction of enol' rates by

considering the mechanism of occurrence. A second theme is the prediction of error

reduction by checking. The third, which is linked to the first. is the estimating or a
probability of failure. given the OCCI'ITeneeof an error.

From the first theme. early examples arc found ill Klipfel' and Rnckwitz ( 1980). and

Nessim and Jordaan (1983). These both assumed design errors to be random events
occurring at a given rate over a time interval. This led to a Poisson formulation for

predicting error occurrence. In the second theme. Nowak and Lind (1986). describe

n checking model by Nessim that uses Bayes' til orem: updating prior distributions
Cor error, us errors arc detected. Lind (1983) also proposed au error elimination
model which assumes a uniform or normal distribution for initial error. and n

detection probability expressed as a function of both inspection time and initial errol'
magnitude.

I

(1+99t) : BtJ" I

Equation 1 shows the final form of Lind's exponential model. where

I\(t) probability of error. and
inspection lime.

Lind chose 1\( I) as equal to 0.1 so that a unit of inspection brings the en or
probnhility from I ()()Ill) to JOlIO.
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(5) Design errors predominate in areas requiring close attention to detail, e.g.

connectious anti joints. Many of these arc undetected until during usage when

they become serviceability problems, sometimes leading to distress.

(6) Coustructiou errors usually manifest or are detected in the construction phase.

About half the undetected construction errors result ill collapse or distress.

(7) Design errors are far more costly in terms of structure damage and equipment

damage, but construction errors frequently lead to higher levels of fatality and

injury.

(8) Relatively speaking, few user errors result in failure,

(9) Usually the errors could have been detected if someone had done something,

just a little bit differently. '111ey were not inevitable.

Effor .iave been made ill some countries to establish public data-bunks on structural

failure and related issues, which should obviously include human error. In the United

States, there is the Architecture and Engineering Performance Information Centre

(AEPIe), housed at the University of Baltimore. The U.K. has a similar initiative -

the Construction Performance Centre located partly at UMIST and partly at the

University of Strnthclyde, Neither of these appears to have made any significant

impact. A more successful venture, is the Systcme de Collecto d'infcnuntions sur les

Desordres (Sycodes) in France, which is reported (CIB-Wg6 19(2) to contain

information Oil over 50,OOn cases, There arc also reports of data-banks in Finland,

Belgium and the Netherlands. Kaplan ( 1997) described his OWIl unsuccessful attempt

to establish 1I failure data-bank here in South Africa.

t

E-.;ccpt for Sycodes, the public data-hnnks have not been successful. Their databases

are small and superficial in detail. This is largely a consequence of their mode of'

operation. AFP(C Ior example. relies on voluntary information from design

professionals nhout failures with which they are involved, For obvio-rs reasons this

Hi



Failure surveys have also tended to generate data on errors. because of the high

impact of errors on failures. Some notable failure surveys that contributed

information on human error are published in Matousek (1979). Hauser (1t)79).

Walker ( 1981 ) and Hadipriono ( 1(85). 111e information from such surveys has also

been of limited use in establishing detailed statistics: for much the same reasons as

the ACI survey. A critical study of these authors reveals an additional complication.

Their data cannot be compared easily. because of differences in terminology and

taxonomy. 111ey rarely state their assumptions and definitions clearly. and the criteria

used in arriving at conclusions often appear SUbjective. However, these efforts have

each contributed some insights into the roles of human error in structural failure. 111e

following summary of such insights is from Matousek (1977). Fraczek (1979).

Hauser (l979). Walker (1981). Hadipriono (1985). Fitzsimons (1986). Ellingwood

(1987). Br0\\11 & Yin ( 1(88) and Sowerst 1()l) 1).

(I) Practically every completed project involves human errors. but not all these

will contribute to failure. Moreover, the contribution to failure (structurally)

of an error is not necessarily related to its visibility or 'magnitude'.

(?'-I Many of the errors that affect structural behaviour signlficantly will actually

be built into the structure and lead to a problem before they arc detected. i.e.

many errors get through the checking process. There is a need to be cautious

about this observation though. As Fruczck points out. the errors that were

detected before construction are easily forgotten.

(3) A significant proportion of structural failures have been caused by human

error in recent years. compared with failures due to overloading or to

ignorance in the theory, Failures are often initialed by multiple errors.

(-I) The design and construction phases roughly account for about the same total

Humber of errors.



2.2 PREVWllS STUlHES OF ERROR FROM A RELIABILITY

PERSPECTIVE

Structural reliability is concerned with the prediction of failure; .obabilities. i.e. the

probability that a structure attains a limit state. This probability is known to be

strongly affected by human error, and some researchers in this field have sought to

investigate this effect. Their efforts may be put into three categories - data collection

exercises. probabilistic models and fuzzy models. It will be shown here that the

reliability approach to human error has been strongly statistical as is much of

reliability theory. Little attention has been given to systemic error causes, or indeed

to any sort of C!TOr causes. The stntistical npproach has been furthe: 'inmpercd by a

lack of statistical data,

2.2.1 Data collection exercises

Data collection exercises provide statistics for probabilistic modelling. Such exercises

include error 01' failure surveys. nnd public and private failure data-banks. There is

only one large scale survey of human errors reported ill Structural Engineering

literature to date. Fraczek (1979) reported a survey conducted by the American

Concrete Institute on errors in concrete structures. The study covered Canada, the

United States and Mexico. with most responses from Canuda and n few from

Mexico. Unfortunately. this survey was unable to establish detailed statistics, 111is

was partly because of reported ambigultics in the phrasing of some questions. A

more fundamental problem though was probably the additional cost of extending the

questionnaire to include detailed questions: a cost associated first with n bulkier

document, nnd secondly with II reduced percentage response. The lower the response.

the greater the number of questlouuni res thnt must be distributed.

14



an individual is solving problems from first principles. This type arises either

because the individual's mental model of the problem is incomplete/inaccurate (lack

of information), or else because of the bounded rationality phenomenon, This phrase

'bounded rationality' refers to the inability of man to focus simultaneously on all

aspects of a normal-sized real-life problem. Rather, an individual selects what he she

considers important in the problem, and COIH. -utrates on these - a sort of sub-

optimality. Further details of Reason's theory are given in Appendix A.

There are weaknesses in Nowak & Carr's classification from the perspective of this

study. Not all 'enol's of intention' qualify as enol'S by the definition adopted here.

Moreover, one ca.uiot establish a correspondence between their error categories and

structural design tasks, as would be desirable. Reason's taxonomy is more suitable

in this respect, with its natural division into planning and execution/storage phases.

I have therefore chosen Reason's classes of cognition-generated errors as a basis for

this taxonomy of structural design enol's.

From a consideration of cognition in design activities, I have adopted the following

categories for design errors.

( 1) Knowledge-based mistakes in couceptualising (Type I).

(2) Rule-based mistakes in conceptualising (Type Il).

(3) Rule-based mistakes in computation (Type III).

(4) Calculation < I lapses (Tvpe IV).

(5) Rule-based drn. , ~ mistakes (Type V) &

(6) Draughting slips (Type VI).

The first two types of design error occur in couceptunlising. They differ from the

others in that they not sequential but mutually exclusive i.c.. one is either using

knowledge-based reasoning for structure characterization, or else he/she is using rule-

based reasoning. The second two types uclong to member-sizing activity. and the last

1\\'0 error types take place in drnughting.

13



In the field of Psychology, Reason (19QO) also proposed [I classification of human

error from a consideration of the underlying cognitive processes. Errors are divided

into mistakes on one hand. and slips and lapses on the other. Mistakes are errors

where the actions of' an individual are carried out accordiv n to plan. but the plan is

inadequate. Slips and lapses are errors in which tho . 'S do not match the

intentions of the individual. A slip differs from a lapse ,: .', rips refer to obvious

external actions, while lapses refer to failures of memory (intended actions that are

forgotten) that do 1I0t necessarily manifest outwardly. Both slips and lapses take

place either during the execution phase (when a planned activity is being executed),

or in the storage phase (when the plan is stored in the memory before being

executed). Both slips and lapses result from insufficient attention (or sometimes too

much attention), during largely automatic 'skill-based tasks'. This is illustrated in

Figure 2.1.

Cogriiw
Processes

."..
(I)

Plarrirg

T
(2)

Sam!]}

T
ruo-lnood

Figure 2.1 - Relationship between cognition nnd Reason's errol' categories

Mistakes take place in the planning phase itself and ate of' two types. Rule-based

mistakes occur when au individual is trying to solve a problem, by applying known

rules of the sort 'if'<observcd situation " then ' likely solution". The mistake could

result from the use of' a good rule applied to the wrong situation. 01' the usc 01' a bad

rule. The other type or mistake is the knowledge-based mistake, which OC!;UI'S when

12



CIIAPTER TIIREE

METIIODOLOGY

This chapter gives tho details of how the study was conducted, '111e first section is

an overview of the steps followed to nchieve the study objectives, and the techniques

used for each step. In the second section. the various techniques used for data
collection, theory development. error prediction modelling and 01'1'01' control
modelling. nrc all described. Problems encountered in the collection of expert datu
are recounted in detai I.

3., TilE DESI(;N OF TilE STOll\,: AN OVERVIEW

The main cbjective of this methodology is ttl enable the development of a causation
theory for design e1'1'0 I'S, Mcthodolugically. the flrst issue to he resolved is the level
of detail required ill the theory 1(, be developed. This dictates the levelt s) nt which

son systems will be investigated ;:1 the study, III making this dlllice the fOi owing
observations are relevant,

( 1) Individual consulting pructlces can react laster to reconuncndntlons from this

study. than S;I)' professional regulatory bodies. Error control schemes Cor

example are traditionally Implemented hy individual firms. rather thun being

institutionally imposed.

'II, .1



HCI\! in South Africa, Kaplan (1987) described a systemic study of data 1'1'0111 a

survey of timber roof failures, under the auspices of the National Timber Research

Institute (NTRl). The survey involved a detailed study of some 47 roof failures from

about ll)c,·l to 1l)77, and was based on records kept by NTRI. as well as discussions

with the failure investigators. The systemic study identified a cnusariv e factor ;n the

wide-spread adoption of pre-Fabricated timber trusses for roofs, which took place ill

South Africa in the early sixties. 'ntis was then linked to the roof failures of the

seventies, and thus created a new uuderstnndiug of industry practices. It later

contributed to the decision to develop a local code of practice for timber.

More recently, Kaplan has applied systems methods to structural failure studies in

the United States. KaJlI:1I1 (I ql)() described a study he conducted for the Design

Professionals Insurance Company. anti the Structural Fngiueers Risk Mnungcment

Council (SI·.RMC) lnsurance program. The SFRMC program maintains clnlm files

on project» that led to large losses. Kaplan I11nd~ a study of this dutu and dl.!rh ed a

textual databnsc, which was used to identify scenarios or common chnrnctcristics ill

the failures, This infonuntim; was used to define loss prevention (CITOJ' reduction and
control) programs h I the strucuuul engineering, practices,

The methodology I have adopted ill this dissertntlon is based 1)Jl the son systems

parudigm, It borrows SOlllcthltlg from eilch of thes..! previous Inllure studle«. and

builds on them. This methodology is presented in rho next chapter.



soft analyst must continually remember that he/she defined the system for
a particular purpose. The system is as suitable as it is relevnnt to the purpose.

( 10, The definition of system boundaries becomes the analyst's \V,IY or scpnratiug

between the given aspects of a situation (the environment), (wei those that

may be manlpulated in the analysis, Hence, the explicit questioning of
'givens' is standard for the soft paradigm.

2.5.2 Systemic studies of structural failure lind human CI'I'OI'

The literature reveals little evidence of systemic studies 011 human error. Pidgeon et
III (1987) described a research program at Bristol using the systems approach. that
is based on the initial work by Blackley. Their 'system chnracterlstlc model'
approach relies 011 case studies of failures. to establish nccldc' t - cause sequences,
'I1I1:ir goal is to establish a knowledge base of all possible safety hazards", to allow
the systematic detection of 'incubnting' hazards, Their case studies rely heavily 011

interviews of the various parties involved ill a failure (Pidgeon ct nl. Il)S(); I ()8S),

As such they huve had to give attention to the difficulties nssociutcd with the
analysis of expert opinion'>, and introduced the lISI.) of grounded theory (Pidgeon ct
nl., Il)l) 1),

Dins (199'1) too has applied systems thlnkiug to case studies or structural failures.

also basing his work on Bluckley's. Dins considered a system for structural design
that includes relevant principles in the theory of structures, the model assumptions,

margins of sufcty and the underlying design philosophy. 'Ih is system is known as the
Culculntion Procedural Model. Dias' exumlnntion or this system. identified

wenkucsses ill the design philosophy that were at the root of the failures

"',\ hu.lld here Id~I" ttl 'a st;t UIPII)';"lloiltlnll" lur t;1I 1111I), where Iaihue relates In I'h,\!'1t.:aIIIlItTJII,\
ami human >l,l'wty'



experience. One docs not labour with soil systems to establish the 'real state

of affairs', but rather the 'real experience' of the individuals, This implies that

all viewpoints are legitimate - even 'hidden' agendas.

(2) In a given situation the individuals will hold certain perceptions in common

Hence, though there is 110 objective reality as such, there is all 'inter-

subjective reality' which can be established.

(3) Given the vagueness of soft problems, it is wiser to think ill terms of a

problem situation (one in which there is unease), than of a problem. It would

also be wiser to refer to problem mitigation and dissolving problem

situations, rather than problem solution. Given the nature of soft situations.

solutions thllt satisfy all the goals arc unlikely, Problem dissolution refers to

the fact that certain problems cease to hI.) problems. because of changes in

other areas,

H) The political and social contexts of a problem situation are entered for

explicitly,

(5) 'nil! nature of the Investigator's own lutervention lind its effect ill distorting

the problem situation. must not be overlooked.

(6) Different perceptions of the problem situatiun must be entered For in analysis.

(7) The meanings to be attributed to -lata are things to be negotiated with

problem participants. rather than lmposcd by the "objective bystander' analyst.

(H) Acconunodatlon of different perceptions ;s more important than consensus.

(\») The hurd systems thinker refers to S\stl.)I1\S as though they really existed

outside his imagination (The everydnv USI.) of the word reinforces this

impression. e.g. \\1.) are IIS\.ll! to talking, about 'till.) cducatluu.il system'). The

). '1
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readily admit to (it is often considered improper to take decisions for personal

reasons). Nevertheless, these are of importance (Eden ct ul, 19S3).

(·n '111e political and social context of the system will affect the information

available to the person investigating it.

(5) Each individual in the system will react to the investigator's presence and

recommendations. Such renctions depend partly on the social and political

context. but may also depend Oil the individual's perception of the

iuvcstlgator's intervention. That is, the individual attributes meaning to the

investigator's actions.

(0) '111e boundaries of what could constitute the system of interest and what

should he the cnv i1'011 III ell t are often not obvious. (This may be the

consequence of a lack of clear. unambiguous goals).

(7} In addition to all the above, soft problems have the usual characteristics of

complexity that arc common to problems in the systems approach.

The risk factors of table 2.1 in the previous section show that design errors are

closely related to human uctivity, I fence. the design error problem is soft in nature.

and we can expect to meet witlt !ilOst of these units cltul'IH.:tcrising soft problems in

the study. These peculiar chnracteristics of soft problems have led to u different

perception of problems, and the problem-solving process. In the analysis and

speciflcntlou of soft systems. II paradigm framework has evolved over the years

(Checkland. 19~ 1; l.dcn et al, Il)g~: Wilson. 199·l; Checkland & Scholes. 19(0).

'111is may be summarized as follows,

( I) For soft systems .\'lIh/t'ctIV/~\, IS (/('('('I'IL'd CISnornial • SO~l' ,thing to he handled

in an adequate manner rather than avoided. 1hunan rd:HlOllships are tied to

the perceptions of the lurlividuals involved. and these may differ signiflcnutly,

I H!IICI.!. there is no 'objective reality' outside of' whnt these indivldunls



goal. Such control is enabled by the fact of communication between the component

parts of the system.

Since some properties are only emergent at particular levels of resolution, the control

of system properties is linked to resolution levels. This means that control is (1IS0

hierarchical. with different control units lit different levels of resolution. For cadi

controlling unit. the ranges of desirable behaviour lire set by the controlling unit Oil

the higher level. TIle fact that a system has a particular desired range for its state

vurinbles makes it exhibit tcleonomic or goal-seeking behaviour i.e. the system

behaves (IS if it existed to fulfil a particular purpose, For example, organisations

exhibit adaptive behaviour as they respond to market forces, government policy etc.

The study of adaptive behaviour in organisations (particularly the maintenance of

dynamic equilibrium with the environmcur - homeostasis) is carried out in the field

knO\\11 as System Dynamics (Coyle, 1977: Flood & Carson. 1(j8S).

Of particular relevance to this study is the class of systems known as 'soft' systems.

These differ from 'hard' systems in tha: they tend to I .. l-dcfincd in terms of their

boundaries and/or objectives (1111J!tip;cand contrndlctory). Systems including human

relationships nrc referred to ns human activity systems. Such systems will alway: be

ill-defined. as different people in relationship often perceive and Interpret that

relationship differently. The characteristic traits of soft problems. can he summarized

as below.

(I) The system of i"terest \' 'I contain human elements. such that some aspects

of the problem ,';m "Illy be expressed subjectively by the humans involved.

(2) The people in the system have different perceptions of'their situation. One 01'

more persons will have a sense or unease about the situation.

(3) The goals or many people in the system will he \ ague. mul often

contradictory. People have personal 'Illegltimate' goals which they may not



2.5 TilE SYSTEMS APPROACII

2.5.1 Systems thinklng

A group of components 01' factors may be complexly inter-related, so that the

behaviour of the individual components is dictated more by the 'manner of inter-

rel, louships', than by the peculiar characteristics of the component itself. The

personal, organisational. institutional and climatological factors influencing design

errors. f0I111 such a group as we found in the last section. In such cases, the group

is best looked at holistically as a system.

There will be aspects of the behaviour of any given factor in the group that result

from its innate potential, whereas there arc also aspects that result n'OI11 its position

within the system linkages and inter-relationships, The latter aspects arc said to be

systemic, Systemic irsues may dominate the responses of all entire system in cases

where the inter-relationships arc complex i.e, large numbers of inter-relations or/and

very intricate inter-relations, Systems thinking is a manuer of approach to such

situations. whlch focuses on general trends rather than particular instances,

A system ill this technical sense is an intelle-tunl construct which an observer

believes is relevant to the salient aspects of a problem. The observer chooses a

portion of the real-world. such that the portions thnt arc not chosen arc those

expected to have little 01' no effect 011 the problem. The boundaries of a system do

not really have to conform to observable hounds ill the real world, The observer who

specifies the system. can specify the boundaries as desired.

The basic behavioural traits C0I111HOII to all systems are emergence, hierarchy.

communication and control (Checkland. IllR I). 'Well-defined' systems tend to he in

hierarchies. such that certain properties arc only distinct (emergent) at a particular

level in the hierarchy. If a system is 'well-defined', it will exhibit the phenomenon

of control -T,e. there will he 11 deliberate means or aiming the system towards a

:!t)



Table 2.2{contd) - Relationship between design errol' risk factors, and typical
systems adopted by vnrious parties to the construction
process

-~
Employee selection ilUti ((allling

Design documentation

Design checks and reviews

TYPICAL Employee support duo ;.lg design
'H~SIGN
PRACTICE Design supervision and co-ordination

SYSTEMS Design responsibility allocatiou

Feedback frorn users and sites

=•. _ .... _ .•• ·~o~ - ,-._---.-, ,-- . ~-. --~.-.- ·_.,,·.~.·h·_' -~-~. ~-.~ - ..--.~

Each of the risk factors in table 2.1 could occur as 11 result of systemic weaknesses

i.e. one could couccive of a notional 'human activity system '. the operation of which

would generate or eliminarc the risk. This is illustrated by table 2.2 which suggests
typical systems for some of the project organisation and institutional risks from table

2. I. Ihave also listed possible systems ill the design practice. that would affect the

personal and design prnctlcc organisation risks. The nomenclature in table 2.2 is

drawn mainly from the ASCF 'Quality' manual. (ASCF. 1l)l)O).

'I1H~systems approach provides a means 'f tackling problems with complexly inter-

related parts, in a holistic fashion. As the risk factors of table 2.1 nrc obviously inter-

related, this alone would justify the lise of the systems approach. Of greater

importance however, is the fact that the systems approach includes a 'soft' paradigm

which emphasizes human activity systcms « thus entering for vagueness and human

perception. '111e soft approach incorporntos .I,iecti lty and is more suited to

handling expert opinions. than the classical reliability approach. The next section

describes the essential features of the systems approach in general. and the soft

systems paradigm in particular.



The risk factors of table 2.1 arc mostly related to human interaction within the

organizational settings of the structural design practice, the project team 01' the

project climatology. Such human Interactions may be conceived of as being dictated

by 'human activity systems' that are stipulated and controlled by the design practice

partners, the project managers and the professional regulatory bodies, respectively.

Table 2.2 - Relationship between t. eslgn error risk factors, and typical

systems adopted by various parties to the construction process

TYPICAL SYSTEMS THAT COULl> AFFECT DESIGN ERRORS

The client The architect & Contrnctors & Public, govt, &
other fabrlcarors end USCI'S

consultants

Designer selection Design co-ordinarion Submit shop details Profession regulation

Project finance Conflict resolution Contrnctor desigu Research funding

Shore responsibility Fabricntor design Educating owners

Setting goa Is

IU:U:VANT RISI\. FACTORS-
Inndcqunte !~I!" Conflicts of interest Details not subuutted Damage to neighbour

Poor conununicntion Architect error Corrections neglected Hazardous IIS:1gc

[)OSi![Jl time Hazardous project [).:tails missed on site Unforeseen extension
constraint

Financial constraints l.ow contractor nbility lncxpericnc ..nl 0\\11':l"S

Undefined usage-goal NI.l\~ methods/materia! Maintenance effect

Limned work scope Politicn I pressure

Fast truck dl.lsig:n Code cornplcxuv

Fee bidding New mntcuals
.__

_J ••• ~_,._ ~..- "-_.~ -- '-'-'.~.-.--",-- ~--_ ."' ___ >r '_-._'..~".--<-- _,-_.-. --.~.-.~-- --.~~ -._-_ _._ ..__.

,



Table 2.1 - Factors identified in liternture as increasing the risk of design errors
- ._-

IThose related to individuals (personnl)

Lack of knowledge Attitudes and ethics

(11 Designer out of depth expcnenoewise. (81 'slipshod work (carefn ..c. untidilless)

(2) Other enguieer doing struct, cngrs Job (9) MallY design checks, thus careless

(3) Unqualified person doing design task. (10) Postponing decisions on design aspect

(.J.) Technical decision dictated by client (II) Inadequate attention to detail.

(5) Contractor nbility can't match project (12) Lack of professionalism or ethics

(6) Inexperienced users. (D) Low pay for design employees-
(7) Poor training/pay of field inspectors. (l.J.) Inadequate fcc paid to design firm.

Thosc related to the organisation of the structurnl design pructice-
Internal communication Software related

( 15) Discontinuity ill design sta ff (20) Program assumptions 1111(..11(\\\11

(16) Breaks in design process (21 ) Analysis program unsuitable-.
(17) Model nssumptious not understood. (22) Progrnm not updated

( IS) Inadequate instruction for dctuilers.

(19) Undetected errors in earlier tasks.

Those related to the orgnnisaticn of the project

C ontrnct admiu istration Commuuicntlon problems

(2:1) Ft!c-blddlll,' for designer selccnon. (30) POOl' dcscripuon of chell! expectation.
-'~"

(2.~) Fnst-trnck contracts (:11) Undefined structural gonls for usage.

(2)) Contractor fahricntor design. (.1;!) Architect design errors or inadequacy

(2(1) Restricted scope of wor], for designer, (3:1) Shop lira wings not corrected-
0.7) Nobody with clear overall authority. (3,~) Poor co-ordination of design firms.

(18) lnndequatc tune for design. (:1~) f'eVt:ral design changes/site alterations
ro-
(: 'l) Interest conflicts between dllslL~n firms
f--- --

Thosc related to instltununally-rcgulnted practices

Affecting the design process Affecting project charactcrisrics
( .l(l) Traits of nearbv structures unknown (.~()I Production-style constructionf------. ' .
(37) l ;nconvcnnona I dl)signs (·111 t--;I)W materials consuucuou methods

'--

(18) Unknowns 111 dllsil'.n data. (·121 ('olllplcxity of codes .I;; specifications..
(:'\<») Deliberate (11)1',11tures frOI11 code, or (D) Incompatibility of criteriu for

(b.ign SI!lI;t!IOI1 lIot covered by cnde <.l\al~tll1¥ structural analysis
._



2.4 THE NEEI> FOR SYSTEMIC CONSIDERATIONS

11lC problems described for errol' prediction ill the reliability paradigm (section 2.2)

and for error control in the uality paradigm (2.3). suggest that there is a need for

an nlteruative approach to the study of design errors. The d ivelopment of a theory

of how errors are caused and occur. should be central to l. ly such alternative.

Several publications have identi tied factors that increased the risk of human error.

and possibly contributed to structural failure on different occasions. The following

list of such factors relevant to design is compiled from Brown and Yin (1 ()8!-i).

Fitzsimons ( 1(86). Fraczek ( 1(79). Hauser ( 1979 ). Walker ( 1981 ). ASC E ( 19(0) an cl

unpublished papers by S.D. Kaplan. The factors have been grouped loosely into eight

categories in table 2.1. using Fitzsimons' classification of errol' causes (section 2.1.1)

as a basis.

A<; we look through the factors in table 2.1 it is clear that most of these are not

technical issues, but rather causative factors that affect the risk of error. These

causative risk factors arc ignored in most probabilistic models, and addressed only

haphazardly in fuzzy models and errol' control schemes. It is also evident that these

factors nrc not independent. For example, the performnncc of a design task by an

unqualified person may be the result of fee-bidding. The interactions between factors

will definitely be significant in some cases.

Most studies nrc content to simply list t~'1'·t.,..~ such as these. What is needed

however, is a coherent theory detailing how these factors interact with one another

and with design errors, and explaining the circumstances tinder which each factor or

interaction becomes potent. This would enable us to assess the coutributionts) of

individual error control measures in a holistic manner. and should lead to a means

whereby predictive models can incorporate these fundamental error causes. The

difficulty is that the relntiouships between some of these nrc vague and complex.

l'urthermore, human em)! involves humans. who arc capricious and unpredictublc,

-v r:.,' J



Typically the techniques specified in error control models are managerial in .Jture-

mostly qualitative, and are implemented in Quality Assurance schemes, Examples

are fault and event trees. diagnostic trees, hazard and utilisation scenarios. control

scenarios. morphological boxes, matrix charts, checklists. safety plans and control

stops, Some of these techniques are described in JeSS ( 1981) and Schneider ( 1981).

Event trees. scenarios etc, are attempts to systematize what people are already doing

intuitively, hopefully to mrke them more effective, All of these techniques have been

used in various fields of ende: your,

New techniques are being proposed or incorporated into error control models, Lutz

et al (1990) have described their work 011 a PC based expert system for design

checks, It al f)WS a design reviewer to retrieve information on design review

standards for n'fferent structural types and products. The Redicheck system (Nigro.

1988). is a technique for error detection. when co-ordinating drawings and

specifications from different design disciplines, It emphasises a systematic

comparison of salient points in drawings. following a checklist.

The error control scheme adopted in a give» firm or on II particular project, will

typically include several of the techniques above, In deciding which techniques to

use firms develop their own models - guided by such philosophies as QA 01' TOM.

Otherwise. they pattern their models 01\ institutional ones such as ISO 900 I 01' the

ASCE Quality manual. It is usually impracticable and undesirable to simply

implement all known errol' control procedures. or all those in ISO 900 t for example,

The suite of techniques chosen for a given project must be coherent. integrated and

efficient. The techniques must also be relevant to the environmeut of the project aud
the firms involved. as well as being suited to the scale of the job and the time/cost.

However, in QA. TQM or even ISO ()OO I. practitioners are given few guidelines 011

the l'datiollship between technique and context. I Ience, the problem here is one of

how and when to choose techniques These choices can Oldy be made ill a systematic

manner where there is it theory of how errors occur, to guide the process.

24



categorisation extends beyond the idea of pigeon-hole- into which to drop each fact.

to include the relationships between categories and effects over time.

The coding was carried out in two streams. First. working from the cognitive mnps

to\,,, -rds the design enol' categnrles, Secondly. \VOl king from the design error

categories back to the categories 'emerging' from the interviews nnd cognitive maps.

(The design error cntegories themselves were in a constant stall) of nux. as they were

refined often). This kind of approach to theory deveropment is known I\S

'bootsunppiug' " lifting oneself up by the bootstraps (see for example Strauss &

Corbin. II)(}().

There arc three phases in the coding. These nrc usually sequential. hut may involve

iteration between phases. The phases nre :

Open Coding

• Axial Coding, and

Selective Coding

Open coding is the process of tentatively identifying concepts within tile datil and

establishing the degree of inter-relatedness between them. This is done bv attaching
conceptual labels to observed events. nnd grouping concepts piovisionnlly around
some ph t!IH) III en 011. For example. a person may mention "discussing aspects or n

problematlc design with my colleagues" (description) and I could record this as lin
example of "information exchnnge'' (concept). In {his study. n lot of the initlnl

couceptuulisntion was carried out ill consultation with the respondents, as part of the

uegotintlvc process or cognitive mnppiuc. Moreover. the respondents actually

sped lied the immediate and oh. inus relntionshij.s. This greatly simplified the open

coding. which 011"'1 \\ lSI! can be very dcmnnding.

;\xi::1 cuding. III this Jlhas~.. oadt ..:attlgOl'Y is rc-spccifled in terms or a pnrudipm

model, 'ntis lin,! require» the lsolarinn of the l'~'ntJlIJtheme in the category, All othe:

concepts can then he related to that theme as citlu» cuusal vouditions, contextual

..



fim,tlncl inA}!1,~n;,JIt,,~!~t:\
The Cr') ided '111ClH)' method WIIS used ill til is study to develop the cognitive maps

into a d' -ry of causation for design errors (.1.1.1).

The term 'grounded theory' was proposed by (ilas()1' and Straus» (1()(17). to describe
their technique for genernting theory out of flelr' duta. (See also Strauss & Cmbin,
1l)l)O), In the social sciences data often comes from unstructured interviews, field

observations etc. In topics where there is Urdu existing theory to make SCIISC of data.
it If possible for researchers to nccidentully develop hypotheses which have Ill)

relationship to the facts. On the other hand. a theory is said to he grounded (in data)
if it can he shown to have grown dl.ccrly nut of the obscrvntious. Such a theory will

be characterised by "tit" (i.e fnlthfuluess to observations in real-world). by

understnnding (it makes sense), and generality (accounts Ior a high degree of
variety). Additionally. a grounded theory lend to the euhnnccmeut of control
activltics - monitoring, feedback etc .• ill the studied situation (Strauss and Corbin.
19(0).

The word 'theory' us used here requires amplification. A theory is a set of well
argued ideas that ol1'1.lt'a plnuslble explanation Ior 11 phCIIOIlH.1JlOIl. Theol), difI'I.lrs

from description in thnt theory explains events and behaviour in terms of concepts,
lind places the concepts in n relational Irnmework. Description simply recounts the
events. Moreover, in grounded theory concepts arc arrived at from the interpretation
of the data. but also provide feedbnck and direction for subsequent data cnllection »

so that the datn is collected in II systematic manner (Pidgeon et al, IqtJ!). II~'Il~I.1.

I wns coustuntly isolnrlng concepts and their relationships. concurrently with the
interview process Wherever concepts Incked clurity, or the respondent <1I'C\\

conclusions without examples. 011\: would note this and question further.

The lsnlution of concepts and the development of' their relational frnmeworl, is
referred ((I liS II 'codlng' PI'OI.'I.)SS. Bush:ally the: coding procedures provide 11

sysremntl, menus 1'01'cnteguri ....ing otherwise ovcrwhclmlug masses III data. In ~'lllillll,



The benefits of cognitive mapping arc as follows:

Each cognitive map is ill essence, an explicit elucidation or the indh idual's

personal theories 011 cause and effect. ill the situatioll In short. a model of his

experience.

Problem content and structure are clearly stated, luter-rclationshlps arc seen

at a glance.

It provides a vehicle for the researcher and encli respondent to negotiate

problem content and structure. They call (dso negotiate the mean illg and

relntlve impact to he attrihuted to each concept as n part of the problem.

These benefits nrc simple hut powerful. Wht.!11 both parties can SCI.! the details 01'

what has been said so fur. it helps darify thinking. Respondents can sec where they

have said enough and what needs expanding. on. The researcher eusily detects whicl:

areas have heel! neglected and which are elaborated. and this guides the discussions.
The boundaries of the issue become obvious, and it is equally obvious when the

respondent has gone outside rhein. Most importantly. it lends n trnnspnrency to the
process which is otherwise lucking. Not only can uny person sec lit a glance the

informntion provided (and so ascertain the interview's impartial coverage). the CXJlCI't

respondent can also confirm thnt he/she has been ProIH!r1)' understood. This lust

possibility is then an nddit inunl check 011 the veracity of the data.

Since the respondent is ,.;tatin!! upiuinns (bused Oil obscrvatinns). there is 110 need to

withhold cmbal'l':lssing infhrlllution. In Ihct, the visual display ll)I'~I.!SII discipline Oil

the respondent in cxplaining his/her ideas. Most respondents will typicnlly hack up

cuch llnk ill the map with reference tl' purtlculur projects. confldent that the pl'O.iC~~b

themselves nrc not included Oil the map. llnully, the Illilp 1'111\ h:~!'> :•.1 assurance tu

the respondent that he/she hilS been understood. .md muuv klll'lllY repetitions nrc

thus uv oided

..



The cognitive map

itself is simply a

directed grnph (di-

graph): n network of

clements joined with

arrows. 'Ihe clements

nrc phrases describing

idens or concepts

(figure 3.1). The mnp

is drawn during
unstructured interviews

,----,------------_._- ---

Figure 3.1 - Pnrt of 11 typical cognitive mapwith the respondent.

starting with some
agreed label descnblng the problemutlc issue (deslgn errors ill this cuse) The

consequences of the initial issue arc explored by questions such as "why does this

matter to you"? Simllarly, the analyst may explore backwards to investigate the

causes of a particulur element, by asking questions such as "wlmt reasons come to

mind as explauations for this event?" The answers to the questions describe nev,

concepts or lend to new arrows.

'111e mcnulngts) to be nttributcd to concepts nrc "negotiated" by drawing the

respondent's attcntiou to conflictiug linkages, by Clll1SI"uGting_ hypotheses for
eluborntion and hy requiring him/her to define a term with psychologicul opposites.

The nnnlyst could also construct his/her 0\,,11 model. to merge with the respondent's

ill u joint session. This becomes 'I means of testing OIlI.)'S understanding

'111c 1l1'1'l)\\S in a cognitive mal' may :arry minus sign:;. Arrows without signs nrc used

for interactions where the pl'eo.:\!ding concept enhnnces the succeeding concept Minus

signs indicute the opposite. Simple lines arc used instead of arrows, where concepts

"llpeal' related. hut there is Ill) clear causal belief These arc called connotntive links .

...



next sub-section (3.2.2). Cognitive mapping addresses all the concerns above and is

set in the soft paradigm.

Once the details 'If the data collection were sorted out, a second attempt at expert

interviews was initiated. These were the interviews which now form the 1':1\\ datt for

this dissertation. I chose a new set of experts to avoid overtasking the patience of Dr

de Clerq. Besides, J now needed several people from one firm with simple dear

chnractcristics, anrl van Wyk & Louw would have been too large and complex. In

chapter four (~U), details arc given about this flunl set of experts and the firm to

which they belong. though IHIIlIes arc withheld ill the interest or confidentiality.

In this second and successful attempt, the data collection was carried out in two

pal ts, In the firs: part, about twenty unstructured interviews were conducted with the

experts over It period Ill' 3 to 4 months. These yielded the primary data of opinions

Oil factors causing design error anti their inter-relationships, recorded as the cognitive

maps (3.2.2), The second phase of data collection involved a second set of four or

live interviews with two partlcular experts. The second set or interviews provided

secondary quantitative informntiou that was used to calihmrc the illustrative error
prediction model (sec 3.1.2 and 5.1 ahead).

3.2.2 1':ll1ho"ntill~ relntioushlps - Cognitive :IpS & Grounded them'),

The_~~t~~~)I'=~~()!1~IJtiW:l~l~ll~

Most or the information given by the respondents in the inter, iews was recorded its

cognitive maps. The map,.; WCI'I.! drawn on the spot during intcrv lows find were

.hown to respoudcms at Intervals. Thus. the maps were both a data collection

instrument, and the Ilrst step in nualysl« A cognitive lIlap is II visual model of II

Jlt.!I'SOIl'S beliefs nhout relationships between concepts. The technique \\as developed

at Bath Uuivei sity (Eden et al, I(I!D) Ihe description below is II modiflcd version .

..



than painting a complete picture. 'I11C interview process and methodology at that

time, had 110 built-in checks for corroborating the testimony of the experts.

These difficulties led me to the conclusion that a completely unstructured approach

should he used. '111at would prevent the experts being "led' in particular directions.

111e difficulties also brought home the need for a new way of looking at the

interview process, -vhich was later provided by the soft system paradigm (2.5.1).

Instead of dictating the meanings of key concepts to the experts, they chose their

0\"11 terms. A shared understanding of what each term stood for would then he

'negotiated' with each expert, (The key phrase of 'huruan error' was the exception

to this principle). To prevent people saying things 'for the record', 'raw' answers

would not he printed and each person would only be given a chance to look through

the conclusions. Each expert was to be informed of all these at the onset.

'111c soft paradigm emphasizes the context of expertise. and it had been clear that

each expert spoke from his 0\'<11 perspective. I therefore decided to choose several

experts from fI single contextual background - \\ihidl meant 1'1'0111 the same firm in

this case. This would also provide 1\ means of douhlc-checklng, if it was suspected

that someone \VIIS speaking 'for the record'.

In ndoptiug completely unstructured interview s, it was realised thnt some of the

problems encountered with semi-structured interviews would be present to n greater

degree, It would he difficult to relate the issues, make sense of the ideas lind

generally analyse the answers, A !lICl!!IS would also be required with whicl; to assess

the extent of each expert's knowledge, and whether 01' 110t the information given hilt!

fully exhausted those hounds. One option was the lise of II Qualitative Datil Analysis

(ODA) software to annlyse sentences for recurring themes, shullarities etc. l Iowcver.

that process can he very tedious even with computer packages, and the software is

not presently nvailublc in the university. Moreover, the experts had to haw the

assurance that their answers would not be puhlished verbatiu: • for the reasons Ill\ en

above. All alternative was provided by Cognitive mapping which is discussed in the



of information tended to be overwhelming, The lack of structure made it difficult to

relate the ideas, or to make sense of the issues. The effort required in transcribing

the tapes was also considerable (eight hours or so per hom of tape). After the ilrst

round of expert interviews, I decided the semi-structured answers would be too

difficult to analyse.

At this point, I switched to a formal qucstionnalre with pre-defined answers fro.

which the expert had to choose. Pan of this questionnaire is presented in Appendix

B. 'I1\C data from this was cosy to understand since answers from different experts

would be directly comparable. However, the questions (and contact time) required

for a detailed study were too involved, so that after four interviews we had only

covered three risk factors in detail. At this point. it was clear that there were

fundamental problems that lind to be solved in the data collection process. and tit-

interviews were terminated.

There were three major difficulties encountered ill that initial attempt at expert

interviews, First of all. the pre-defined topics (taken from the liternturc) tended to

lead the experts in particular directions, The topics hindered them from giving fret!

rein to their 0\\1\ inner opinions. When the change was made to the formal

questionnaire, it was much worse. Secondly. there was a lot of confusion over

concepts. 1 would mean one thing hv a topic. lind the expert would assume it meant

something else. The expert too would sometimes perceive that he had been

misunderstood. and would have to clnrify himself Eventually, the questlom.nlre had

to include long Jll1ssngcs defining key concepts. It also had to anticipate every

possible situation with different questions. so that the answers would be comparable

nnd exhnustive. All these led to an over-long qucstionnnlrc.

The third problem was the most serious. I realised that there would he no means or
telling if an expert was simply speaking 'for the record'. In invcstigatiug an issue as

scnsitlve as human error. there is n possibility that people "ilh;"d' ,..it!; old

information to give a good impression of themselves and their oraanisation. rather
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3.2 DETAILS OF TilE TE(,IlNIQlfES ANI) METIIOl)S (fSED

3.2.1 The collection of datil

The first dllLtI collected was a pilot study with a consulting engineer, Mr Al·~.

Goldstein. In four sessions of about an hom and a half each. I sought to establish the

boundaries of what can be regarded as normal design practice in the South African

context. At the end of the interviews, he had described the structural types common
in South African practice. the procedures normally adhered to in practical design

situations. roles assumed by various patties on construction projects, iuformatiou and

communication patterns and contrnct types used in South Africa. I followed lip these
interviews of Mr Goldstein. with a single interview of Mr Bruce of Murray &.

Roberts. to establish the contractor's normal practice ill n similar wily.

Before interviewing the chosen respondents. 1 interviewed Professor Krige and Dr

Lunt at CSIR as "dry runs". Both the pilot studies aud the dry runs were conducted
as semi-structured interviews using only lin interview guide - a list of topics to be
discussed. This was sntlsfacrory Ilt that point. but later proved inadequate for actual

respondent interviews,

The first attempt at expert interviews involved two respondents - Mr Il. Lemmer of
the South African Associauou of Consultlng Engineers and Dr 11. de Clerq of the
consulting firm of Van Wyk & 1.0uw, The interviews with Mr Lemmer were
interrupted hy a terminal illness after only two interviews. Those with Dr de Clcrq
continued over n three lllonth perk 'I. before ! terminated them to re-consider the dnln

collection process.

The semi-structured interview had been ude junto fur the pilot studies, but it became
nppuicnt 011 the dry runs that each intcrvicv tonk too long. It was I\sHII1I1!d at the

time that this could be remedied hy taping the interviews, but this was wrong. When

the lutcrvicws with the experts commenced it was much \\01':,1.), and tile sheer amount
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Hence. the model allows the calculation of an index of design error Jil.dihood.

whose value is dictated by the simulated events. This index is arbitrary but it is a

measure of the relative likelihoods of error in different situations. within the bounds

when! the theory is applicable.

3.1.3 llsing the theory for 1'1'1'0" control

To generate models from the errol' causation theory that allow the systematic

specification of error control systems. I used the Soft Systems Methodology (SSM).

SSM (descnbcd in 3.2.4 ahead) is an approach to system specification from the

premise that if one can isolate 11 specific viewpoint of why n system exists. then one

can determine what components of the system arc logical. and their relationships.

'ntis is the issue at stake in the existing error control models. The proposed theory

of design errors provide an understanding of the key mechanisms underlying

occurrence and detection. in each design error category An errol' control system can

then be specified for any design error category, by assuming this system to exist for

the purpose of aiding/hindering those mechanisms as desired. The process is

demonstrated by the specification of an error prevention system nnd an error

detection system, both for knowledge-based design errol's ill conccptuallsing (2.1.2).



3.1.2 Using the theory for error prediction

After the theory of design errors was completed, it was used to develop an

illustrative model which predicts error likelihood by simulating the behaviour of

factors in the theory. A System Dynamics simulation software - STELLA - proved

to be suitable for this purpose, System Dynamics (section 3.2.3 ahead) is concerned

with trends in system variables over time. By representing the likelihood of a design

error as a system variable, the model simulates trends in the error likelihood in

response to system changes.

TIle experts were unable to quantify error-related probnbilities. However, they easily

provided estimates for the behavlour of systemic factors in the theory, These

estimates allowed the simulation of events in the firm over time, in a realistic

manner, For example, they could estimate how often their firm has large projects,

how long most of their projects are, how many times they have had to use contract

draughtsmen etc. Of course, these were specific estimates for their OW11firm.
However, they provided a means of calibrating the error prediction model, so that

the occurrences of those estimated events can be simulated in a realistic manner,

For each factor and relationship in the theory, a mnthematical expression was chosen

to represent some notional measure of the variables involved, Mnthemntlcal

expressions were chosen for their ability to reproduce the knO\"11 characteristics

(reference behaviour) of that relationship, as simply as possible, These relationships

in the model were easier to model, than if one hod tried to model error probabilities

directly, Unlike error probabilities, these relationships are objectively well-known

phenomena - at least in a qualitative way. For example 'breadth of experience' was

measured on a notional scale of I to 10, with 5 representing 'average' conditions, It

WIIS then modelled as a slowly-increasing lineal' function of time",

"Experience is known to [',lOW as an S',\II\'<) (s~\) fIll example Stewart .'I:. MI.lI~h":IS' model III

2.2.2), but OWl a 1\!1'\(i\~ly short span of tunc it woukt he appn)\illlatvly Im.:;!r
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without necessarily citing occasions when this had occurred. The conclusions implied

in such a statement would then be regarded as tentative until corroborated by other

experts,

In effect. each respondent was drnwing upon his personal experience, Since the four

respondents who served as experts were selected from the same firm. their various

experiences derived from a similar context. Of course 110 two persons have identical

backgrounds in every respect. However. each of these persons had been associated

with that consulting firm and had worked together for several years.

The information from the experts was obtained during a series of unstructured

interviews with each individual. There were about 20 odd interviews in all. over a

period of several months. III the course of each interview. the ideas and relationships

outlined by the respondent were sketched out in cognitive maps. '111is provided a

visual representation of the discussion, that both the respondent and I could see. The

respondent could see from the sketches whether his statements had been understood.

On the other hand I was repeatedly 'analysing' the information. using the maps to

clarify the ideas. This is the negotiative process required in the soft paradigm

(section 2.5.1).

Concurrently with the interviews, 1 was developing the emerging information into a

theory, using the Grounded Theory methodology (sec 3.2.2 ahead). In this process.

the reminiscences and observations of the experts were stripped of their immediate

contextual settings to identify ideas and concepts behind the observed phenomena.

and the inter-relationships of these ideas, Where the experts drew conclusions of

their 0\\1\ 01' inferred relationships between concepts, I would question the experts

further to seek corroboration. Hence, the theory developed was 'grounded' in the

darn. 'I1Ie lise of cognitive maps nnd Grounded Theory arc described ill section 3.2.2

ahead.
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(2) Client organisations have the greatest capacity to determine the project

organisation, but they also tend to be the least informed about advances in

the construction sector.

From these considerations, this study focuses on organisation-level systems rather

than broader institutional systems. Sys.ems pertaining to the structural design practice

are chosen. 111i8 is not to say that the institutional and climatological environment

surrounding the design practice is ignored. The distinction is that the environment

is consider .d to be only partially affected by my decisions.

A proper theory should emphasize conceptual explanutlons rather elan behavioural

Of' contextual descriptions (cf 2.1.2). Hence. detailed understanding of causation

within a specific context is preferable to shallow understanding for a large number

of contexts.

The secondary objective of the methodology, will be the demoustration of how the

developed theory enhances errol' prediction and control.

3.1.1 Developing theory

In developing the theory the data of choice was expert opinions. This choke is in

harmony with recent trends in modelling human error (2.2 and 2.3), and is

necessitated by the lack of alternative data sources on n comparable seale. A case

study of the error experiences of a design team in a consultl.ig engineering firm, was

undertaken. It was not a study of errors that necessarily led to failure, but rather of

errors commonly encountered in everyday work. The respondents were not obliged

to refer to pnrticulur incidents, though they often did. Such anecdotes were important

in corroborntiug their conclusions, yet they were also encouraged to make general

observations. For example, an expert could say, "errors in general urrungement

drawings arc copied to several other drawings, under such and such a circumstance",
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The study was originally intended to focus on a specific design team in the

consultaucy, /01' (I specific project. It quickly became apparent though, that the

composition of 11 specific team is not static. Projects tend to overlap in time, and

different persons will be considering different aspects of any given project at anyone

time. It was more convenient to conceive of the design team in terms of persons who

tend to work on a particular project type. 111e boundaries of the team defined in this

way are fluid, but there arc some persons who are constantly in the team, for given

structural types.

4.1.2 The expert respondents

Foul' persor s were interviewed during the study. who form the core of the team

handling complex steel structures cg. mining headgears, containment structures etc.

These four persons are identified here by their initials as Cf, IP, FP and NC.

('1 is a partner in the consulting finn. He has over 30 years of experience in

structural steelwork design including periods with major mining houses. Educated at

technical institutes in the UK, he has worked his way up through the ranks and is

familial' with all the stages nf the design process. As a partner he is responsible for

getting work. client llniscn and co-ordinating the others in the team. H~~bears the

responsibility for design concepts and is considered to be particularly expert at

competitive design.

FP is a senior design drnughtsman who usually acts as section leader on the team.

Though nominally a freelance draughtsman. he spends 1\10st of his time working 1'01'

lhis consulting firm. l le used to be a permanent member of staff before the

consultuncy reduced their stuff FP has had 33 years experience in drnughting of steel

structures - the last I()of these have been with this firm, As a senior design

drnughtsmnn, he is required to work from design cnlculatious to produce (iA
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These used to he permanent members of staff, hut were let go when the finn run into

financial problems. Other draughtsmeu and engineers are hued for specific contracts

as required - usually on large projects or when there is II large volume of work.

The organisational

structure adopted for

most projecrs is

illustrated in figure

4. I. A supervising

partner is

responsible for

administering the Figure ".1 -Typicnl orgnnisatlon of a design team in the
contract and handles studied consulting engineering firm

the liaison with the
client and other design pi ofessionals. This partner is responsible for the overall

concept of the structure (in consultation with other partners), but would assign the

bulk of the "engineering" (calculations and member-sizing) to one 01' more design

engineers. The drawing side is coordinated by a section leader who would be a
senior design draughtsmnu. The section lender is responsible rOI' the G.A drawings,

and then co-ordiuates the production of detail drawings by other draughtsmen. He/she

.....
s e c t i u n
l.v a d c r

II c-. 'f' II
I II t:. lit c ~ r.,

S u p c r vi s in g Partner

.....
lr r u u g h t s m en

may be assisted in either task by other sen .uughtsmcn, depending on the size

of the project. The design engineer is perceived as rendering a service to tl-e drawing

office. and the section leader is said to 'run' the project.

The atmosphere in the firm is largely informal. '111e professlonals show respect for
each other's judgement. and recognise each person's area of expertise. '111ere is a

culture of good quality work !IS the staff mainly appeal' to take pride in doing a good

job, On the whole. this consulting firm enjoys a fairly good reputation ill its areas

of specinlisatinn. This is underscored by the fact that many of its clientele are

themselves knowledgeable professionals who would have high standards. In the

competitive design market. surviving linus han! to he mnox nth I.! and economy-

minded in approach, while retaining tl reputation for good quality .
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over time, with increased spending on infrastructure. The present atmosphere in
construction (in 1(96), is one of much uncertainty mixed with cautious optimism.

'111efirm of consulting engineers used for this study was formed in the sixties. In its
present form it is a partnership of some five members, with a sixth retired member
serving as an occasional consultant. The firm has heen involved in civil cnglnceriug
and project management activities in the past. and more recently in arbitration and

legal matters. Nevertheless. their area of specialisation is the design of steel and
concrete structures. The design team studied within the firm is the tean- that handles
steel structures such as containment, mining and industrial structures.

On the steel design side. the consulting firm tends to offer a specialised service for
II wide lange of'jobs. Theil' clients include construction firms who arc tendering for
projects on a design and construct basis. Such clients often require competltive
designs which will enable them to secure the contract. The economic downswing of

the last decade and a half has led to greater emphasis Oil low costs.

111e services provided by the firm will typically involve one, two or three phases:
( I) 'I1H! 'engineering' phase, which refers to conceptual design, lnyout lind

member analysis/design.
(",) The preparation of general nrrnngement (G.A) drawings.
(3) The detailed drnwings,

They will either undertnke all three phases 01' the first two phases. or only the
engineering phase.

The firm retains II small nucleus or starr 011 n permanent basis . the five partners
earlier mentioned. and two or three senior engineers. It had previously been n much

larger firm, but like many other firms it experienced financial difficulties in the late

eighties, The administrative side is handled by lin administratlvc head who oversees

two sccrcmries, a messenger and a tea lady. Ilesides tl.is nucleus. then! arc till ee 01'

four senior drnughtsmcn and senior engineers employed on a freelance bnsis, who

have close relationships with the firm. Some actually do all their work for this finn .
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CHAPTER FOUR

THE THEORY DEVELOPED IN THE STUDY
In this chapter. the methodology ill sections 3.1.1 and 3.2.2 is applied to obtain

expert opinions. from four persons in an engineering consulting firm. In the first

section details nrc given nhout the firm. the experts and their background. In the

second, the cognitive maps developed for each expert arc presented and described.

The process of identifying categories is traced. (II,t! finally the information is

developed into a theory of design errors causation ill the third section.

4.1 rru: CONTEXT OF THE I)ATA COLLECTED

·4.1.1 The consulting engiueerlng firm

In the late eightles find c,lriy nineties. the South African economy has been

depressed. This has taken its toll 011 coustruction work. Large projects have been

relatively scarce and clients are much more cost conscious. The emphasis 011 low

costs has led to tighter mouctnry budgets find time schedules. These trends are even

more marked. when compared with the situation in the sixties and seventies. '111CII.

construction was booming, firms grew rapidlv, and good professionals were in

demand. The various consulting firms have had to adjust to the times. each in their

own different ways. Recently, the political changes have led to a perception of

instability, Yet. it is hoped that these same changes will lead to economic growth



Structuring of situations which could be messy. complex or inundated with

infonna ti 01\.

Generating understanding of the perspectives of others.

'I11C developers of SSM themselves refer to it as an enquiring system - a means to

learn about a situation. I hunan activity systems do not really have optimal solutions

(cf. section 2.5.1). since human relationships evolve with time. However, learning

and the implementation of changes should case problem situations. As relationships

evolve and fresh problems appeal', the previous learning provides a basis 011 whkh

to apply the entire precess again. A second erred of learn lug is that it brings about

a change ill our 'appreciative settings'. This last phrase refers to our rcndiness to

notice particular aspects of a situation. and to accept certain aspects as more

signiflcaut than others. Appreciative settings arc conditioned into us by our previous

experiences, and will ill turn derermlne our new experiences,
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In the di-graph representation, the elements of the conceptual model arc short phrases

describing the activities in the system, 'J1l1.! dements arc linked with 111'1'0\\S denoting

the logic of activity flow, Checkland (1981) suggests that a model should have

between five to twelve clements S,) the essential details CUll be easily grasped. These

activities would all be at the same 'resolution level' i.e .. the same degree of detail.

Hence, a system including organisational factors. would not also include factors

personal to one individual. If it is necessary to explore succeeding levels. each

activity in this first system is easily turned into a new (sub) system by writing a root

definition for it.

Of the four fundamental traits of proper systems. (section 2.4.1). it is evident that

'emergence' and 'hierarchy' are satisfied by t'00( definitions and levels of resolution

respectively, To satisfy the other two traits of cornmunicntion and control. the

conceptual model must always include control activities. Communication is assumed

to be diffused through all nctivlties, Checkland and Scholes ( 19(0) suggested three

types of criteria which the nnnlyrr could define within the model, for control

purposes, These are criteria for measuring

( 1) Efficiency - resources per unit output.

(2) Effectivencss • the long term aims of thl.! system must be met.

(3) Efficacy - ensuring that the provided means (1'01' the transformation) actually

work.

To these may he added other criteria such as ethicality lind elegance, depending on

the tYl;! of system,

Mlngers and Taylor (ll)q2) discussed the benefits of SSM. From a survey of 13i

persons, the following heuefits were mentioned.

Providing. a structured approach 1'01' the study.

Aiding clarity of thought.
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Identifying the necessary and sufficient elements (processes or activities) in

that system, and the relationships between these elements.

The second and third steps arc modelling activities. TIle second step leads to a 'root

definition' of the system. while the third leads to a 'conceptual model'. A root

definition is a verbal sentence defining what a notional system IIlIlS! be. if it exists

for a specific reason or 'trunsformntion process'. The transformation process is an

expression of II particular 'weltanschauung' i.e. a view or perspective of the world

held by a person or persons. which is relevant to the situation. Checkland (198 I)

proposed the mnemonic CA'IWOE to represent the essential ingredients of a proper

(well-formed) ..oot definition.

CA'IWOE stands for

Customers. 'I111! beneficiaries (or victims) of the system.

Actors. TIle people operating the system.

Transformation. TIll! process which is central to the system's existence.

Weltanschauung. German for world-view' (perspective) from which the

trausfcrmation is desirable

Ownership, Those with power to implement 01' shut down the system,

Envircnmental constraints. The 'givens' in the situation.

The second modelling activity (the third step above) is the development of

'conceptual models'. A conceptual model is a di-graph representation of the

necessary and sufficten: activities making up the system. The analyst li sts the

minimum necessary activities that must be carried out in the system, for the system

to be what if is said to be in the root definition. It is then possible to decide the

logical connectivity between activities by considering information inflows and

outflows. For each activity the questions lire asked. 'what information is required as

input for this activity' and 'which activities will produce that Information as their

own outputs?'
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!(90). In the more recent text, SSM is described as two streams of analysis: a logic-

based stream, and a cultural stream of analysis.

11\e cultural stream is the analysis of the context of the studied situation. III section

4.1, a description is given of the consulting. finn from which the experts were drawn.

111is is the context of their expertise.

In the logic-based stream of analysis. the analyst is seeking to determiue which

structures and processes ill the system arc actually logical. from relevant viewpoints

Processes refer to the activities performed on such resources as information. capital.

materials etc. Structure refers to the relationship (physical or abstract). between the

various places where resources are stored or/and processed. For ex .mple.

organisation trees and design checking 'systems' arc structures. while design tasks

are processes.

'I11e emphasis of the logic-based stream is summed up by the question. 'what

activhies are logical for a given vi C\-\>1>oiII t?' SSM helps one to specify the processes

and structures required from a given perspective, and so leads to a judgement about

existing processes and structures. What it does 1I0t do. is to specify a means or

tcchuiqueis) for each activity i.e., the how.

In this study I have emphasised the logic-based analysis. The logic-based analysis

was used to investigate the activities required for management of error risk. for some

categories of design error. There were three steps in this approach. These are:

Identifying dews of the situation (the consulting firm and its operation). that

are relevant to the study (of design errors). This is a 'cultural' aspect.

Determining the nature of a human activity system that depicts each given

viewpoint.
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In 1110st instances, the 'type of variation' was easy to assess since one was now

dealing with elements with qualttattvely well-known characteristics'. Typical values

of course are only typical with respect to a given context. TIle values were selected

to be typical for the particular consulting finn r,'om which the experts were drawn.

The experts were able to supply the required values easily in most instances. the

secondary data described in 3.1).

In the simulation phase of STELLA, state variables such as stocks or levels (design

errors in this case). are monitored to see their response to system changes over time.

3.2.4 Explor-ing system logic with SSl\1

As with enol' prediction (3.2.3), it was also necessary to demonstrate that the

proposed theory of design error causation (produced via cognitive maps and the

Grounded theory method - 3.2.2). will enhance the process of error control. For this

purpose, illustrative models of error prevention and detection systems were

developed. This was done using the Soft Systems Methodology.

The Soft Systems Methodology (SSM), is a means of exploring the logical

implications of a particular perspective of some 'purposeful' human activity. while

taking explicit cognisance of the activity's context. As such. it deals solely with

human activity systems. SSM was developed by researchers at the University of

Lancaster over the last 30 years (see Checkland. 1981 and Checkland & Scholes,

"For example. it is qualitatively clear that 'tune P1L'SS!II'C' .11; a feeling, will depend 011 how much nme
is left for desigu (time left) and how 11111Chwork is yet undone (olltstandin!:;t work) Hence. I chose to
model tune pressure as a linear function of nme left and outstanding work. The exact slope and abscissa
an! not critical to the model. since the object is to provide a comparison between error likelihoods 111
different situations. In modelling certain [larts that denl directly ,vith error behaviour. relationships were
not 'qualitatively clear' since these were hitherto fuzzy in nature However. the proposed theory nOI"
provided quahtative information on these
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A stock Double arrows show resource
(lOIN.:)

Resource Source
Sink

Flow rate

Single arrows show
cause-effect

Convert .r

Figure 3.2 - Elements in a typical STELLA structure diagrnm

There are three steps to modelling in STELLA. and each of these are usually

inductive when modelling soft systems i.e., modellers rely all subjective judgements.

The first step is to layout the various elements: representing each relevant variable

with an element. and showing the relatior -hlps with arrows. (Large numbers of

interconnections between elements are not easily implemented in STELLA. 111e

modeller is therefore forced to select basic causative mechanisms and ignore more

secondary relationships). TIle second step is to define the behaviour of each element

as a mathematical f0I111or 'model' e.g. linear. exponential etc. Thirdly, the values of

the parameters for the mathematical fOI1)}must be specified e.g. slope and abscissa

for a linear model.

In this study, the theory I derived from the experts provided the basic causative

mechanisms for the first step in modelling. The two othe. steps were subjective. In

carrying out the two subjective steps, a reference behaviour was first defined for the

element (High Performance Systems, I99..J.). Once a reference behaviour was

established for an element. the mnthematical model and its parameters could be

chosen to reproduce the desi red behaviour.

The phrase 'reference behaviour' indicates the type of variation expected (say over

time for example). and also the typical \'(I11IL's under 'uveragc' 01' 'normal' conditions.
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3.2.3 Predicting trends in err or likelihoods - System dynamics & STELLA

After the proposed theory of design errors was developed via the Grounded theory

method, it became necessary to demonstrate that the theory does enhance the

prediction and control of error. An .nustrntive error prediction model was developed

using STELLA - a System Dynamics software (sec 3.1.2).

System Dynamics (Coyle, I(77), is about the study of adaptive behaviour in

organisations i.e., how an organisational system maintains dynamic equilibrium with

its environment. In soft and complex systems, the intricate and vague interactions

make it difficult to determine the cffect(s) of anyone input or system change.

System Dynamics is a technique that allows the prediction of the system's response

over time, by modelling the causative factors and simulating their behaviour.

STELLA (High Performance Systems, I99.~). is a software package that enables one

to carry out the modelling and simulation on a PC. and it is particularly useful for

'soft' systems.

Structure diagrams are the main graphical representation used in modern System

Dynamics models. (See for example Cellier 1991, - chapter II). The main elements

in a structure diagram are system state variables called levels or stocks, and flow

rates. Stocks are inventories of resources within the system, while flow rates model

resource inflows and outflows. A third clement type called an auxiliary 01' a

converter is added to allow the carrying out of calculations, to holel values for

variables, and to enhance clarity. Arrows are used to link the' 'I:S clements

according to prescribed rules, to demonstrate rclationsh ips.

In STELLA, double arrows represent resource flows, while single line alTOWS

represent cause - effect relationships. The stocks are squares. flow rates are circles

with spigot valves, and converters are simply circles. When a resource originates

from outside the system, or ends up outside the system, then the sources and sinks

are depicted with little clouds. These various clements are demonstrated in Figure

3.2 below.
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conditions or intervening conditions. (Intervening or trigger conditions arc those

which are not necessarily present when the central phenomenon occurs; but when

they are present, they alter the likelihood and outcome of the phenomenon). The

selected categories of design error in section 2.1.2 emerged during this process. as

the concepts were clustered round themes pertaining to the mechanisms of

occurrence, This led me to seek an explanation in cognitive processes (Appendix A).

In the second phase of axial coding. the analyst seeks to identify mentioned

action/interaction strategies to manage the phenomenon ill the central theme (design

errors), over time. For each action/interaction strategy, it is important to determine

its goal or purpose, likelihood of success and consequences. TIle weakness of this

technique ill prescribing control actions, lies primarily in the fact that only actions

currently ill lise can be considered, ntis allows one to assess current actions vis-a-vis

the central concept, but does not help in a systematic development of new actions.

Selective coding is the third coding procedure. At this point, the core category is

systematically related to all the other categories, in much the same manner as for

concepts within a category, in open coding. At this point, a lot of emphasis is placed

011 validating each relationship front the data, and on identifying feasible patterns of

action contexts. Selective coding ends when the theory can be laid out in narrative

form or diagrammatic form. I really did 110tdevelop the aspect. of action contexts (for

the reason given in the last paragraph), preferring to lise the SSM technique for this

aspect.

The cognitive maps for the four experts were subjected to these codmg procedures,

to yield a theory of how design errors occur .
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often take the form of slips (e.g. missing dimensions, slips of the pen etc.). However,

there will also be mistakes which arise from the application of drnughting rules (e.g.

use of wrong convention for a weld ),

From the above considerations, it was proposed in 2.).2 to categorise design error

into six types. These arc:

( 1) Knowledge-based mistakes in conccptunlisiug (Type I).

(2) Rule-based mistakes ill conceptualising C'.pe II).

(3) Rule-based mistakes in computation (Type III).

(4) Calculation slips and lapses (Type IV).

(5) Rule-based draughting mistakes (Type V) &

(6) Draughting slips .1Ylle VI).

Table "'.2 - The occurrence of design CJ'J'm' types in typical stages of II design
project

-
DESIGN ERROl? TYPICAL STAGES IN A DESIGN PRO.JECT

TYPES Structure Member D<,)"I[m Connection Design General Arrange-
Conceptualisation I1MI! & Durail

dwg

K·B mistakes ill vi vi vi
conceptualising • type I

I---
R·B mistakes in vi vi vi
conccptuahsing • type 11

vi ./ or

Computation
R·B mistnke» • type 1Il

Culeulntion T V
slips & lapses. type IV

Drn ug.htlllg V -I
R·B mistakes • tYPIl V t=~~=~=,_Dra\lghli'lg V
~lips 8:. lapses. type VI

lJ-"" ~a,_._.~ ~~,- --- ""'''M __ .• ___W· .~ .~- - .- _ ..-.__ . ~ ..--~-~-

Suppose a design project is divided into four stages: structure ~\) .eptualisation.

member design, connection design (which could he dune by druughtsmen), and
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different degree). The conceptual categories of this generic model are described ill

Appendix C.

4.3 A THEORY OF CAllSATION FOR EACH TYPfo: OF J)ESIGN ERROR

4.3.1 A further considern tion of design error clnssifica tion

It is convenient for this study, to divide the design of II structure into three types of

work activity - conceptualising, selecting/calculating (of both member and connectlon

dimensions), and draughtlng of general arrangement drawings and details.

Responsibility for each type of activity is typically spread across different phases of

the project, and may he handled by different persons.

Conceptualistng 01' the appreciatiou and chnracterisarlon of snuctural behaviour, is

carried out at three levels: for the entire structure; for Individual members; and for

each connection. Of the three cognitive processes of planning, storage and execution

(see 2.1.7 nnd Appendix A), conceptunlisiug involves only planning. As such,

conccptualisir 1:. may be either rule-based 01' knowledge-based. Therefore. errol's ill

couceptualising will take either of the two mistake f0I111S.

The selection and calculation of both member and conncctiou sizes, will involve both

planning and execution (2.1.2). Therefore, there will be slips" associated with these.

as well as mistakes. Much 1)1' draughting is skill-based". I Ience, draughtlng errors will

~I lcnceforth. I \\;1111\1)11111111 only 'slips' litH! tIllS can he taken to reler to both 'Flips' lInti 'lapses'

')1 distinguish between those 'design' I;lsks earned out by dralll'hlsllIl.!n (I) g member Sllll1g frum
lab Ills). am! purl) llraul'.hlin!'
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Table ·~.I summarizes the relationship between the clement groups in the cognitive

maps and the seven conceptual categories. 111e conceptual categories arc themselves

divided into three types - those related to the 'environment' surrounding the design

team: those related to the behaviour of individuals making up the team: and those

relating directly to design errol's.

Figure 4.10 shows how all the various conceptual categories arc related to one

another ill a general manner.

'1111;1111111'11111

,I, df.~lpttlfh'

..."
t uue
IHilthhlllt~....

....
" IU)ofU
ctrr,\r.....

......
"'III'I,1t ..
I.tllll!" ul ru md

It 1'1''',' r- IJ 1) U I) ,l rn 0 n"

\\ M" ,I~IJ~' .\

'T'}J 0

i u d i v J. 1 'J " l
'~1I11lIUII •

If n v J. 1 o n tl 0 n t ,1 f
doul'ln

Figure 4.10 - Conceptual categorlzntfnn of clements ill the cognitive maps - n

genertc model
•

The conceptual categories unci their relationships arc outlined in figure 4.10. This cnn

be regarded as a generic model of causality for design errors. This model suggests

that design errors lire to be viewed. as the resultts) of interacting 'weaknesses' in the
nbilitlcs and states or mind of the individuals carrying out the design, Those

weaknesses themselves nrc only present and are more potent 01' less potent,

depending on the 'environment or design'. The environment or design is d.xcrmincd

ill turn by the wider project orgnnisntion, which is not included in the model, This

model implies that the task of the consulting firm's leadership (vis-a-vis error). is to

mediate the interface between the project and the individuals. (Project characteristics

change from one project to another. I lumun behaviour is abo dynamic. though to [I
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The characteristics of information (input into the design process) e.g, wrong,

late etc.

The availability of time for structural design.

111e effects of reVISIOns. corrections and other work delays e.g. due to 10\\

productivity or extensive document checks on some projects.

111e work-related abilities of members of the design team e.g, experience.

understanding of the material, competence etc.

Attitudes adopted by the members of the design team, and other concepts

related to their states of mind.

'n1C various design errors tiiemselvcs. and

Errol' detection; mainly by checking" both formal and informal.

These couccptual labels are my choke of eenns to describe the ideas which seem to

be the common traits of various groups of dements. Appendix C describes the exact

meaning of each label (as used here). and explains which ideas and concepts arc

included within each label and the boundaries of each conceptual category.

Table 4.1 - Relationship between the groups of elemcn ts in the cognitive maps

and the conceptual categorlcs

/"'W"""

ENVIRONMENT OF INDIVIDUAL IN ImROR
OESIGN TIlE 'n:AM PIH:NOMENA

Infurmntn TIllie ';'lo!'l, d~lny WOl'lt Attitude & D~slgn Error'll'lp.1

Xterlstlcs Avnllnhlc & rcvlslons nbllltlos mind state errors detection

JJl Enr,l'/ d'men Cnrelesu- Faulty [)usilUl

communictn I1\lSS COIIIl\lctIlS calc chec]

---u- Iuformauon Production D\l!lH~1l Staffing & Attitudus Errors in I)m\~jllg

n~~ds rate/ time chnngl)s competence drawings ch..:cks-_ "r----.--'
_n_, _____
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N(' Comnuuu- TUll\l Materin] Errol' type« Self-check
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TI1C last map in figure 4.8 is the one developed for C1. This is the most elnborate,

having 59 elements in 68 relatiou-l.ip . die main element groups arc suuunnrized ill

figure 4. C).

!R.vltl;;n;·· '; } ..
""'1'-~""'''';''''''''~--"''

1

Hrt-ootr~c-t
1~!~rUr 11~."~_t} 0,11

JM """1\1",, ::0

""......,[I,·.iil' .....
",If til r ........ I, "I' J ri o 1\.; ~

....y..,.._...-.
l'.I.,lllIUHII<It>or ~
1111\11 ;- ...• '-.. ~

Figure .t.9 - The main groups of clements in ('.)'s mup, and their relationships

.t.2.2 A generic model of de ..ign CI't'(lI' causation

The groups of clements in figures 4.3, .1.5, 4.6 and 4.9 reflect the first attempt at

categorizing the various map clements. The open coding process of grounded theory

(section 3.2.2) led to II simpler categorization of the map elements into seven classes.

These new 'conceptual categories' evolved from the interview process as I tested my

initial impressions on the expv.ts. For example. further questioning revealed that the

d'tcl:t of rnninteuauce (in flgure 4.9) was not directly related to design error- at least

not by the definition in section 1.5,

The seven conceptual categories that emerged from the open coding process were:
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NC did 110t really develop the relationships between the groups ill his map. 111i$ may

reflect the fact that fewer interviews were held with him. '11\(: error types described

ill flgure 4.7 are termed by NC as conceptualization, arithmetic CtTOI'S and

draughting/detailing errors. In the design error categories of 2, 1.2, these correspond

to type I knowledge-based conceptualization mistakes, type IV cclculatlon slips and

types V and VI draughting el1'01'5respectively.
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TIle cognitive map for NC (figure 4.7), has 46 dements in 54 relationships, He has

had the longest experience of all the experts, and spent a considerable portion of hls

career in managing the design process. 'ntis shows in the clarity with which his ideas

are presented. His description of self-checks of design cnlculations is a succinct

example of this. I have divided the elements in his map into six groups in figure -t.e.

'.

Figure 4.7 - The cognitive mup developed fur r-;C
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The map for FP in figure 4.4 has some 42 elements in 53 relationships. The

difference in perspective between FP and JP, is immediately evident. Jf> is a design

engineer while FP is a senior design draughtsman, and their concerns are very

different. In keeping ...vith the organisational arrangement adopted in the finn, Fe>

handles queries from clients. This leads to a greater awareness of the influence of

external parties. TIle 'enol'S of design' in FP's map are the type V draughting

mistakes ill the proposed classification of errors (2.1.2), while 'errors of fit' refer to

type VI draughtiug slips. TIle main groups of elements in figure 4.4 and their inter-

relationships are summarized in figure 4.5.

iln t» r nt U til) II
,1.1~ili ,, _

iPr~tru~'t-i-;u-r'~t~-I""
L._ • ..

r.-". JiI.:]Il im.
~-J'"r_!l _f

;~- U t11 -1;·~-t'~II~;·\~
'''~·~Ui~~

..,..
,'\ III III It o 'I

'~Tl-c~{in,'!.
~_~~~I_~~,i.nl.? P4

Figure 4.5 - The main topics in Fpls map. lind their relntionshlps

.y
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Figure 4.6 - The main groups of clements in Ne's map, and their relatlonshlps
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different nuances in meaning. In the later stages of analysis therefore, the map

elements could be manipulated within conceptual categories with confidence. At this

initial stage however, names were only changed in a few cases where I perceived

two or more experts to be using similar words for dissimilar phenomena.

·t

Figure 4.4 " The cognitive map developed for FP
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groupings were either identified directly by the expert (round some key issue), or

became obvious from the extent of attention given to an issue by an expert. The first

tentative names given to the groups are as follows,

Checking of des.gn calculations.

Communication between designers and draughtsmen.

Faulty connections.

Carelessness.

Figure 4.3 below summarizes the relationships between these groups, and so

summarizes the map in figure 4.2. The group names in figure 4.3 are colour-coded

to match the circles denoting groups in figure 4.2.

fC·-h"'~J.. ing

!'I"'i~II
L\O -!_.t_!,~!.1 ,\ ~__~_n_~l_S _

C l)11\ III u n ic a un n
b e tw c c n d c s ign c r s
& d r .. Jghtlim.:n

Figure 4.3 - The main groups of elements in JP's map, lind their relntlonships

IP makes reference to three of the errol' types adopted in section 2.1.2 - computation

slips and mistakes (grouped together), and rule-based mistakes of characterisation in

the design of connectlons. These are errol' types III, IV and II respectively (2.l.2).

Of course the proposed error categorisation was not fully developed till late in the

study, and the names used in the maps do not fully reflect those distinctions.

HO\VCVel', the context and the linked elements made it possible to distinguish which

errol' type the expert had in mind, for each mention of errol'.

As much as possible. the names used in each map are the actual phraseology of the

expert. As explained in 3,22, a meaning was 'negotiated' for each term in the

interviews. This negotiation process made for very explicit understanding of the
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4.2 DEVELOPING THEORY FHOM EXPERT DATA

4.2.1 The cognitive maps

The cognitive maps for each of the four experts are presented in this sectior As will

be seen, the maps for different individuals differ in level of elaboration, complexity

and emphasis. 111e maps here are cleaned up versions of the ones developed in the

study, so as to enhance understanding. A comparison between the maps and table

2.1, shows that the experts collectively touched on most enol' risk factors in the

literature - though sometimes doing so indirectly, or using a different term.

Figure 4.2 - The cognitive map developed f'or JP

'I11C map for JI' in figure 4.2 has the fewest elements, and so is the easiest to

understand. There are 2() elements there, in 27 relationships. These may be grouped

loosely into four main groups (Sh0\',11 with different colours in figure 4.2), though

some elements are common to two or more groups. As explained in 3.2.2, these
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drawings, and then to check or approve shop details to ensure they arc in accordance

with his drawings. When he acts as a section leader (on larger projects), he takes on

the additional respousibilities of co-ordinating other draughtsmen and answering

queries from clients. He is regarded as an expert on draughting of silo designs.

NC is a freelance design engineer working for the consulting firm on a contract

basis. Though only working there occasionally, he maintains a good relationship with

the finn and is considered a member of their staff NC retired from a position as

chief design engineer with a large organisation in 1980, by which time he already

had :;8 years of experience in the industry. He also rose through the ranks - starting

as a learner draughtsman - and holds technical qualifications. Besides freelance work

as a private consultant and with this finn, he has been involved in drafting codes.

manuals etc. with the Southern African Institute of Steel Construction (SAISC).

JP is an in-house design engineer with the consulting finn. He was educated at

various technical institutes in the UK, lind has had long experience ill design.

111e unstructured interviews with these experts yielded t\VO forms of 'raw' data. The

primary data (from about twenty unstructured interviews over a three to four month

period - see 3.2.1) are the cognitive maps recording each expert's opinions and

experience. Secondly, quantitative estimates of the likelihood of occurrence for some

factors previously linked to design errol' causation, were a secondary type of data

(3.2.1). This secondary information was obtained in later interviews (four 01' five)

with CJ and FP after the theory of design errors was developed. 1110se quantitative

estimates are specific to this consulting finn and would obviously differ for other

firms. As such, I have used those estimates to calibrate the illustrative error

prediction model (section 5.1 ahead), but the raw values a1\.. nut presented. The

cognitive maps are presented in the next section.

"
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concepts and the member sizes must be communicated to the draughtsmen. Most

drnughting mistakes result from a poor communication of the concepts

Type V errors are what FP refers to as 'errol's of design'. These will normally affect

counections, member sizes and lending dimensious. As such, typo V errors have

consequences for the integrity of the structure.

EIJ'01 Qgntqxt .QnJ~jl)tt!'!yel1ing ..qgnditi()Il.~

There is no obvious context given for type V errors in the interviews. One

intervening condition that is mentioned by almost nil experts is the effect of physical

distance between the design engineers and (some (1) the draughtsmen. When some

or nil of the draughting is curried out at a different location from the

conceptualization and calculatious. opportunities for communlcatlon

misunderstandings increase. As mentioned before (4.3.4). designers rarely sra:e all

their assumptions explicitly, Hence. the drnughtsmen often check their understanding

of the concepts ill informal contacts. This is greatly facilitated by physical proximity.

A related condition is the situation where the designers and (some (1) tho

drnughtsmcn, are not used to working with each other (FI> & NC maps), This could

be because they nrc 1'1'0111 different orgnnisntious. or otherwise because the

dmughtsmeu arc only employed for a particular project - contract draughtsmcn.

Differences in symbols and terminology employed tend to increase the opportunities

Ior misunderstandings. Personality clashes and a desire to avoid looking incompetent

can uggrnvnte such communicntion gaps, Hindrances to communication have been

particularly problematic when drnughtsmen design unusually loaded connections.

Coutpetltlvc design situations lire more likely to lead to highly loaded connections

and .ion-stnndnrd connections,

Contract drnughtsmen may produce otlll'l opportunities for tYJlI.)V errors. '111dr skills

are variable. oltcn unknown quantities. and they require differing amounts of'
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Frror coutcxt and intervening coudltiuns

Calculation slips and lapses result from insufficient attention at critical points. There

is no single contextual condition identified for this in the interviews. IIowever, there

arc intervening conditions. One of these is a feeling of pressure due to time

constraints. or to events in the wider society (map for JP).

Fatigue also tends to affect the likel hood of calculation slips and lapses. as with type

III errors. In this case. the effect is evident even at low levels of fatigue and may not

increase appreciably at higher levels.

As mentioned above. the usc of sophisticated calculation aids will decrease the

opportunities for type IV errors.

Action strntegles

Calculation slips arc easily detected by the same person committing the errol', though

this is affected by the complexity of the structure (see NC's map), Omissions arc fill'

less easily spotted. and arc also not nmenahle to independent checks. Checkers will

often go through a design sheet, and overlook the same thing the designer

overlooked. The provision of memory aids such as dlc.!cklists should 11.:11'PIWCIII

lapses, Reminder messages can be posted at criticnl points ill computer programs

and design manuals. to help the self-detectlou of both slips and omissions.

4.3.6 Type V design CITOI'S - Ikaughting rule-nnsed mistakes

Causative mcchnnisms

The rulc-bnscd portion of drallghtill~ has to dn with recognising the nature of the

structural design. and uudcrsundlng how it i:-. to be represented. The structural
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....3.5 Type IV design (ITOI'S - Cnlculation slips and lapses

Some of the work in analysis is simply the routine manipulation of numbers. Much

of this number manipulation will be carried out ill a semi-automatic fushion by most

persons, as the process is familiar and the rules arc mainly internalized. Analysis

requires conscious concentration at other times, but this is relaxed during the routine

mnnlpulatlon of numbers. Hence. it is easier for one's attention to wander. This is

all right if the person brings his/her attention bad, to the task at regular intervals to

keep the task 011 track. However. if a necessary attention check is omitted, the task

could go in an unintended direction. The tendency is to carry out SOUle other familiar

routine rather than the intended one, or to omit some aspect of the intended

sequence. These slips and lapses arc type IV errors,

Type IV errors therefore arc the result of carelessness (insufficient attention) at

required points (sec the cognitive map for JP). They will manifest as slips of'the pen

und memory lapses during routine maulpulatiou of numbers, Numbers may be

transposed. decimal points shifted. reading (01' writing) wrong figures from tables,

or even applying the wrong matuemnticnl operation. Mls-writing (01' rending)

formulae is also a common occurrence that belongs in this category, Such slips

commonly lead to inadequate (01' over-adequate) member sizes, as with type III

enol's. It is possible thnt an inadequate member size could lend in turn to partial 01'

total collapse, but in most cases, serviceability problems nrc more common e.g.
excessive sway 01' deflection. Perhaps this is because the need to stnndardlze member

sizes leads to large "reserves" in member strength for some members.Hence, failures

arc more common in structures such as silos whore the effect of stnndardizntiou is

less pronounced, Besides, ns mentloned in ,UA, major, significnnt errors ill member

size nrc probably obv+ous to designers, even with only II J'c\V years of related

experience (SCI.) maps for JC & FI'; lind also NC (Ill self ..checks).

In type IV errors, the emphasis has shifted completely front •abilities' ill the generic

model (section ·L2.2), to 'state of mind' factors.
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for a long while. The more sophisticated the computation aid 01' P(,()[!l'3l11111l.!. the less

trausparcnt its operations will be to the designer. l lcnce, the less likely that in-built

errors \\;11 be detected. A related condition is the usc of software or manuals with

poorly \-...ritten documentation. whicl; eucou.ngcs procedural type III errors,

High levels of fatigue will also allect the likelihood of type III errol's. Such high

fatigue levels result from long stretches of working without breaks under conditions

of high pressure and/or low morale (sec map for FP). Projects which everyone knows

to be running at a loss. or 01\ which the client is disliked 01' the deadlines arc simply

impossible, arc strong candidates 1~)J'low morale.

i\t·ti Oil strn tegi es

Computation mistakes arc more easily detected than the first two error types. The

ease of independent detection is affected by the fact that designers \\;11 rarely state

all their assumptions explicitly (JP's map). Hence, the adoption of standard

comprehensive formats for recording calculations makes independent error detection

likelier.

Training can have a significant impact on computation mistakes. particularly with

regards to software nnd computation aids. People come to understand the capabilities

and limitations of their III-Is better.

The present industry requirement of a mentor ship period for newly-graduated

engineers tends to be geared towards teaching them to avoid error types III and IV.

As the calculations of these pupil engineers arc checked. they learn to adopt

systematic routines and develop an eye For obvious errors. Apparently. this system

is dying out (see ('J's map). As a result or the leaner economic climate, consulting

flrm principals consider the time investment to he too high .
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arc a necessary part of both cunceptualising and analysis, I1~II~e, any tuclt
assumptions in the chosen aunlytlcnl rules must match the assumptions in the
couceptual models. When there is II mis-match between these t\VO sets 01

assumptions. II type III I.)ITOI' has occurred,

Like type II ('}(TOI'S, type III errors arc rnistakcs in pattern recognition (conceptual
model assumptions). 01' remembering the correct solution (the nppropi late analytical
model), Common type III mistakes nrc the lise of inapproprinte formulae (01'

computer programs), incorrect applicntion of an analytical procedure nnd the
mlsiuterprctation of analysis results, These errors will usually occur during the

member design and connection design stages, Hence, the consequences of such errors
\\111 range trorn serviceabillty problems due to inadequate members. to failure of
connections. (See the map for JP), Such errors cun also result in member failures. but
these arc only likely with unusual or/and corupllcuted structures, (On standard
structures, largo errors in member dimensions tend to be obvious • more so than

OtTO!'S in connection details).

I'rror context and intcrvenlng conditions
If the error stC11lS from non-rccognitlon of the critical assumptions in the conccptuat

model. the context is usually one of !l001' communication of the concepts. (This hi
brought out indirectly by NC in his reference to 'commuuicatiou misunderstandings',
when detecting type III errors), If the weakness is in the analytic procedure chosen.
then the context is one of poor training or education vis-a-vis that structural type,

The usc of computer programs. calculators, design manuals and other computation
aids. nrc n common intervening condition for type III errors. The usc of a

computation aid tends to speed up and automate the computation PI'OCC 's. reducing
the likelihoods of cnlculation lapses and slips (type IV errors), As n second benefit
it relieves the time pressures on the design engineer. Unfortunately, people tend to
nccept computation results at face value. If a program includes n had rule or II mis-

\.1rittcn formula (n type III errol' by the progrnmmcr). this could easily gll undetected

'/ 'd
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to untidy solutions, Obviously, process engineers ore less likely to have experience

in structural layout (small rule base), and also tend to interpret the structural goals

only from a process perspective,

Agti()n ~trategies

The prevention of type II errors is dependent Oil the provision of larger rule bases.

This may require broad strategic decision" such as personnel selection/development

policies. to cultivate broad experience. Career development planning is likely to be

fruitful here. This would not be simply going for a single course or the occasional

seminnr. Rather. it requires a deliberate grooming of individuals over several years.

to ensure wide exposure in certain project types.

The provision of rule bases may also be carried out at the tactical level. with external

rule bases. Examples of'externnl rule-bases arc office design manuals, expert systems

and I'I.)Cor<l5 of how previous design concepts were arrived at and how they

performed. (As mentioned 'iefore, firms rarely document the details of how and why

concepts ....vere arrived at. This is different from recording the concept itself in terms

of form, load paths and assumptions mode), A design code can also serve as II rule-

base at a generalized level. Hence. the provision of design codes at a suitable level

of specificity can be a strategy for errol' prevention at the institutional level.

Presently. few codes 01' office manuals address the concepts in any detail.

.4,3.... Type III design errors - Rule-based mistakes in computation

Causative mcchaJlisms

Dnce the design concept (01' n IHl1t of it) is fixed. the designer applies annlytical rules

(formulae S: procedures) to portions of the model. to estimate dimensions and

confirm the suitability of preceding steps. Idealizations and simplifying assumptions

7'7
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4.3.3 Type II design CI'I'OI'S - Rule-based mistakes in conccptualising

~a u~!ltI~J.m~_9J1!1111~.mJi

Rule-based conceptualisation is a model selection process, The individual is looking

for cues in the structural problem to guide him/her as to which model fits best. In

knowledge-based conceptualising the issue is problem comprehension; here the issue

is pnttem recognition, The conceptualiser recognises a familiar pattern in the

information, and he/she remembers which structural model is applicable, Type II

errors arise when the pnttern tnat is taken to he important is the wrong one (similar

to problem comprehension for type I errol's). 01' when the model ill the memory is

wrong, In the first case a good rule is wrongly applied: in the other the rule is bad,

1~1I9L9_<..m.t9.:\:t EIIlA itH91Y911J 1.lgJ.:Q)J@iQlJ.~

Rules are available in the memory when the individual has seen several such

structures, solved in various ways. Hence. the context of type II errors is the

experience of the individual - both with II structural type and with the material of

design. ('I11e import of experience here is not length of years. but breadth of

exposure relevant to the problem, The broader the relevant experience of the

individual. the larger the rule-base), 'ntis is clearly brought out in Ne's map where

inexperience is referred to as 'lack of knowledge', and the mnterial aspect is called

'a feel for the material',

As mentioned before. problem recognition in type II errors is analogous to problem

comprehension for type I errol'S, As with problem comprehension. problem

recognition is affected by the characteristics of the lnformntiou itself. Therefore
wrong 01' missing information would have an intervening effect similar to that

described for type I errors. CJ mentions n peculiar problem which he referred to as

"too much information", On structures housing process operations. clients typically

get the process engineers to design their aspects first, In some cases the process

engineer could go ahead to stipulate the structurnl layout. This becomes problematic

if the stipulated layout is clumsy. since the structural engineers are then constrained

, ,
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have to use knowledge-based reasoning, they are much likelier to make mistakes

than with rule-based couceptualising. (Conccptualisers need to anticipate how their

concepts will be implemented in successive stages, and this is best done by rule-

based reasoning. Also sec Appendix A)

Type I errors are difficult to detect (Appendix A). Detection by others is easier if

that aspect is rule-based for the checker i.e., it is within hls/her experience. Of

course. with innovative structures this is very unlikely. It tends to be true that areas

of weak 01' untidy conceptualization are easily identified. However, one call rarely

show that these will critically affect the structure. Self-detection only takes place if

the conceptualiser adopts a systematic problem solving approach which includes

periodic checks. Since the work is knowledge-based and so is quite out of his/her

experience, t I'OI'S arc not very visible. People can be taught to be systematic in their

problem-solving approach. but tltis may be related to individual tempemment.

Except for cases where the .ccker is considerably more experienced than the

designer (larger rule base), independent checking of concepts is inefficient and time-

consuming. If the checker is also adopting knowledge-based reasoning. he/she call

only check to sec if the processes followed in conccptualising were logical and

systematic. Unfortunately, the thought processes of conccptunlising nrc difficult to

describe Phenomena such as groupthink and tunnel vision" are actually nil' likelier
with type I errors.

On the side of errol' prevention. a possible strategy is the management of information

flows from other parties. (These other patties arc not always clients 01' other

designers. Connection couccptuallsing for example, may require information from

colleagues ill the design team). For example. a firm could allocntc someone full-time

to client liaison on 'information-risky' projects. such as fast-track jobs. Systematic

problem-solving is a tactical means of error prevention.

'''ThIJSIJ phrases refer to situations of decision ll1akil1l~ \\1\.:[<: decision makers it'.l1ol<: st.ll.1l11il1~~ly
obvious aspects of a problem, that would arfl.1.:t decisions taken TUllll1.11vision is IISI.1.!tor cases \\hl.1[1.1all
individual focuses ()II one aspect nnd so loses sight of others. Groupthink (coined by J Janis) I'tlful's to
situations of l~ro\1P decisions where peer influences lllilklJ S()I11C members silent 10 avoid bl.1illg different
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only erroneous ifit differs from acceptable practice ~ given the quality of illformation

available. This would 110t detract from the responsibility of the designer to proceed

'with reasonable care'; which reasonable care may involve seeking and checking

information). TIle effects of judgement and correct lnformation availability would

overlap i.e. someone might emphasise non-critical aspects of the theory because of

poor judgement, or because of wrong information, 01' both.

Pressures due to insufficient time for design also affect the likelihood of type I

errol's. (See this in CJ's map). There are two mechanisms involved. On one hand.

such time pressures can lead to insufficient consideration of alte, natives during

conceptunllsing. This is likelier to manifest as clumsy or inefficient concepts, rather

than outright unworkable ones. On the other hand. the feeling of pressure may affect

the judgements of individuals to differing degrees.

A more subtle intervening condition is the occurrence of clumsy concepts at an

earlier stage in the design. CJ recounted a case where he was called in to check a

design by another finn. Some of the member concepts were extrnordinarily

convoluted and he sought to change them. It became apparent though, that the

designer of the members had to resort to those unnecessarily complicated measures

because the concept for the overall structure was quite untidy.

t\~.tiat1 ,Bu:tJlf,!gi_g;;

The predictability of type I errors is very low. 111e experts could not put numbers to

how often Stich errors occur 01' arc likelv to occur. However, it is clear that

opportunities for knowledge-based mistakes \\;11 be relatively fewer than for other

types. This is because conceptunlising usually requires II relatively small proportion

of design time. and much of the conceptualislug will be rule-based (also see

Appendix A). When conceptunlising, individuals prefer to 'rule-match' - searching

their minds 1'01' similarities to previous projects. People will only I'I')SOlt to

knowledge-based reasoning when they have no choke. The opportunities for type I

errors \,,;11 be few. but the error/opportunity ratio will be very high. When people do
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directions. omitting loads or relevant limit states (not because OI1l' forgot but because

their relevance was not appreciated), or even an unsuitable layout. An expert

described a case he was involved with, where a well-respected UK linn proposed a

restraint system which was a mechanism (and would not admit their error till it had

been adjudicated by a professional body).

A related phenomenon, is the use of 'clumsy' concepts and details. These last are not

errors in themselves. but can have consequences fo: other crror types - notably

computation mistakes.

In the generic model of figure .1. 10, all design errors result from individual

weaknesses in abilities or/and states of mind. Type I errors result from weaknesses

ill abilities - in this case, the ability to comprehend the essential details of a

structural problem. This can be seen in the cognitive map for the expert NC (figure

·lA). where the phrase 'conceptualisation errors' refers to type I design errors. There

was no evidence in any or the interviews linking such conceptualisation errors to

'state of mind' factors such as morale. carelessness etc.

Context and Intcrn'ning conditions

Ability to comprehend a prc'ilcm will always be linked to the complexity of the

problem. I lcnce. the context of type I errors is the complexity of the structure (or

member) to be designed. The effect of complexity is variable. since individuals differ

in their capacity to cope with complexity, Moreover. training and exposure (leading

to flood 01' poor judgement) will affect this capacity.

Somct'rnc-, an individual's inability to grasp essential details from the information

is becuus« the inlurmutiun itself is deficient. In Cf's map (figure ·U). he identifies

\\I'llilf! inlormntion and new unforeseen loads (e.g. unforeseen loads resulting from

111)1." mnintcuancc). as leading to luyout and conceptualisation errors l Ience, the

d· '.acterisuv-, ofthe inlormatiou given is an intervening condition that can affect the

likelihood of' type I t.'(((\ls nhC11.' is a distiuction to he drawn here. A concept is

...



directions, omitting loads or relevant limit states (llGt because aile forgot but because

their relevance was not appreciated), or even all unsuitable layout. An expert

described a case he was involved with, where a well-respected UK finn proposed a

restraint system which was a mechanism (and would not admit their error till it had

been adjudicated by a professional body).

A related phenomenon, is the use of 'clumsy' concepts ancl details. These last are 110t

errors in themselves, but can have consequences for other error types - notably

computation mistakes.

III the genetic model of figure 4.10, all design errors result fron: individual

weaknesses ill abilities or/and states of mind. Type I errors result from weaknesses

in abilities - in this case, the ability to comprehend the essential details of a

structural problem. This can be seen in the cognitive map for the expert NC (figure

4.4), where the phrase 'conceptualisation errors' refers to type I design enol'S. There

was 110 evidence in any of the interviews linking such conceptualisation e11'0l'S to

'state of mind' factors such as morale, carelessness etc .

.~))Jltq~.uIJ.l~Lt!Jt9L'{~nillS.£QI)$}l!:.i.QJ1S

Ability to comprehend a problem will always be linked to the complexity of the

,

problem. Hence, the context of type 1 errors

member) to be designed. The effect of complex. "

complexity of the structure (or

.iriable. since individuals differ

in their capacity to cope with complexity. Moreover, training and exposure (leading

to good 01' poor judgement) will affect this rapacity.

Sometimes, an individual's inability to grasp essential details from the information

is because the information itself is deficient. In CJ's map (figure 4.5), he identities

wrong information anti new unforeseen loads (e.g. unforeseen loads resulting from

poor maintenance). us leading to layout and conceptualisation errors. Ilencc, the

chnracteristics of the information given is an intervening condition that can affect the

likelihood of type I errors, (There is a distinction to be drawn here. A COlH.:qJt is
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draughtlng (of general arrangement drawings and details). Then one can associate the

proposed design error types with the design stages, as in table 4.2 above.

111e seven conceptual categories of the generic model in figure 4.10 arc not equa ..

relevant to each of the six design error types. Each design error type had to be

considered against the generic model, so that a specific theory of causation was

evolved for each error type, In the axial coding process (section 3,2,2), the concepts

and clements related to each elTOI' type were identified as either basic causative

mechanisms, contextual phenomena or (outcome modifying) intervening actions. 111e

resulting theory is presented in narrative form for each error type in turn, in the rest

of this section.

4.3.2 Type I design el'I'OI'S- Knowledge-based errors in couccptunllsing

Cml!3.atiyg.m9c:ll.al)j~lll.s

Knowledge-based mistakes are generally due to the individual's inability to hold

every facet of the problem, in his/her working memory at once. Type I errors take

place during the conceptunlising activity, when the individual is transforming real-

world information into a relevant structural model. This could be for the entire

structure, 01' less frequently for a part thereof such as a member or connection.

(However, couccptualising of a member is likelier to be rule-based). For knowledge-

based reasoning, the difficulty in the process lies not so much in the structural

models (pinned joint. point loads etc.), but rather in distinguishing the relevant

details and co-ordinating the implications, for all the given information. I Iencc, Type

I errors are conceived here as mistakes in comprehending the structurally relevant

aspects of a problem. from the input information presented to one.

,

Type I errors may manifest as poor load conceptualizations (e.g. point load

represented as n distributed load), wrong assumptions about load paths and stress
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directly based 011 the generic model of section 4.2.2. The error " diction model i,

divided into four sectors as Sho\\-11ill figure 5.1. Three of these - the project time.

budgeted work flows and informatlon processing sectors - correspond roughly to the

'design environment' categories in the proposed generic model for design error ill

figure 4.10 (·}.2.2). The fourth sector models the behaviour of the design eITDr types

-----.-----------~~

Budgeted Wor.. 'V

.-- --; Budgeted Work
Flows

" Information Proc ,. "V
The Design Error., '9

...
Information
Processing

The Design Error ...
re----ITypes ....

~!t
PrOject Time 'V~"------.--------~--

Project Time

--..-.-~_.."

Flguro S,l - The SCctOl'S in the Cl'l'OI' prcdictlon model and their relatloushlps

The second step ill modelling was to specify thl.) clements in each sector, and thirdly

to spedfy the rclutionships between elements as ruathemuticul equations. The

objective ill the three design envirunment sectors was to rccrente (through

simulation). what would 1.:0UlIt as normnl events ill the studied firm. In these three

sectors the execution of several typical design projects ure simulated over time. to



CHAPTER FIVE

ILLUSTRATIVE MODELS F"I~OMTIlE TIIEORY

In chapter two. weaknesses in present error prediction anti control methods were

cited as reasons why II theory of design error causation is necessary (2A) It was

therefol'e necessary to demnnsrmte that the theory proposed 111 chapter four can be

used for CI'I'OI' prediction aud control This chapter presents SOIllC dt.lsign error models

developed in this study and illusuutes the SOl t of PIOCCSS that call be used in

applying them. 'IlI<J error prediction model developed is II System Dynamics model.

implemented with the STELl A software (SI.!C 3.2,3), It enables a plausible

represcutution of the relationships affecting design CIYnrS, and allows the effect of

systemic changes to be sin ... luted. 'lhis model is presented in the first section of the

chapter. The errol' control models developed arc SSM (3.2A) rcpresenrntlons of

system loglc, for defined viewpoints. They enable till! assessment or existing systems

with rcasonnhle and cogent criteria. n.HI enable 'optimal' system specification. These

nrc presented in section 5.:?

::;.1 .\1\ l-:RR\)R PREI)J(,TWl'i ;~101n:I. FHO;\J rm: l'IU}P()SJo:I>

TIIEORY

S.1.1 An overview of the enol' predlctlon model

In developing the model there Well: three steps to curry out (SI]I! :ll ,2) First, the

overall anan:"clllclIlllf the model had tu he specified This overall anungemcnt wn»



011 costs, And this is done without a thorough understanding of the emphasis

and effect of each error control strategy, Cor.ipetitive design is mure ":0111111011

in such periods, with the attendant dangers of unusually loaded connections.

Finally, the usc of contract staff is marc prevalent in times of economic

pressure. and this is implicated in the ciusatlon of both drnughting errol'

types, There may be reduced professiounlrsm amongst hot', draughtsmen and

junior engineers, as design firms reduce salaries paid.

(9) From the standpoint of error prediction, it is clear that enol' likelihoods will

have two components M the number of opportunities for an error: and the

number of errors at cadi opportunlty (error/opportunity ratio), The

opportunities for each error type depend on the work task with which that

errol' type is associated (see figure 4,11), and the content of each work task

is easily estimated for a given project. 1111,,) errol' /opportuuity ratio is less

easily estimated ns it depends on the interplay of causative and intervening

fictions, for each error type (sec figure 4,12), Opportunities for error will tend

to increase from type I through to type VI; conversely. the error /opportunity

ratio will tend to decrease from type I through to VI.

(10) Errol' prevention is not consciously practised at present. It is likely that

systematic errol' prcventlon programs will lead to fewer Incidences of \)1'1'01' •

at least Ior certain error types. However, looking at the \)['1'01' mechanisms for

the different error types, it is unlikely that all errors can be wholly prevented,

11\c!'\! will be a need for error detection as well. and 1.)!'I'01' control procedures

should seck to include both in a hal anced IlHIIlIlCI',

,



concept), There is a need for further study on a means and format for

recording the conceptualising process, which cun he used on innov utlve

projects.

(6) Failures from draughtiug errors are rarely cntastrophlc, but can he expensive.

Calculation slips and computation mistakes can lead to collapse. but this will

be rare. More often, the failures will be of the serviceability type,

Conceptualisation errors of both types \\;11 be unpredictable ill their results.

These will probably lead to some of the more spectacular collapses, 'I1lC issue

is compounded by the fact that failures of iuuovntive structures or structures

going beyond the state of the art, tend to be highly publicised. Moreover, it

is the larger firms that tend to handle such projects, and failures from

conccptualisntion errors cannot be wnved off as 'inexperience'. Such failures

have affected public confidence in the entire profession, in the past.

(7) A strategic means of -reventing conccptualisatlon errors, is to assign only the

most experienced persons in a finn to the couceptunlising activities. Most

firms arc doing this already for overall structure concepts, (This is also the

rationnle behind the award of difficult projects to firms with proven track

records), Connection conceptuallsing is far less obvious than member

conceptualisiug and connection failures \\;11 often be more catastrophic. yet

the former is often left to less experienced personnel than the latter,

University curricula typically pay little attention to conceptualisation and to

connections, Presently, more engineers are being trained in universities than

before, and these will typically start halfway lip the technical career ladder,

Some of' these will be senior engineers without having had sufficient

understauding of concepts and connections.

•

(X) Economic difficulties lend to potentially risky periods in terms of design

error. FiI'LlS will tend to dh ersi!~· to ensure they have work, and so are more

likely til take on work with whichthey arc not familial, Familiar error control

strategies (e.g: independent calculation checks) are reduced in scale to save



4.4.2 Some conclusions drawn from the proposed theory

The following conclusions can be drawn in a general wily from the proposed

causation theory.

( I) All design errors result from interacting weaknesses in the abilities and states

of mind of the iudlvidualis) committing the error, in the design team (see

4.2.2).

(2) 'I11e key task of the leadership in a design firm (vis-a-vis error), may be

viev 'as the mediation of an interface between the design team members

and the rest of the project. It is this 'mediation' (or errol' control) that

determines how the project charncteristics will (01' will not) cause latent

weaknesses in individuals. to lead to errors.

(3) '111Cdifferent error types require different approaches to errol' control. Error

prevention is not consciously planned by design firm principals (perhaps

because the causative mechanisms arc not wholly understood). and the current

emphasis is rather on detection via checking. Independent checks arc

adequate for errol' types IV. V nnd VI - calculation slips. druughting mistakes

and drnughtiug slips, They are It!SS useful for type 11I errors (computation

mistakes), except where computations arc recorded in n specified format.

(4) The t\VO conceptualisiug error types wil! be picked ttl' by peer reviews.

subject to the structural types being within the experience of the reviewers.

(5) Where the structural type is not within the reviewer's experience (innovntlvc

structures). concoptunlisntiou errors arc very difficult to detec or prove.

There is presently no accepted format for recording the thou ~h: l!rocesses in

conceptualisiug, and in fact most conccptunliscrs do not record the process

followed. They arc mostly content to record only the end result (the resulting
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error type



for each of the error types is summarized diagrammatically in figure 4.12. 111e full

thick lines in figure 4,12 indicate bask causative mechanisms while dotted lilies

represent intervening actions. 'I11in full lines represent work task flows.
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Figure -1.12 - An illustratlon of the cnusntlon theory for each dcsign error type



4.4 IMPLICATIONS OF TIllS CAlTSATION THEORY

4.4.1 The main features of the proposed theory

The opportunities for each of the six design error types mise in distinct and different

work activities. This is illustrated by figure 4.11 below which is an expanded version

of table 4.2. TIle work flow ShO\\11 in figure 4.11 refers to types of activity and not

necessarily different people. Hence, one person could carry out till' conceptunlising

of a connection, and then go on to analyse it and prepare;,: the drawings.

Un t:ltttl IIar ----- ..----7KB errors in conceptuahsing

('onC':PluaIiSinll(1 "--r''''iIiM ---------7' RB errors illconceptualising

Choiceofanalyucalmode!------------:rRB mistakesIII computatrou

1Routine mnuipulanon of .,CaklllatHlIl slip,; and lapses

numbers I"" I, sis

Choice of draug.htin~~ ~

",I" & 1''''''''''
Routuic dra\\int~ activity -- ~ Draughlil1!J slips and lapses

Draugluiru: I11ht,ihcs

Figure 4.11 - An illustrntion of how CI'I'(l1' 0PPOI" • iltics :"'isc in work activities

Figure ·1.11 has summarized the context for each error type i.e. how error

opportunities arise. When an opportunlr, arises for some error type. the likelihood

that the error will actually take place (errur/uppouunity ratio) \\;11 depend on the

causative mcchnnisms and intervening actions. The theory of causative mechanisms
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There is a particular problem of error-propagation in draughting. When an errol' (type

V or VI), is made in a general arrangement drawing and it goes undetected for some

time. it may be passed on to several other drawings (sec FP's map). Depending 011

what the original error was. its effects could easily show lip 011 tvventy or more detail

drawings.

A_I;_~i_{)Il_ s~ralc_gl~ji

One approach to preventing type VI errors is to remove distracting influences that

could cause uttentional capture. Hence, attention must be given to locating drawing

offices away from distracting sights. sounds. smells etc. Yet there should he

sufficient stimuli for the draughtsmen so that monotony and loss of attention (internal

preoccupation) does not set ill. Iuternal preoccupations arc much more arbitrary.

depending on the personal lives of the persons involved, but such preoccupations

tend to be widespread during periods of social crisis or during national events, This

may instruct the use of additional supervision during such periods.

Good supervision and pcrsonuel mnnagcmcnt arc essential for high morale and well-

motivated draughtsmcn. The drawing office supervisors may !\ot uecessurily be the

longest serving drnughtsmcn, 01' the most skilled, but should rather be chosen for

supervisory skills. (However. profcssionnls tend to respect skills and respond better

to persons more skilled than thcmselves.) It would definitely he a worthwhile

investment to trnin drawing office supervisors in supervisory skills.



draughtsmen are usually paid lower wages than engineers. A comparison with the

classical motivation theories - Maslow. X & Y theories etc. - confirms that these arc

plausible reasons for motivational problems amongst draughtsmen!'

Another explanation is that many projects tend to require more drawing hours than

design (engineering) hours. Hence draughtsmen are more constantly under pressure.

so that attitudinal problems become magnified. These generalizations do not negate

the fact of individual personality. There arc many draughtsmen who take pride in

their work. However. there is definitely an impression created (FP & Cl), that

dissatisfaction and discontent are likelier issues with drnughtsmen, and tend to spread

faster. Besides, these issues arc more important for drawing than for the

'engineering' side. as it is easier to concentrate during conceptualising and analysis.

The usc of contract draughtsmen was mentioned as being contributory to type V

errors, There are other problems involved with using contract drnughtsmen that arc

relevant here. Some of them are not used to working in groups (NC), and co-

ordination problems arise. They may also leave projects before the end. leading to

continuity problems. Others are sometimes unable to keep up their end of the work

(FI», so that drawing production lags behind schedule. All these can contribute

indirectly to the likelihood of type VI errors. Finally, contract draughtsmcn may be

more susceptible to the motivational preble-us discussed above, as they tend to have

less loyalty to the firm.

The lack of suitable skills by draughtsmen will trigger both types V and VI errors,

and this is not always the fault of the individuals. One respondent cited a case where

a firm introduced CAD, and the principals thought they could save money by using

school-leavers (matric level) to enter data. On the more general level. a less obvious

(but potentially more dangerous) condition is that many firms have stopped training

drnughtsmcn and engineers.

llThl!~U 1\\0 motivational 'theories' call also apply to junior cugmecrs under certaui crrcumstauces III

SOIllI! firms, junior engineers are resu icted to CI)II,I in Iypl.!s of members so that the wor), l.ecomcs routine
and loses nil creauvc challenge They may also he poorly paul compared 10 scruor colleagues. particularly
III 1i1l1\)~ of I)COIlOlillC diniclIlt:-.
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4.3.7 Type VI design errors .. Druughring slips and lapses

~ ausa!iv~.1!lt;l.9l!_anisms
During those aspects of draughting that simply require tho execution of well-known

routines (drawing a line, lookinj, up a table etc.), there is less need for constant

concentration. Tasks may be carried out ill an automatic manner. Of'the three activity

types in design - conceptualising, analysis nnd draughting, drnughting has the largest

component of such 'automatic' portions, If the drnughtsman neglects to pay attention

at a critical stage (an attentioual check), the task could go awry and type VI errors

result.

Typical type VI errors are the omission of details, transposing numbers and

miscopylng, These will manifest as wrong or missing dimensions, mis-alignments

nnd lack of co-ordination between drawings. Where type VI errors nrc not picked up

on time, the result is that structural components 'interfere' with one another and don't

fit Oil site, leading to losses through delays and extra fabrication to rectify the

situation (see maps for FP & CJ). Type VI errors will almost always manifest before

the structure is completed, and rarely lead to collapse after completion.

nrLQr.,cql)tQ;~lJI!1.c1jll!~!Y~I!.i_l}lLC..Q!.Hlj1iJ2l!.s

Something else occupying the attention (attentlonnl capture) is the main context for

drnughting slips and lapses, causing the drnughtsmnn to be less mentally alert and

so omit an atteutional check. These may result from internal preoccupations, or from

external influences in the environment (sec FP's rna J

lntervening conditions that affect the mental alertness of the draughtsmnu arc fatigue

and morale. Motivational factors arc apparently most significant for this class of

errors (sec FP's map). A possible explanation is that design engineers tend to work

more Oil their own: the work is more creative and they take iudividual responsiblllty

for their work. Draughting requires more of a team effort, and is less creative, hence

individual drnughtsmen arc less easily fulfilled by the results of their WOI'k. Again,
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supervision. Some contract draughtsmen arc not good at group work, yet they arc

mostly required on large projects where group work is essential.

Another intervening condition for draughting mistakes is the phenomenon of

"interference" between draughtsmen on the same drawing. '111ere is a maximum

number of draughtsmen who call collaborate on anyone drawing task. after which

errors occur due to communication and co-ordination problems amongst them. This

would typically be from 3 to 5 persons.

TIw degree to which a draughtsman is a specialist also appears to have an impact 011

how readily he/she commits type V errors (see FP's map). This probably reflects the

tendency for a specialist to be more familial' with the draughting rules employed on

a structural type and material. A specialist is also likelier to notice if the member or

connection details arc unusual.

tJ...9Ji on ..~tlat9giQ,~

TIle level of predictability of the design errol' types increases from very low levels

for the first two types, to high levels for the last two. FP provided fairly definite

estimates of errors expected for types V and VI. and their detection chnracteristlcs.

When shop drawings arc carried out within the premises of the consulting firm, type

V enol's 'hardly ever' occur. 111C number can increase significantly for drawings

done elsewhere. In the studied consulting firm, all detail drawings done elsewhere

arc normally sent back for checking and approval. This checking is done by the

section leader or the draughtsman responsible for the G.A. drawings, rather than the

design engineers. FP described t!IC error detection rate (type V) as 110 % i.e., the

tendency is to detect even errors that are not there.

The obvious strategy for improving communication between designers and

drnughtsmcn is to ensure physical proximity. At the institutional level. specific

formats can be dictated for recording design concepts and calculations, lind made

mandatory f01' sensitive projects. This would probably lucretse the time (and cost)

for design, but could lead to reduced safety costs for the entire industry.
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Such simulations call be carried au: to estimate changes ill error likelihood frum

systemic changes. Say one wishes to compare the error likelihood indices for two

possible systems- one currently in use, and another proposed. The simulation would

then be -nrricd out using values first for one system. and then the other. The elTOI'

likelihoods obtained for each system, could be compared directly. I leuce. the error

prediction model ennbles estimates of the relative error likelihood (error/opportunity

ratio) for tv. 0 sets of systemic arrangements. Though the figures used to calibrate the

model here were specific to the studied firm. one could easily change figures to suit

other flnus as needed. The intention here h; mainly to dernonstrutc the process.

5.2 ERROR CONTROL MODELS FPOM TlIE PROPOSED THEOHY

In this section. models lire presented that illustrate how the proposed theory (11'

causation for design \!ITOI'S (section ,1.3) call contribute til the task of CITor control.

Since the aim is to illustrate th\.) technique. models are developed for only one error

type • KB \!ITOl'S in couccptunlislng (type I) As explained ill ·1..1, this \!ITO!' type has

the greatest potential for spectacular and emburrassiug failures.

The illustrative errol' control models are developed here using the Soft Systems

Methodology (SSM). As described ill section .l:'.4. SSM models arlo:verbal-sentence

rcprcscurauons of the logical nctivitics in a human activity system, These activities

arc chosen as the logical consequences of adopting sonic relevant vicwpolut, and are

then connected in a di-graph to show their relationships. III this way. SSM prescribes

the minimum details "I' nctivities and relationship» ill a human activity system. if that

svstern J.\:i .ts to lllilil some relevant \ iewnoint. III this :i\.)(.(,; ., the lll\.)dlt)dnl()~y is

applied to Ilrst the prevention all(' then the detection. of typ~ I de:;i:m I.!ITOr.,

lIlt;



Flgurc ='.4 - Graph of type I CI'I'OI' llkellhoml index over time, in n typical

shuulutlon run

l'igure 5.4 iii n graph of the likelihood index fur type I errors OV~1' time in n

simulnrion. In this simulation, all tho various user-defined parameters have been sot

at default values or allowed to vnrv according to tho pre-defined equations. Figure

5..1 demonstrates the typlcnl form of the results or simulations. In thl! simulation for

which this graph \vn~ obtained, all the systemic variables were set at their dcfnult

values for the siudicd Ilrm. In flguro :'.,1 therclure, a likelihuod iudc: ... of one refers

to the likelihood of error under the present 'normal' or 'uveruge' conditlons in the

studied firm An ind. " of 1.03 is an .ncrcusc in t!ITl)I' likellhoud of 3(!o over the

'normal', The varlntio.is llCI.:UI' due to everyday tluctuutlons in some of the vnriable«.

( I hose arc modelled as default equations c.~ a normal distribution for structural

comp lcxi ty)



Time pressure was chosen to be a linear function of the differ ence between

(outstanding) budgeted work and time left: (to completion). normalized over

budgeted work. (111e budgeted work stock keeps an account of the work progress as

plant IL'd, not as cxecuted» sec the budgeted work sector in Appendix D). Time

pressure should grow with that difference (see section c'3). 111c equation parameters

nrc chosen so that time pressure is zero when the time left is oue and a half times

the (outstanding) budgeted work. Conversely, time pressure is very high (ten) when

the time left is only half of what is required Cor the outstanding work. t\ time
pressure value of five would represent au 'average' pressure at which the work is

going exactly according to schedule, (work left time left).

'1110 actual STEl.J A equation is:
'l'hucpressure If [(TinH!Jeft I) and (Budgeted work . I)J then 10 else

1(10*(Budgcted work - Time left)!Butigeted work) + 51 Eql/ 1-1

The first expression in square parentheses checks to see if there is less than a week
left on the project. If the time len is less than a week then the pressure is very high
( 10), except if the outstanding budgeted work is also less than a week. When the
time left is not less than a week the second expression ill square parentheses applies.
This is equivalent to the nlgebrnlc cquntion

B-TTime pressure= 10t---) + 5
B

Eqn 15

where B is budgeted work and T is time left.

Finally, the likelihood index of type I errors is simply cnlculated as (I - problem
comprehension). When all the input vnriablcs are set ~O values of S, this likelihood
index is approximately one (1.005). Till! cquatlon is given below.
Type I errors Smth3{(If (Time counter . 0) then I l'O~ clset I

Problem coruprehcnsioujj.sn) Equ I()

In equation 1h the Smlh3 function of' STFLLA is used to smooth out rapid
fluctuations in the likelihood index. Smth3 is a third order exponeutinl smooth which
is here performed over a 50 week period



Problem comprehension '" 1.072( 1 -e O.002:J( 10 S) Eqn I::

Structural complexity (in the information processing scctor « Appendix D) may be

defined by the user on the simulation control panel, or a default value is used which

is a normally distributed random variable - mean 5; standard deviation 1,67. This

default assumes that most projects will have 'average' complexity (as defined by the

USCI' for his/her nrm). The default standard deviation assigns II probability close to

zero for complexities of zero and tCII.

The correct infonnation nvailabllity is also determined in the 'information processing'

sector (Appendix D). 011(: depends on the size of the project and the experience of

the project managers (section ('.5).

The judgement of the individual is conceived as a function of his/her innate ability

(due to experience and training), and the time pressure on the individual (see 4.3.2).

Innate ability must be the bask clement here and it is modified by time. 1Iigh

pressure has the effect of lowering the judgement and this was assumed to be a

linear effect. Thus, the STEl.LA equation (cquatiou 13) was chosen so that extremely

high pressure (ten) reduces the judgement to half the innate tib iiity. At values les-,

than averngc pressure (five), the judgement is unaffected!',

Judgement If (Time pressure' :;) then Innate ability else [Innate nbility" (I •

(Time pressure/20m

'n1C innate ability of the individual to judge is measured on n scale of zero to ten

(very poor to very good). It is determine.I in the type II error sub- sector as the

average or the 'breadth of experience' and the 'quality of trainiug'.

llAl.'tuallv, some nuuloratc level of pr,:ssluIC 1< required fill p.:.I!- I'lirt'ulm,lIll'1i (s<.!I.'tIUI1(' ~). so
that at 10\\ 1'IIi'''\II<.) 1,)\.:(" 11\'1Il~ uuhvidual« v uiuot l'I\~ thL'1I 1I.,t 1lowcver. there j,; some <111<.)';11011,\:<

tll whcthor Ilw. I'; true Ill! .iudl~')1l11,)111 ;:hl 1'1an~ "',1'<,'. ( "Hill.! It 1Il1l1L' ,·UIl\,'1lI...111 to 1:.'IH'!c an~ IllhSlbk'

h)\\<')r1I1!'. of JU"l~<')Il1,.)I\t at 10\\ plli",Url) levels

10 ~



simplicity's sake, time effects arc assumed to be dominant in generating pressure (cf.

C.3 ill Appendix C).

From section 4.3.2 problem comprehension is a function of structural complexity.

judgement nud the availability of correct information. (,111C effects of'judgcment and

correct information availability overlap • 4.3.2 • and can be trented as heing

interchangeable i.e, only the one with the greatest effect need be considered).

Problem comprehenslou was measured on a scale of zero to one. while each of the

input variables were measured on scales of zero to ten,

A function was required to represent problem comprehension. such that

comprehension is excellent (one) COl' low (zero) structure complexity and excellent

(10) judgement (or information availability). Comprehension should also be low

when complexity is VCIY high (10) and judgement is very poor (zero). The

relationship couldn't he lineal' as it didn't seem plausible. One would expect

compreheusion to still be high at average levels of complexity and judgement, and

comprehcnslon would only become 100v at fairly high levels of complexity and fairly

low levels of judgement, 1"01' this reason, a negative exponential function was used

to represent problem comprehension.

The exponential function was chosen so that problem comprehension is 0.75 when

both complexity and judgement (or information availability) nrc 5; and is OIlC when

complexity is ten and judg.cment is zero. The STELLh equation is given l.elow,

Problem comprehension l.(){).I*( 1.05 • exp(O.0022*( 10 • Structure complexity)"

(Mint ludgcmcnt, Correct inl'oa','i1ilahility)))) ElJlI 11

in eqi.ation II. the mintn.b) Iunction of STI·:U.A always returns the value of the

lower of the two variables in parentheses. I Ieuce, the equation above would be

written in simple algebra !IS equation 12 where J is the lower value of'judgcmcnt and

iuformntion availability: and S is structuml complexity.

10::



5.1.3 Details of the type I design error sub-sector

111e three design environment sectors simulate the behaviour of projects and those

factors in projects that nffect design errors. As the values fur such factors change.

the various sub-sectors (six of them- corresponding to each error type) in the 'design

error types' sector, calculate an error likelihood index II for each design error type.

The reference behaviour (section 3,2,3) for each of the design error types was the

same, The likelihood index of each design error may be expected to Iemain sensibly

constant (or nt least to fluctuate slightly about SOlUe mean) as long as there is 110

systemic change,

r-1ri\rr::iI~~ Type I • K8 errors In conceptuallslng

"')
~'--~:llnter

Judgement Problem comprehension 7~
--------:0--{)/ 1 Type I '''0,"

cr: ()
Correct Info availability " I

structure complex ty
Time left

Innate ability

Figure 5.3 • Modcl elements ill the 'Type I design CI'I'OI'S' sector

Figure 5.3 shows th: layout of the sub-sector CO" type I design errors - knowledge-

based mistakes in couccptunlislug. From the theory of section 4,3.2. type I errors

result primarily from inadequate problem comprehension. Also from the theory, the

extent of problem comprehension i~ dictated by the complexity of the structure, the

availability of correct infurmntlou and the indlviduuls ability to judge. '111t.! ability

to judge in a given situution is then affected by the pressure on the individual. For

111h;" mdl!\ \\\<.101,;111,::; the hh,·ltllll,,,j Ot'd')'ii!'11 tJrr.lI,; (tJITOI llppnitullJt~ rauo • "<:1.) .~ .~), with u

ditfercut illd\!\ for each error typo SU\~0 the par.uuctct« lit' the equanon« :It~ llnl~ cho-ien. till'; cannot h~
sai •.1 til he an absolute measure Ill' the likclihoc-I of dtJ';I!m error \ aI1l0" oht.uncd tor ,,~,;t.:Il1:' can Ilnl~ he
tl\tc·lpt~tc·d rclativo to 1'111) another 'Ltkelrhoo.I' '" !,Id"lfe·d tu '1'IOb,\hdlty 11\ nlh,J ...,!tvlty.I"',c·d
Ilfl,b.lhihty
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random number. between the range determined by the first two numbers (a and b)

in the function. (111e third number is an optional seed that allows one to replicate the

stream of random numbers).

The percentages quoted here are default values for the 'med job 00' and 'small job

00' converters. Thus, at the default values the first MONTFe ARLO function will

return a zero at each dt for 8000 of the time. When it docs, the budgeted time will

be a random number between one and SIX weeks, When it does 1I0t, the second

MONTECARLO function is checked - and this returns a zero 98 00 (80 t 18) of the

time. If the second MONTECARLO function is zero the budgeted time is a random

number between six and twenty-four, and so 011.

Smnll job, 00 80

Medjob ..oo 18

Eqn 80

Eqn sb

1111!set\VO equations Me for the 'rued job %' and 'small job 00' converters which SCI

the values for the montecnrlo functions in the budgeted time converter. The default

values nrc 80 and 18 respectively (leaving two percent for large projects). but these

can be set to new \ alues on the simulation 'control panel'.

Time, counter C()UNTER(O,(Project Time + 0.2» Eqn C)

In equation c, the countertn.b) function simply counts time units from the first part

of the argument (a) to the second (b). and then resets to ZOI'O. In this way, the time

counter converter was used to monitor how far the simulation of each project hart

advanced (elapsed tim!'). The 0.2 factor added to project tim!') was because the

software was evaluating time counter a cit behind project time.

Tillie left If'{Project Time' Time COUll tel') then (Project Time - Time counter)

else 0 [0;(/1/ I ()

The time len converter (equation 10) monitored the time len to completion fllr cach
project by comparing project time with the time counter (elapse.' i.. .ic). (,t.,~· h

elapsed time became equal to till! project lime (adjusted for time losses), it would

return II value of zero.

Ion



Titne_losses "" If (Tlmecounter '-" 0) then 0 else 0.5 * (Redoing y,ork t 1 -

Real._work_.rate) £:.'(//1 5

Equation 5 is the equaticn for the time losses now. When the converter time counter

reacts zero (at the start of a new project), there is no flow, Otherwise. there is a flow.

In the second half of the equation' I - rea! work rate' measures the deviation of the

real work rate (rate of design production), from an average value of one (one week' s

work completed per week of elapsed time). 111e real work rate and the rate of

redoing work (revisions), are determined in the information processing sector. When

the revision rate is positive and the real work rate is less than one (low productivity),

the time loss now is the average of these two.

Resetflow ~~.If Timecounter= 0 then (-5 * (Budgeted time - Project Time» else

o Eqn 6

Whenever the time counter is zero (at the start of a new project), the reset flow
obtains a new value for the (initial) budgeted time of a new project from the

budgeted time converter, (IS ..,110\\11 in equation 6. In order to bring the project time

stock to the same level as the budgeted time estimate, the reset now calculates the

difference and releases (or takes) that difference fl'0111the project time stock. Since

the flow will only act for a dt (time counter will equal zero for only one cit), the flow

must be multiplied by five - !lO\V is in weeks /week (not pel' clay),

Budgetedtime [If MONTECARLO (Smnlljob,%) () then (RANDOM

{1,6,(98»1 else [(if MONTECARLO (Medjoh_% -f Smnlljob %) 0 then

(RANDOM (6,24,996» else (RANDOM (2·1,54,()95»)J Eqn 7

As described in equation 7, the converter 'budgeted time' (for new projects) returns

a random integer value between 1 to () weeks for Son n of the time. It will also return

a value between 6 to 2,1 weeks IS% of the time and between 24 to 5·t week: 2°0

of the time. '111c MONTECARLO(a) function of STELLA draws randomly from a

binomial distribution l'etumin!., 1\ value of ZI!I'O for a given percentage of the time and

n value of one otherwise. The percentage corresponds to the value of 'a' • the

argumeut in brackets. The RAN[)OM(a,b,c) function returns u uniformly distributed

99
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yearly. These are typical numbers for the studied firm obtained from the secondary

interviews with FP and CJ (see 3.1.2).

The project can gain 01' lose time through the flow 'time losses'. The 'time losses'

flow is dictated by the efficiency of the team ('real work rate'), and the incidence of

'revisions' (see section C.3 in Appendix C. on availability of lime). 111e converters

'time counter' (number of weeks spent) and 'time left' (number of weeks remalning

to completion), are used to monitor the progress of the project from the project time

stock. It is clear from section C.3 that these last two converters will determine the

extent of pressure (from time constraints) upon individuals. Time pressure is

causatory to types I and IV errors (sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.5), and is also related to

other factors in the theory such as fatigue and morale (section C.2).

1110 actual equations used in the model are given below in the form in which they

appear in the STELLA software. 111e equations ill STELLA are written in what

appears to be a proprietary brand of BASIC. Relationships between stocks and flows

arc interpreted by the software as difference equations, which are evaluated at

intervals throughout each simulation. The iteration schemes available for these

difference equations are Euler's method and Rnnge-Kurta's second and fourth order

methods (High Performance System" 19(4). I used the Euler iteration scheme

tl-iough out.

For the project time stock, the STELLA (difference) equation was:

Project ...Time(t) ProjectTlmett - dt) -+ (TimeIosses - Resetflow) * cit E'I11 -I

III equation 4 cit is the time interval between iterations (set to 0.2 of a five-day week

- thus II day). The units in project time are in weeks. Time losses is a now that

adjusts the project time when time is lost OJ' gained. Its units nrc weeks/week. The

reset now adjusts the stock at the start of each project to reflect the new (initial)

budgeted time.
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of time losses and gains, so as to know how much time is still required". The layout

of the elements in the project me sector is as given in figure 5.2

,....rr::;'\rr=i)
~~ Project Time

eal work rate

Redoir,g work
B~ldgeted time Mad job %

Time counter

Figure 5.2 - Model elements in the 'Project time' sector

The central element in the project time sector is the stock 'project time' with two

flows attached - 'reset flow' and 'time losses'. The time taken for each project is

conceived as a variable resource. At the start of each project. the converter 'budgeted

time' releases a number of time units (in weeks) into the stock 'project time' which

behaves like a reservoir. Whenever time iii lost (or gained). more time units now into

(or out of) this reservoir, thus increnslng (01' decreasing) the length of the project.

111e initial budgeted time (released by the 'budgeted time' converter) is random, but

will be large (2-l - 5-l weeks). medium (6 • 2·~ weeks). or small (I - (1 weeks), for

given percentages or the towl time in 0 simulation. The percentages arc user-

specified in the converters 'small joh 00' and 'rncd job 00', with defaults of 2°0 for

large, 18°0 for medium and 80°" for small: Thus, the default setting would lead to

ahout J 0" ·1 large contracts in a fiv e-ycar simulation. It would also lead to about 7

to 9 medium sized contracts anti anything from fifteen to twenty-five small projects

':In tht! bll.l,'.~t~,l wur], 11,)\1 s~,t"r. the tunc blldt'.d~d for .1 pf\)J~(t IS converted IIlt<1 bllilgl)t~d
wor], (Ill manwcek«) The sector also k\)~lh trnc], or h011 r.iuch time I'; l<.:l'Itor the project. a':':ol.im[!, til
the original time hlld!:"l.!t lnforuutiou Is input into .hsig.n and processed .It va ry in!,. rates. withu; the
infonnauou prol)tJ",;illt:, sector These rat-ls are reu work ratl)s (nor bll.Il!,'Jt~d work ra(\),) whicl; determine
tunc In:;;;\):iand ~nin:; on the project Th\).;~ sectors are described III greater detail ill Appendix ('
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During simulations, a 'control panel' is used to determine values for the various

systemic factors so that oue can explore different scenarios. The differences between

likelihood indices for each scenario are then monitored 011 graph panels.

This model is specific to the studied firm. First because the theory (on which it is

based) was derived for that firm, but more particularly, because the secondary data

used in quantifying reiatioushius is very specific to the studied finn.

In 5.1.2 the project time sector is presented as being representative of the design

environment sectors. The other two design environment sectors arc described in

Appendix D. Most of the details for the design error types are also given in

Appendix D, with only th ~ sub-sector for type I (KB errors in conceptualislng) being

described here ill section 5.1.3.

5.1.2 The 'Project time' sector

As described in section 3.2.3, the building blocks (elements) for System Dynamics

models arc (resource) flows, stocks (which are accumulating flows), and converters.

These are represented as circles with spigots, squares and ordinary circles

respectively. Double-line arrows are resource flows and siugle-liue arrows ore

relntionships. In the modelliug, I have applied the principle of parsimony i.e each

factor ill the theory iii described in terms of the fewest possible clements that allows

me to reproduce its 'usual' behaviour. Hence, in modelling the design euviroumcnt

sectors, it is only those aspects that greatly influence one or more error types that

have been included.

Puring simulations, the project time sector detennlnes till! time requirements for

successive projects. It makes an initial budget for each project and then keeps track



generate typical behaviour for the factors that affect design error (the causative

mechanisms and intervening actions of 4.3).

TIle relationships modelled in the three environrneut sectors are based on the

definitions given in Appendix C for the covccptual categories in the generic model.

These relationships are objectively well-known in terms of their q\lali.tati\·e

behaviour, and so it "vas easy to choose appropriate forms for mathematical

representations. Hence, the rate at which information is input into the design process

was modelled as an S-curve over time - a low rate of inflow iuirially: then much

information comes later; then again it slows to a trickle towards the end of the

project. (The slope of the S-curvc was mach: a function of the experience of the

project managers). 111e actual numbers used to calibrate the mathematical cquntious

in the design environment sectors (abscissas, slopes etc.), were derived from the

secondary data of quantitative estimates made by the experts (sec 3.1.1 and 3.1.2).

The objective ill the fourth sector on design errol' was to cnnble the calculation of

an error IikcIiIH':)(1 index. 111is index is an arbitrary measure of the likelihood of each

error type tinder a given situation. It enables a comparative assessment of error

likelihoods across various alternative sltuarions, The elements in the fourth sector

were chosen to repi educe the theory .iroposcd in section 4.3. The existence of the

theory allows one to say that such and Stich an errol' type is more likely if such and

such an event occurs; and less likely if it docs not. Ifence. it allows a qualitattvc

understanding of relationships between factors in the theory - in a way similar to

the 'well-known' relationships defined by Appendix C. Hence, one could propose

mathematical relationships linking project phenomena (simulated in the other

sectors). to error likelihood. The numbers Ior equations ill this sector were mostly

arhitrary. Howev cr. each error likelihood index was normalized over the value

obtained when all design environment factors ar» set to the middle of their range.

rhus, an index of one denotes an 'nvcrage' error likelihood. It was not Celt that the

indices (for the different error types) would he sensitive to the numbers chosen. since

the cmphnsis is on comparison between situations.
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Secondly, the explanations proffered in the theory from the experts' experiences.

must be plausible '111e theory must make sense ill the light of whatever else we

know about errors. Psychology provided an opportunity to define error categories

from well-described behaviour patterns, and thus come to conclusions about

mechanisms of design error causation. The mechanisms concluded have adequately

matched the experiences of the selected experts. In the light of present-day

psychological theones of cognition (Appendix A). those mechanisms are also quite

plausible.

An lmportant aspect of this theoretical development is the issue of context. TIle

generic model of figure 4.10 is general in its presentation and application. It is not

possible to state categorically that those elements \,,,111 be so related in nil

circumstances OJ' that these arc the only clements in every situation. Nevertheless.

one may say with some confidence that those clements will be applicable in a great

deal of the design situations here in South Africa, anti may be related in just this

mnnner for the greater many. That generic model (section 4.2.2) is also independent

of the error classification adopted in section 2, I .2.

When it comes to the details of the theory in section 4.3 however, that confident

statement can no longer be made. The detailed theory of 4.3 is specific tu we context

from which those experts ..vere drawn. which is why an entire section 0.1) iii

devoted to describing that context. To the extent thllt another design practice can

identify witl: LIC characteristics lind background of the firm described in 4. I. the

theory of 4.3 will be applicable to them also. Secondly, the theory of 4.3 is tied to

the design error classification of 2.1.2 and the conceptual categories described in

Appendix C. since it is presented ill tho,e terms.

One consequence of regarding theory as a r-conl of experiences is that the use of

expert opinions, becomes perfectly logical (sec also 0.3 ahead). There 1.1' however a

problematic aspect to this. The theory is only relevant 11m!'. The experts hnve

described what they have sec II, not what is to COllie. The theory becomes suspect

as soon as significantly large system changes arc made, totally new measures arc
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could be the result of poor training on the part of the draughtsmnn. Concept

ccmmunicatlon breakdowns are the most common reason for draughtsmen

misunderstanding concepts. Such breakdowns are influenced by physical distance

between uraughtsrnen and other members of the team; the use of contract

drnughtsmen: personality dashes and the level of specialisation of the draughtsman.

TYJlf~ VI errors (4.3.7) are also caused by insufficient attention, but now ill the

routine drawing tasks. External distractions and internal preoccupations are

contributory factors and motivational problems are considered important here.

'J11C theory summarized nhove does not seek to establish some 'new' principles of

how design errors occur. The design process has been refined over decades to whut

it is now, and the some principles have certainly been at work all along, differing

only with the peculiarities of specific circumstances. Whnt the theory dues do. is to

prescribe a .oherent framework \...ith which to tit together the various principles and

so understand their inter-relationships, It is a record of our expcrieuces in conceptual

form , The intention is to foster greater insight into how errors occur in design, so

that we cnn better sec the implications of what we've been doing. nnd know why

our procedures are successful or unsuccessful.

In proposing such a theory, I have adopted the position of the scientific philosopher

Karl Popper. Theories nrc not p . they arc only 'not falsified', This is not tile

theory - some absolute statement of error behaviour; rather. it is to be considered a

convenient framework which explains our experience in a plausible manner.
Validation of'sueh a theory is then dependent on the two wonls underlined in the last

sentence. '111utheory must explain our experiences. If we observe a phenomenon thnt

is totally inexplicable by this theory, then the theory is inadequate. Another way of

saying this is that the them)' must be grounded in the data (section 3.2.2). This is

what I have sought to do. Within the given context of the experiences or the selected

experts, the theory docs match their experiences. I have sought to make Illy thought

processes in generating the theory as transparent as possible. Hence Illy usc of

coguitive maps <3.2 2).
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In section 4.3, the them)! is elaborated in terms of the six design error types that

were first proposed in section 2.1.2. The explanations proffered for cadi et'1'01' type

in section 4.3, were made in terms of the concepts and ideus in the conceptual

categories of the generic model. The six design enol' types are

• Type I - Knowledge-based mistakes in conceptual bing,

• TY)l1! II· Rule-based mistakes in conceptuallsing.

• Type III - Rule-based mistakes in computation.

al! Type IV - Calculntion slips lind lapses.

• Type V· ;l.ule-based dmughting mistakes &
II Type VI - Draughting slips.

It was found that type I CI'I'OI'S H.3.2) result primarily from the inability or all

individual to c01ll11Iehend thl' important aspects of a problem situntlon « because or

the hrunded rationality phenomenon (Appendix A). '111is is influenced hy time

pressures, wrong 01' missing infurmutiun and the sped flcation of clumsy concepts at

an earlier stage.

Type Il errors (.1.3.3) result from breakdowns in the IH'O\!eSS of recalling models in

the memory that arc upplicnhle to some present problem, This could be the effect of

incorrect recognltiou of the problem chnracter 01' because the model in the memory

is actually had.

Type III errors (4.3..1) arc the result of mismatches between tacit assumptions in

chosen methods of analysis (formulae and procedures), and assumptions in the

conceptunl models, '111e Incidence of this error type is influenced by the lise of'

computation aids and individual 'responses' such as fatigue, pressure and mo rule ,

Type IV errors (·t.:U) result from insufficient nucntion (carelessness) during routiuc

uumher manipulntlna. Fatigue and time pressures can influence these stJ'ollgly,

Type V errors (,D.b) nrc mostly caused hy insufficient understamling of'the concepts

to be depicted during dl'\lughting. hy the drnughtsman Sometimes though. these
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CHAPTEH. SIX

DISCUSSION

In this chapter the results of the study nrc discussed in two sections • the theory

proposed in chapter four (which is the main result of the study): anti the models

developed (in chapter five) to illustrate the usc of the theory for prediction and

control purposes, Some aspects of the methodology used to obtain these results nrc

considered ill the third and final section of the chapter,

6.1 A DIS('(TSSION OF rue THEORY ,

The theory developed in chapter four is the main result of this study and it is

.1CCCSSnI), to consider exactly what this them)' is. and what it is not. In figure 4.1 ()

(section ·l.2.2). a generic model is presented for design errors in genernl. This generic

model relates errol' phenomena to [\\0 conceptual categories (work-related abilities

and attitudes/states of mind) associated with the individuals ill it design team. It also

relates errol' phenomena to three conceptual categories (time availability. work

delays.rev isiuns and inlornmtion characteristics) nssociated with the environntcnt of

design '111C mcnnings attributed to each conceptual category arc explained ill
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individual members etc., to ensure faithfulness to the overall concept. There is some

evidence that partners and senior engineers discuss concepts amongst themselves. but

it is not clear that all aspects of any one concept arc presented at such discussions.

'I11e supervising partner would probably discuss only those aspects he/she feels

uncertain about. However, one might assume that totally new structural types and/or

solutions would be discussed very extensively - if the I!.WI!/It 0/ departure JiYJlI/ tilt'

1181/0/18 recognized. In table 5.1. the 'procedures used' given for the firm arc based

on both the informal walks round the drawiug office. and the discussions amongst

partners.

The comments in table 5.1 arc not an indictment of the studied consulting finn. In

fact. the studied firm has a very good reputation ill the industry for high error-free

standards. What those comments do point to is that the systems in usc for detecting

type I errors nrc weak - first because they nrc informal and secondly because they

are not systcmatlc. '111e discussion in section 4..l would suggest that this is probably

similar to the situation in many other firms for type I_ gIIOt'S.

III essence, we have II situntion ill which this firm has consistently avoided lilly major

errors of the KB conccptuullsmion sort, but the details of how their various

procedures etc. 11'0 contributing to this success arc not dear to them. '111e flrm cannot

tell if there are areas of unnecessary waste 01' duplication in thelr formal and

informal control schemes. More importantly, when changes are forced on them by

clients, the economy 01' the climatology 01' even because of top-level personnel
changes. the firm mill' find itself in the position of having to ndjust hUIlWIl activity

systems without knowing the exact OnCC! or implications of each adjustment,

It should be borne in mind that opportunities for type I errors lire relatively smnll

compared with other error types (section ·l·n. If 11 linn never docs work of such a

nature as to require extrapolation beyond their former boundnrles, they might not

need to consider type I error detection.
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Table 5.1 - .Judging the adequacy of type I error detection procedures in the
studied consulting finn

"

THE ACTIVITY ACTIVITY PROCEDl'RES ('Ol\1l\H:NTS
(Required 'whnt') OUTPUT rssn

(Observed 'how')

(I)
Select aspects of the Familial' patterns ill Possibly done in Weak. Informal
problem, that are input information. in informal 'brain- procedures depend
familiar, grouping commonly occurring storming' sessions Oil the individual's
them together. groups. for overall concepts. discretion.

(2)
Search for success- Idcntiflcd concepts Searches of r-cords This is not done as
Iul couceptualising (and goals). used 011 of designs. during part 0" a checking
solutions ill past, for past projects with overall process The
familiar aspects. 'similar' xtcristics, conccptualislng, emphasis differs .- ._ ,_._---_._._

(3)
Do concepts in the A [udgement as to Mentally in self- Self-checks are not
proposed solution. whether present checks: Ill) evident always done, The
match those in the solution is similar to procedure 1'01' some- same biases in
previous solutions'? previous ones. oue else to do this. knowledge- based

reasoning (see
(.~) Appendix A). that

Chc~k if aspects of A judgement as to Again only in self- cause individuals to
the present problem whether concepts in checks. commit type I
invalidate the past solution arc still errors. make them
previous solutions. applicable. unable to detect

diem._._,
(5)

Check if the steps A judgement [IS to Ditto. Can't be dono
in rcnching each the correctness of independently as
concept were intervening steps to conccptunlizlng
carried out each goal. steps not recorded.
systematically.

~.

(6)
Classify the A knowledge of See pnrngraph des- Inadequate gh en
proposed concept as which concepts must crihing procedures the pre\ ious steps
crron cous, error- free he corrected, tested in the studied
01' unknown. or accepted. consultancy, below,

. ... .... . ..

/\. consequence or this system is that the overall concept for the entire structure docs

not really get checked. 'I1l1s infbrmnl checking is being carried out till concepts 011
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5.2.3 Using an error control model for system specification - type I errol'

detection

The activities defined for a human activity using SSM arc subjective, and so arc the

viewpoints or world views modelled. What the theory does however, is to provide

a basis for picking relevant viewpoints and activities in an informed manner, The

subjective judgements are no longer based on simple intuition since the factors and

mechanisms leading to enol' arc now 'objectively' known in a qualitative fashion.

111e benefit of this lies in the fact that a firm can lise this means (SSM) to specify

the details of a human activity system say for error detection, and can be sure that

the error control techniques chosen arc consistent with an informed understanding

of the issues. and are coherent. Additionally. a firm could usc this means to study

their existing systems and identify areas of weakness. This is done For type I 1:1'1'01'

detection in the studied consulting firm, ill this section.

In figure 5.6. the logical relationships between the activities are shown. These

activities now provide n means for judging the adequacy of procedures in n structural
design consultancy - see table 5.1.

In the studied consulting firm. there are two types of checking besides self-checks.

Drawings nrc formnlly checked for types V and VI errors (see FP's map), and

concepts and dimensions nrc checked informally. This informal checking consists of

the supervising partner (01' design engineer 01' senior druughtsrnnn). walking round

the drawing office looking at the emerging drawings - sec Cf's map. Hopefully, the

person walking round should spot any nl.nonnnlitics. It is this latter procedure that

would be expected to catch any type I KB errol'S in conccptualising, (Conceptualising

during draughting is typically rule-based, and most errors ill that phase would he type

II errol's).
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JJ!Q..!lli n InJU1IL!lI!SL5.11 fft_eien1..il~th~iJ~s.
Select those aspects of the problem that are familiar. and group them as they

usually appear together,

Search (the memory or other records) for successful conceptualising solutions

in the past, corresponding to the groups of familial' aspects of the problem,

Check if the (intermedinte or final) goals in the proposed solution match the

goals in the previous successful solution,

(For cases where there is a match), check if there arc aspects of the present

problem that invalidate the previously successful solution scheme.

(Where there are no invalidating aspects), check if the steps in reaching each

goal were carried out systematically,

Classify proposed concepts as erroneous, error-free or unknown.
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dependent either on one of two things. Either the checker is able to tell the form of

a correct solution ahead (the goals), or he/she detects that the problem-solving has

not been systematic (the means). (The second option is the only one used in self-

checks of knowledge-based couceptunlising). For the checker to know the light

solution ahead, the problem must fall into the realm of his/her experienc Hence, for

the checker, the problem is one of !'!lJ~hJl~d conceptualising even if it is only a

loose 01' general rule.

One could adopt the weltanschauung (or viewpoint) that the independent detection

of type I errors requires a pre-recognition of the correct form of the (final or

intermediate) goals i.e, concepts proposed. TI1is would obvioi sly be relevant given

the proposed design error theory. 111en, the corresponding transformation for a

system that fulfils this weltanschauung, will be as follows, "Correct concepts not

recognised => correct concepts recognised", The details of this system are given

below with the conceptual model ill figure 5,6,

ROQul_gfinl!:iql!.: A system owned hy the partners of the firm and operated by the

checkers of concepts, to cause the correct solution to a conceptualising problem to

be recognised, and so detect type Ierrors; subject to constraints imposed by time and

cost.
t

IlL'": _elemen_ts itLthJ~Jtt!fi!litiQ!l:

Customers - All persons whose tasks arc affected by type I errors,

Actors -

Transformariou -

recognised,

Weltanschauung -

TIle cueckers of concepts.

C011'cct concepts not recognised :::} correct c-: ,\, pts

Ownership -

Environment -

Detectlon of type I errors requires pre-recognition of the

correct concept solution,

Partners ill the consulting firm,

Constraints of time and cost.
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activity). Such performance measures provide a basis for judging any selection of

some particular techniques.

~
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Figure 5.0 - An SSi\1 conceptual rn odel of a system for detecting type I
errors

A system for the detection of Type I errol's

There are two aspects to conceptualising (or planning ill general): the specificntion

of goals and sub-goals. and the specification of the means to achieve the goals. In

sectlou 4.3.2 and Appendix A, it is suggested that the detection of type I errors is
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For the root definition aoove, the minimum necessary activities that must be included

in this human .ictivity system are as given below. Each of these emphasizes some

verb that describes an action that must be carded out in the system.

Identify those featu-es of the problem that are structi.rally important,

Define any cause-effect relationships (between aspects of the problem), that

have consequences for structural behaviour.

Make simplifications to reduce complexity as necessary.

Establish which other design tasks will be impacted by the solution chosen.

Propose various solutions (concepts).

Establish the impact of each tentative solution on other design tasks,

fabrication and erection.

Choose a solution from alternatives,

Ensure the solution caters for the structurally important features of the

problem.

Confirm that the 'structurally unimportant' features have 110 bearing on the

solution.

COnfi1111that the solution is not sensitive to assumed simplifications and

assumed cause-effect relationships.

These activities are obtained from considerations of the mechanism for type I errors

(section 4.3.2), and the general mechanisms for failure in knowledge-based reasoning

(Appendix A). Besides these 'technical' activities, every 'viable' system will include

the management activities required for proper system control. TIle conceptual model

for this system is shown in figure 5.5.

'I11e three control activities of defining measures, monitoring and taking action, are

basic to all viable systems (for teleonoruic behaviour - 3.2.4). Some suggested

measures of perfonnauce (for control purposes) are in the box ill the right-hand

corner of figure 5.5. 111e model prescribes the activities to be carried out ill the

human activity system (though it says nothing about the specific techniques for each
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5.2.1 A system for the prevention of type I errors

In developing the conceptual model of a system one must first determine a root

definition for the system. This is a statement of what the system is to be. For the

prevention of type I errors, a relevant viewpoint would be that 'type I errors result

from poor comprehension of the problem, when couceptualising'. TI1is of course is

drawn from the proposed theory in section 4.3.2. For this stated viewpoint, one could

adopt the following root definition of the type of system that would be required to

prevent type I errors,

Root clefiJlition: "A human activity system controlled by the head of a design team

(supervising partner) and operated by the various conceptualisers in the team. to

cause conceptualisation problems to be adequately comprehended when they 111l ••• :

be solved by knowledge-based reasoning, so that type I design errors do not occur".

Within this root definition it is possible to identify the following elements, which are

required for a 'well-rounded' definition (see 3.2.4).

C - Customers or (direct) beneficiaries of the system: Other phases in the design

process after the conceptualisation, and fabricators/erectors. This is implied

by the phrase 'so type I design errors do not occur'.

A - Actors or operators of the system: The various conceptunlisers in the team.

T - A transformation which is the heart of the system: TIle transformation here

is 'problem poorly comprehended '* problem well comprehended'.

W - TIle Weltanschauung or world view (viewpoint): Type I errors result from

poor problem comprehension when couceptualising.

o - Ownership of the system: Those with power to close it dOV,11 such as the

supervising partner.

E - Environmental con';' . nts: the 'givens' in the situation: TIle limits of working

memory capacity for individuals, as implied in th~ reference to knowledge-

based reasoning.
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again inductive but there are sound management principles which must be adhered

to in these choices. These principles as well us my design I.!ITortheory, guide the

process, SSM (3.2A) is lin inductive methodology with the same benefits mentioned

for System Dynamics and STELLA above. Choices arc transparent and repeatable

and arc made for a particular context (or perspective in this case).

6.3.3 Results not us expected

Besides the early data collection problems discussed in chapter three (3.2.1). there

was a later unexpected difficulty in the data collection process. I found that the

cognitive 1'I,IPS tended to become vel)' complicated, and some of the experts had

difficulty understanding them. This may be because engineers arc not familiar with

qualitative techniques. At any rate, Idecided to play dov v11 the role of the maps. This

meant a reduction in benefits since the visual aid to negotiation is an important

aspect of cognitive maps (3.2.2)

Some experts were more informative than others - perhaps because of differences ill
fluency or in commitment to the study. Since each expert WaS chosen to represent

II certain perspective. it has resulted in some parts of the theory being less developed

than others.

In those relationships in the simulation model that required the union of two

'probabilities', I invariably assumed independence. This simplified the relationship

to a straightforward sum. For example. the likelihood index for type II errors

(Appendix D.3) was conceived as the union of the likelihoods of 'wrong structure

recognition' and 'incorrect model selection'. In the model. this is simply representee

as a sum.
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inductive approach argues that it would he more rational to include all the

information at our disposal instead of ignoring our experiences. However, the choice

of mode! families and interpretation of results must be explicitly regarded as chokes.

The question may be asked, "how do my intuitive choices differ from the subjective

choices in the traditional probabilistic models of chapter two?" The answer is in the

handling of subjectivity. First of all, the choice of the significant relationships is not

arbitrarily mine alone. but the result of plural judgements by experts in that situation.

I do not claim a domain of applicability for those judgements beyond situations

similar to those described for my experts. '1110 traditional models do not spell out the

context of their expertise (which determined their chokes), and so imply that their

choices arc relevant in all cases.

Secondly, in modelling each relationship, it is true that Ichose both the mathematical

model and its parameters myself. However, by explicitly acknowledging these

aspects as choices, inductive approaclrcs could be used (System Dynamics &

STI .LA - 3,2.3), that are developed for just such situations, The choice process has

therefore been made transparent and repeatable • essential qualities for model

'validation'. The traditional models do not explicitly acknowledge that they made

'choices', and nrc formulated as though they seek to depict a 'reality' of error

likelihood. But probabilities nrc really only n convenient mathematical nbstmctlon M

they lack external rcnlity. It is therefore jusrlfinble to defino a 'probabilistic' measure

for each of the errol' categories (in this case a likelihood index), as long as this is

done in Ill) internally consistent fashion. The choice process adopted is consistent

across the variables, and the calculated errol' likelihoods may be seen as relative

values consistent with those chokes. The inductive errol' prediction model then, is

simply a useful way of representing a situation to compare the errol' potential of

various systems.

Finally. the SSM error control models are logic-based in the choice of system

c unponents and their relationships. It is 1I0t the formal theorems of mathematical

logic being employed here, but the logic or good business practice. The process is
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probabilities, and also tend to remember recent events better. or events that made a

striking impression at the time. '11Ie lise of biased expert opinions (as distinct from

expert 'recollection', e.g, Stewart. 1993), may be justified on the following grounds.

From the perspective of making engineering decisions. it is more important that data

is internally consistent than that it accurately reflects external reality. It is also easier

for most persons to accurately describe their opinions of how error occurs, than to

numerically estimate probabilities of various events • unless they have received

training in doing so (De Fiuetti, 1972 • Ch 3). I therefore gathered data on expert

QPiniQn~ of'how errors occur, supplemented with expert r~cQ!leGtH).n~on well-known

phenomena (not errors). such as how often the finn has large projects.

6.3.2 Subjective choices in the Illustrative models

The errol' nrediction model is based on inductive choices rather than deductive

estimates. Deductive models start with a defined (probability) model. whose

parameters nre established from empirical data. The parameters arc then manipulated

using established axioms to obtain a probability 01 failure (or error), The result is

taken to be a tnnthemntical estimate of reality. Venezisno (1976) discussed this

process in relation to structural safety and pointed out that deductive probabilistic

models arc based on unstated and nrbitrary nssumptious by the modeller, in his/her

choice of a family of models (eg. Normal. POi~SOll, Binomial distributions).

Moreover, the parameters for a given distribution arc statistically vnrinble when there

is little empirical data available.

On the other hand. there is often a Whole body of "intuitive" information (actually

the SUIH of our past observations). which is ignored by the deductive modcller

because it is subjective. This is not a problem in say electrical circuit theory. where

the governing laws arc well known und tightly defined. In structural safety nud

particularly human errol', there nrc few laws • moreover empirical data is scarce. '111e
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The chief argument against the usc of expert opinions is that they are subjective, In

response to this, the answer may be given that so is most of the structural design

process. Subjective judgements and the use of engineering judgement have always

played an important role in structural engineering (see Blockley, 1980 & Armitage.

1(81). Despite the introduction of sophisticated reliability techniques in code-

drafting, design codes are adjusted so that they produce design solutions that are

intuitively satisfying, and in harmony with established practice. When this is not

done, the drafters meet with resistance from experienced engineers. Besides all these.

structural design and reliability deal with unique objects. In such circumstances the

frcquentist interpretation of probability is meaningless. and probabilities can only he

understood as the exercise of u subjective judgement. Hence. subjective opinions arc

a feasible foundation for an error theory that seeks to enhance error prediction and

control.

There art' drawbacks to subjectivity and expert opinions. '111e opinion of a given

expert may be considered as the summary of an unknown number of observations

over II period of time. '111ere are questions on bias in observation that can be ralscd.

One of these is that no one person's experience can be expected to cover every

possible case, A related issue is the fact that expert testimony \\;11 usually include

"unspecified assumptions, background meanings and tacit knowledge" (Pidgeon er
at 19(1). Hence the adoption of the soft parndigm (2.5.1). where we approach

qunlitativc data with the explicit understanding that expertise is linked to its context.

and an analyst must "negotiate" and interpret meanings with the expertts). This is

why the experts were taken from the same firm to ensure that their bnckgrounls arc

similar. In this way. the testimony of foul' CXPClts from different stages in the design

process, are nil based 011 the same contextual setting. The results derived from their

testimony will he directly applicable to firms with similar characteristics.

Ii' an expert h; asked to assess error probabilities from experience. or to count the

nun-ocr of'timcs he/she has witnessed a given errol' phenomenon (as in Stewart. I (}()3

fill' exnmple • reviewed in 2.2,2). there would still he biases present. It is well

known that respondents tend to he conservative in their estimates of future
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First of all, the involverueut of practising professionals with various facets of the

human errol' proble«. is I actically an everyday occurrence. As such, professionals

who have spent a considerable length of time in design situations wil! have observed

many errors. If in addition to length of service, a professional acquires Stich status

and reputation ill his/her career as to be uccounted an expert, then he/she is

obviously doing something right. At some level - be it intuitive. subconscious 01'

deliberate - the professional is managing the risk of enol' in an adequate manlier.

Such lilt individual has some knowledge of the human enol' problem. even ifit i" not

consciously -held knowledge.

Second, , , as explained ill 2.2.1 objective accounts of errors tend to be rather few.

People are loath to admit to specific errors on specific projects for fear of litigation.

Moreover, difficulties are experienced with summarizing errol' data into clear distinct

categories in databanks. Added to this is the complication of establishing the details

of human interaction on specific projects. in cases when the projects are completed

and the details are forgotten, Project documents are better than t ichnicnl reports in

their conveyance of non-technical issues but these are rarely available to researchers

without restrictions. What alt this boils dO\\1\ to, is that expert opinions represent a

rich repository of information on human error, which it would be difficult (if not

impossible) to get elsewhere. Pragmatism alone dictates that this wealth of

information be tapped. It can be seen in 2.2.2 that error prediction models have been

moving in this direction.

Besides the reasons given above, the use of expert opinions meant thnt this study

was not limited to failed projects. Errors that nrc ~e.l!n.to cause failures arc only the

'tip of the iceberg' (e.g Nowak & Carr, 1(85) To focus on such would immediately

limit us to n vel)' 5111:111 pnpulatiou .• vitl: an in-built bins towards more 'obvious'

errors in 'spectacular' failures When an investigation or errors on a failed project is

based 011 expert testimony (or recollection), the data is more likely to be tainted as

each person will seek to justify his/her role.



manifestations of the activity. For these reasons the comparison process was

demonstrated with the error detection model,

In my detection model for type I errors, there is the implied assumption that

conceptualisers will only go out of their experience in small extrapolations at a time.

(It would be difficult to pre-recognise the goals ill situations involving widespread

departures from experience). While this assumption is not necessarily always true,

it is at least in accordance with practice in most firms.

TIle comparison in section 5.2.3 shows that the detection procedures for type I errors

in the studied consultnucy, lire largely informal. The emphasis seems to be on hiring

experienced persons who can 'carry responsibility', and depend .n each person

to avoid or self-detect, possible mistakes. This may be a response to the climatology

of the last decade in which a decline in thc economy has prompted firms to tighten

up on expenditure, Independent error detection is perceived as expensive and

unnecessary (except for drawings), in this firm. However, for projects that are

complex, an informal approach to detecting type I errors is probably 110t the best

choice.

6.3 A UlSCllSSION OF CIWCIAL ASPECTS OF TilE METHODOLOGY

6.3.1 The use of CXPCl't opinions ill dcrlvlng theory

The primary source of dntn in developing the design error theory was expert opinions

- the opinions of persons \...110 could he reasonably considered experts ill some aspect

01' the other of the structural design process. This choke was dictated by the

following considerations.



of all, does it express a relevant viewpoint? If one happens to think a particular

weltanschauung is cogent, then the model :s useful. TIle second point is whether 01

not the listed activities are necessary and sufficient, and whether or not they an:

accurately related to one another. That is, are the activities logical?

In this study, the viewpoints relate directly to the topic of the dissertation, and so arc

relevant from Illy perspective (i.e. 'design error is w01111 investigating'). The

viewpoints used in the two models derive directly from the theory of chapter four.

If it is granted that the relationships described in that theory are plausible, then these

viewpoints arc relevant ill a wide variety of cases, and arc clearly relevant to the

studied firm.

The other criterion is the logic - of the choice and arrangement of nctivitles. The

logic used for the activities ill the models of 5.2 was based on the theory of chapter

four and Reason's theory of cognitive processes in Appendix A. Reason's theory is

representative of current thinking in Psychology on this issue.

In using the SSM models for error control. comparisons with existing systems are

an importnnt aspect. If some of the activities in the model lack counterparts in the

real world (as in table 5.1), that would imply one of two things. Fither the owners

of the system do not perceive the viewpoint expressed in the SSM model as relevant,

or they have not thought through the implications of the viewpoint. The latter is

likelier to be the case when one is careful to model truly relevant viewpoints, This

is particularly so. as there has been no systematic means of specifying required

systems (before now) in error control situations.

I did not carry out a comparison for the error prevention model. In the studied firm,

it appears error prevention has not been conscious consideration as such, Of course

it is an underlying consideratiou in the existing procedures, but has probably never

been explicitly considered in this manner. Type I errol' prevention in particular seems

to have no defined procedures. If the activities ill Illy model are carried out in the

thought processes of individuals, in many instances there are no visible



theory of section 4.3.2. TIle activities deemed to be logical for such a system were

also suggested by 4.3.2 and Appendix A.

Similarly, the perspective modelled ill the type I error detection model (5.2.2), was

that 'the independent detection of a type I error requires a pre -recognition of the

C011'ect concept solution'. Again, this came from the theory cf section 4.3.2. In

section 5.2.3, it was illustrated how such models can be used to judge the

performance of existing systems, by comparing the type I (HOI' detection model

specified in 5.2.2 with existing systems in the studied consulting finn. It was

concluded that the existing systems in the studied finn are weak due to their informal

and unsystematic nature. Such weaknesses could manifest as larger errol' probabilities

(type 1) when forced changes occur in the firm. TIleY could also manifest as

inefficiencies and money lost. It should be noted however that opportunities for type

r errors arc much smaller than for other error types (see 4.4).

There is 110 such thing as the model for a given human activity situation, just as

there is no one viewpoint that is tILe viewpoint in the situation. (It is sometimes

necessary to cater for more than one viewpoint with multiple models, in order to

better appreciate the interaction of activities.) For example, Imodelled a system to

prevent type I enol'S from the perspective of preventing poor problem

comprehension. An alternative would have been to perceive type I el1'OI'S as a

problem of co-ordinating and managing information input, 01' as a case for avoiding

knowledge-based reasoning altogether. TIle former would not be pragmatic since the

consulting finn only influences information arrival indirectly. 111e latter would be

unreasonable for some firms; say where there is a policy to go for innovative

structures, Nevertheless, both viewpoints could he relevant under different

ci rcumstances.

It follows from the above that SSM conceptual models are not validated in the usual

sense. The model simply expresses the logical implications of a certnin perspective

of the situation. It is therefore neither right nor wrong. in the usual sense of these

words, There arc two points to consider in assessing an SSM conceptual model. First
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linear function of time left and work left. Even though time pressure is abstract. this

is clearly a good representation of its behaviour.

TIle actual equations relating the design environment to the design errors follow from

the theory. The theory gives sufficient guidance as to the form of the equation, and

the parameters are chosen arbitrarily to be plausible. This is allowable if it is home

in mind that the values obtained are only an 'index' of error likelihood. and 1I0t

'absolute' measures of likelihood. For example, Imodelled type J en ors as the direct

result of 'lack of problem comprehension'. Once I obtained a likelihood for lack of

problem comprehension, I had a likelihood index for type I errors.

In this model, I have emphasised the OCCUITenceof errors throughout. Enol' detection

is not included at all since the intention here was simply to illustrate the process.

Error detection would obviously modify the behaviour of some variables since it can

affect occurrence mechanisms. Perhaps that could be included in another study.

6.2.2 The SSM models

As described before (3.2.4), SSM is used to investigate the logical requirements of

systems to fulfil some relevant viewpoint. 111e outcome is a model that specifics the

activities that arc required in a problem situation, to fulfil the mentioned viewpoint.

Unlike the predictive model which tries to represent causative mechanisms

accurately, the SSM models ignore causation and focus 011 control.

SSM was applied in 5.2 to the specification of human activity systems for the

prevention lind detection of type Ierrors. The prevention model specified (5.2.1) was

a model of the following perspective - that 'type I errors result from poor

comprehension' of n conceptualising problem, '111isperspective was suggested by the



111e validity of this error prediction model is to be considered in two parts. Firstly,

how valid are the causal interactions defined by the model? 111is is answered by the

question, 'how valid is the theory', since the model derives directly from the theory.

That is a very significant difference between this predictive model, and the ones

reviewed ill the literature (2.2). The relationsnips are not arbitrarily from one

person's experience ~ alone, but from experts at different levels of design. Moreover,

the context within which the theory is credible is clearly defined.

The second part of the validity issue may be phrased as follows. How valid arc the

mathematical relationships used to describe the causal interactions? I chose the

relationships; how can those choices be justified over other alternatives? In all

modelling till.! aim is to usc simplified representations of reality. The simplifications

are chosen so the model is amenable to the required manipulations, while retaining

the ability to adequately reproduce the behaviour of some desired facet of' the

situation. I likewise chose my equations to reproduce a 'reference behaviour pattern'

(3.2.3).

For the design environment sectors, I had to reproduce patterns of behaviour .. 11'

project time, infonuation input, work rates etc. However, this was much easier than

if I had tried to stipulate behaviour patterns for design errors directly. "I1lUtis because

the behaviours of these externally observable factors are COIIIIllOII knowledge,
whereas error likelihood or probability only an abstract concept and is not externally

observable. (Since there is no statistical data it cannot be inferred by normal

statistical means)", So for example, I modelled the planned progress of work

(budgeted work - Appendix D.2) as a stock that 'dissipates' at exactly the same rate

as simulation time i.e., for every week of simulation the project (as planned)

advances by a week. Again it was straightforward to conceive time pressure as a

-----------------
"In tilt) error prediction models of' section 21,2. modelers like Lind. Nowak and Melchcrs \~CI'Il

trying to stipulate equations directly to reproduce ·th\) reality' of how error likelihoods OC;CUI' YlJt. there
nrc few measurements (statistics) of en or likelihoods In this study. I have stipulated equations of' how
information arrives. time passes etc. (These are better knO\\11 phenomena and the experts could easily
quantify most of these, e.g. number of large projects a year; extent of information that is typically
nvailable). 1'1".: ways in which these factors lead to design errors are recognized ill the proposed theory
(.J.3) The occurrence of the factlll's could therefore be silllulattld and I,)IT()I' liktlhhoo,:s ~'aklllatt)d
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provided estimates of conditions in their own finn that were used to calibrate those

sectors.

111e fourth sector consisted of six sub-sectors corresponding to the six design en-or

types. The theory of section 4.3 provided the details of elements in these sub-sectors

and allowed the prescription of mathematical [01111S to describe the important

relationships. The equations were calibrated to provide erro. likelihoods of one at

average conditions (see 5.1.3).

When the error prediction model is used in a simulation, the design environment

sectors simulate the normal inter-relationships of factors surrounding the design team,

in the project and in the design finn. As these factors change, the design error sub-

sectors will calculate the likelihood of each error type, and monitor changes in that

likelihood for th. .ire simulation period (5.1.3).

The figures being obtained in the design error sub-sectors during simulations are to

be interpreted as indices of error likelihood changing in response to systemic

changes. The probabilistic interpretation suggested by the word likelihood results

from the fact that some of the modelled relationships are of the 'intervening' sort,

These are 1I0t directly causatory though they influence causation. The outcome of

such an influence is not always definite. It is rather a 'probability' effect,

'111evalues calculated for the likelihoods are not absolute probabilities. Hence, they

are merely indices which can be interpreted relative to another likelihood obtained

ill a similar manner. The usefulness of such a model is in situations where

comparisons are to be made between alternative systems. The model then provides

an indication of which system is more likely to produce errors of a certain type, and

by how much this is so. The use of such indices is common in situations where

absolute probabilities are difficult to estimate. In structural reliability for example,

the reliability index f~ is used to represent failure probabilities.
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tried or a different engineering climatology evolves. When large changes occur, the

theory is bound to prove inadequate in some respect sooner or later. It then becomes

necessary to modify it to cater for those new experiences.

This last limitation does 110t imply that the theory is tied to the present state of

knowledge in structural engineering. TIle underlying theme in this study has been

that design errors result from systemic causes (rather than technical ones). For

example, if it is discovered that the design methods for fatigue are inadequate, it

would not affect the theory proposed in 4.3 significantly. This is true inasmuch as

errors (as defined in 1.5), occur only within the boundaries of the 'state of the 111i'.

6.2 DISCUSSION OF MODELS DEVELOPED TO 1LurSTRATE USE OF

TIlE PROPOSED THEORY

6.2.1 The CITOI' prediction model

All error prediction model was developed in 5,1 for the design environment and the

six error types, to illustrate the lise of the theory. TIle model was developed as a

System Dynamics simulation model using the STELLA software (sec 3.2.3).

There lire Four sectors in the model developed. Three of these (the project time,

infonnatlou processing and budgeted work sectors) correspond roughly to the design

environment of the generic error model in 4.2.2. The various ideas modelled in these

three sectors nre therefore described in Appendix C. These are well-known

phenomena; even though they are only kIlO\\11 it! a qualitative manner. Nevertheless,

it was possible to prescribe mathematical forms for the relationships within those

sectors from the well-known characteristics and Appendix C (5.1.2). The experts
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(D) If no please explain the involvement you have had with the structural

design process.

3. Please describe the stages ill your career up to the present, including dates

and the following information for each stage.

(A) TIle firm (B) 111e work they do (C ) Number of employees

(D) YOUI' job (E) Your involvement with structural design

(F) 111e types of projects, structures and materials you worked on

personally (sec attached list of structural types).

4. Please tell me the name of the last school you attended the qualification

5. Please explain any involvement you have with professional organisations and

societies.

6. When was the last time you attended n training course? Whnt \VIIS it called

and who organised the course?

7. Please mention other courses you have attended" pnniculatl,: those related

to structural engineering.

SH'TION II

This section seeks to cstnblish the pnrticular nreas in which you haw had intimate

experience of the design process. This will allow liS to concentrate on the areas you

are most comfortable \v;th and avoid less important topics.

'1111!figure 2 (nunched) is a list of activiti..:s tiwi are directly related to the production

lind lmplcmcutation of structural designs. These a~'th itics are referred to here as

design tasks, and the questions in thir section will be based 011 this list.



APJlENl)JX n
FORMAL QUESTIONNAIRE l7SJ::l) IN 1st SET OF INTERVIEWS

SECTION I

The aim of this section is to establish general information about yourself and your

career background. These 1>111 l'l~r0U11(1 details are often factors in understanding and

analysing your answers.

If you have not been in your present job/position 1'01' up to six months, you should

refer to the previous position in answering the questions related to your job.

Questions

I. Choose:lll answer from the following options that describes the

orgnnisntlou/firm you nrc working with presently.

(A) Client firm (B) Structural design consultants

(C )Contr.letors

n·:) Project managers

(D) Research institute

(F) Other (explain).

2. Docs your firm produce structural designs?

(A) If yes then answer the following questions.

(1) Arc you directly involved with structural design?

(ii) Please describe any other type of work your flrm is involved

with outside structural design.

(iii) Estimate the number of'employecs in this firm lind the number

involved in structural design.

(iv) Please describe the organisation or this firm c.g. the types or
sections, depnrtments. branches etc .

.iAJ



'111eopportunities for slips (and lapses) are greater than for any other error type. hut

the errur/opporu.sity ratio tends to be low. At the other extreme there arc Icwet

opportunitlcs for knowledge-based mistakes than other error types. hut the

error/opportunity ratio is higher than any other. Rule-based mistakes are in between

these two. Again, slips and lapses tend to be easily quantifiable, while mistakes arc

often very difficult to quantify.

Slips may be detected when all nttentionnl check is made later, hut there have to be

cues to alert one to the earlier slip. In knowledge-based reasoning, mistakes are often

detected by the results. Mistakes at the strategic level (the goal selected), are more

difficult to detect than those at the tactical level (the means selected). Error

detection is therefore easier where the correct solution is recognisable in advance.

Slips and lapses arc detected far more easily than mistakes of both types. Slips are

usually detected as the person sees II siuulurity to previous errors (direct error

hypothesis - DEli). Rule-based mistakes arc detected partly by DEll episodes and

partly by errol' suspicion (ES) - 'something looks funny', Knowledge-based mistakes

arc only picked lip by standard checks - systematic checks of procedure.
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(previously informative signs arc preferred to rarer countersigns). and strong rules

(frequently ellcountered rules are preferred).

Knowledge-based mistakes result from the bounded rationality phenomenon and they

can take three forms: problems witn judgement. problems with cnusality and

problems with complexity . Judgemental problems arise from selective processing of

task information when attention is paid to the wrong features. Psychologlcnlly salient

problem nspects differ from the logically important. and may disuuct a person from

considering the logical. I Ieuce, persons will give undue importance to considemuous

such as loss of face ill taking decisions. Causality problems arise from the tendency

to oversimplify Cause and effect.

There are several known biases that affect the individual in knowledge-based

judgement. One of these is a tendency to overlook the slgulflcauce of data that is not

immediately present. Out of sight. out of mind. Others arc the couflrmntiou bias (the

tendency to pick ail intcrpretution s\\iftly and stick with ' .. oven in the face of

opposing evidence) and overconfldcncc. There can also be biased reviewing (the

same mistakes are made during checking) and the halo effect (multiple orderings 0('

an item arc treated as though a single ordering). Causality is influenced hy

representativeness (perceptions of similarity between 'cause' nud 'effect'), Complexity

effects arc made worse by delays in feedback. exponentially growing varinbles and

events linked ns nets rather than series.

Skill based slips and lapses occur during routine activity. usually ns n result of

insufficient attention to the task at hand. The nttention has been "captured" by

something else. Slips can also OCCllI' as the result of too much nttcntion. Some

cognitive tendencies nssoclated with slips arc hahit intrusions (the actions continue

along a familial' but incorrect routine because or inattention) and omissions alter

interruptions. 'Ovcrattemion' problems usually result from mistimed checks during

II largely automatic sequence. The person comes alert witl; a start and says "now

where was I"? IIefshe then concludes wrongly that the sequence is at a particular

point.



If in the midst of knowledge-based reasoning a familiar pattern should emerge, the

person wil] iuuuedlatcly fall hack to rule-based I'casollill[!

Storngl.) and execution

Once 11 plan is made. it is stored in the memory as a routine. It is this routine that

is executed when the time comes for action. '1111.) recall 01' stored routines is largely

automatic but requires nttenrloual checks at intervals, the frequency of which depends

on how well establisher' the routine is for the individual.

Errors in the planning phase ore referred to as mistakes. Mistakes ore failure ...in the

infercntlal processes in the selection or goals and the specification of means.

Mistakes can then he subdivided into rule-bused mistakes and knowlcdge-hased

mistakes. I-rrors ill the skill-based phnse (storage and execution) arc known as slips

or lapses. Slips ale more easily observable as extcrnul uniutcndcd netions, but lapsl.)s

tend to be covert omitted nctions, sometimes evident only to the person who

committed them. These error categories arc illustrated ill figure 2.1 (sectlou 2,1.2),

Rule-bused t.iistnkes could result from a misappllcntion of good rules 01' the usc of

bad rules. The first is more common and refers to a rule which is tine in itself: hut

is being npplled to the wrong situation. This happens when the P'" :011 misinterprets

his/her observations and other iuformation, III real problems. the person solving is

inundated witl; information much of'whiel; is irrclevnnt to the situation. l le/she must

screen out the 'noise' and search for CUI.)S(signs) as to which rulels) to usc, lind cues

(countersigns) us to which rulers) to ignore. In any given situation. there will he cues

for two or more contradictory rules "competing" 1'01' selection.

There lire several features of' cognition that affect the judgement of an individual in

rule selection. One of these is COIlSI.)IV1)tislll - the tendency to select previously

successful rules C\'1,)11 in changed circumstances (particularly if he/she is coming

ilCI'()SS an exception to :l previous rule for the flrst time). Others I1I'Cinfonumlonn]

overloud (too much information), partially matched rules, deployment bias



APPENDIX A

TilE "EFFECT OF COGNITlVE I'ROCESSES ON ERROR

111C theory of J.T. Reason (1990) linking human error to I.:O~!l ;VI! processes.

represents the present state of the art in the field of psychology. Cognitive (thought>

processes are divided into three types - planning of nctlvities, storage or the plan in

memory, and execution of the activity. '111Cplanning is further divided into two parts.

111e first is rule-based reasoning for familiar problems (a l"uJe of the sort "if

<sinmrlon>, then' possible solution>" is called into play). Alternntivelv, knowledge-

based reasoning is required for planning on unfamiliar problems,

r~lall.nillgJype I"~Rule~llasesl reasoning

Rules and plan routines arc thought to be stored ill schema or scripts \vhich nre

hiernrchical networks of "objects", Each schema may be "activated" once a match

is made between some aspect of the problem situation. and the stored schema. The

activation of a schema will also activate all the linked schema [I' lower levels in the

hierarchy i.e other "nspcct.," that the person "nssociates'' with the original rule.

Rule-matching requires conscious attention throughout. It is an extremely fast and

efficient process - IlS the person scans his/her memory for any familiar aspect of the

situation. People will always prefer this type of planning, and will only resort to the

other type when 110 match is made with existing rules.

PIunuingJYlleJI "1\llowled~l' based reasnuing

For completely new problems the person must resort to knowledge-based reasoning.

using the computational area of his/her consciousness called the working nlCll1m)'.

The computational processes [Ire pov verful. but workiug memory is limited in its

ability to hold information, Ileuce people can only deal witl: smnll portions or a

problem space at once in knowledge-bused reasoning. This often lends to sub-optimal

solutions - n phenomenon known as hounded rationnluy, Knowledge-based reasoning
requires conscious attention and the expenditure of'Iurge quantities of mentul energy.
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observable project and finn characteristics. In this way. an index of CI1'orlikelihood

may be calculated for an error type. TIle index will be arbitrary, but it will provide

a measure of the relative likelihood of error under different circumstances.

'TIle difficulty experienced in enol' control has been that error control schemes lack

a means for coordinating the choice of control techniques. and there are conflicting

viewpoints to consider. SSM provides a means for coordinating the choice of

techniques (system specification) in a holistic manner, by focusing on one viewpoint

at a time. To usc SSM however. there must be sufficient understanding of the issues

involved. This is provided here by the proposed design enol' theory.

7.3 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FlfRTIlER WORK

The theory and models developed here are .peclflc to firms with similar

chnrncteristlcs to the one studied. though certain aspects have general applicability.

There is II need to apply these methods further to firms with other chnracteristlcs.

Other studies could also consider systems at different resolution levels (c.g. the entire

project team) or in other phases of the construction JlI'OCCSS besides design.

,
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because of the bounded rationality phenomenon (Appendix A). This is influenced by

time pressures, wrong or missing information and the specification of clumsy

concepts at an earlier stage.

Type II errors (4.3.3) result from breakdowns in the process of recalling models ill
the memory that arc applicable to some present problem. This could be the effect of

incorrect recognition of the problem character or because tilt! model in the memory

is actually bad.

Type III errors (4.3.4) are the result of mismatches between tocit assumptions in

chosen methods of analysis (formulae and procedures), and assumptions in the

conceptual models. 'I11e incidence of this error type is influenced by the lise of

computation aids and individual 'responses' such as fatigue. pressure and morale.

Type lv errors (4.3.5) result from insufficient attention (carelessness) during routine

number manipulation. Fatigue and time pressures can influence these strongly.

Type V errors (4.3,6) arc mostly caused by insufficient understanding of the concepts

to be depicted during drnughtlng. by the draughtsman. Sometimes though, these

could be the result of POOl' training on the part of the draughtsrnan. Concept

communication breakdowns arc the most common reason for drnughtsmen

misunderstanding concepts, Such breakdowns lire influenced by physical distance

between draughtsmen and other members of the team: the use of contract

draughtsmeu; personality clashes and the level of speciallsation of the drnughtsmnn.

Type VI errors (4.3,7) arc also caused by insufficient attention, but now in the

routine drawing tasks, Exterual distractions and lntcmal preoccupations arc

contributory factors and motivntiounl problems are considered important here.

This theory summarized above provides a qualitative understanding of factors related

to error occurrence. Thus. one can use a qualitative simulatiou package such as

STELLA to represent the error inter-relationships, relating them to the externally
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error detection system in the: studied firm. These weaknesses are the result of the

lack of a theory of error causation.

7.2 THE MAIN R.ESl1LTS FROM TilE STlTDY

Human el1'OI'was defined in this study (I.5) as "the departure of an individual (or

group of individuals), both from his (or their) prior intention and from acceptable

practice as judged by competent professionals". Design error was then taken to be

"all human errors ill the design process - from the briefing of the structural team to

the handover of all drawings and schedules: including clarificntlons and changes".

Design errors were categorized (2.1.2) into six types as follows:

Type I-

Type II -

Type III -

Type IV ..

Type V-

Type VI -

Knowledge-based mistakes in conceptunlisation,

Rule-based mistakes in conceptualisation.

Rule-based mistakes in computation,

Calculation slips and lapses,

Draugliting mistakes and

Draughtlng slips and lapses.

All design errors result from an interplay of weaknesses in the work-related abilities

of the individual. and weaknesses ill his/her attitude or state of mind (section 4.2.2).

The impact of these weaknesses is lnrlucnccd by factors related to the environment

of design - time availability, the effect of work delays/revisions and the

':'laracteristics of design information.

It was found that type I errors specifically (4.3.2) result primmily from the inability

of lin individual to comprehend the important aspl.!ct:->of a problem situation -
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When the theory had been developed, it became necessary to show that such a theory

will significantly enhance the processes of error prediction and control. This was

done by developing models for error prediction and control for the studied consulting

firm, ill an illustrative manner (chapter five). TIle model proposed for error prediction

was developed using STELLA, a System Dynamics simulation software (3,2.3), The

model was based on the genetic model of section 4.2.2 and included separate sectors

for design errors and the environment of design (5,1.1). The relationships ill the

design environment sectors are qualitatively well-known phenomena (e.g. relationship

between amount of work left and time pressure). Hence, these could be modelled

easily as mathematical expressions which were calibrated to match usual experiences

ill the studied consulting finn (5.1.2), Two of the experts provided the additional

quantitative information for calibrating the equations in additional interviews.

Relationsl-ips in the design error sub-sectors were based on the theory of error

causation (proposed in section 4.3).

111e error prediction model allows the simulation of the occurrence of projects within

the finn over a period of time. As projects are simulated in the design environment

sectors, the design et1'01' sector calculates an errol' likelihood index for each design

error type. This index is arbltrnrily defined but is nevertheless a measure of the

relative likelihood of e11'0r in a comparison between two or more possible situations,

The models developed to illustrate the usc of the design errol' theory in e1'l'01'control

were Soft Systems Methodology (SSM - section 3.2.4) conceptual models. SSM is

a systematic means of expressing the logical implications of some relevant

viewpoint, in a problem situation. By this means. oue can specify the logic of

activity occurrence and inter-relations in II human activity system that exists for a

prescribed purpose or goal. To illustrate the method two models were developed -

one for the prevention of type I design errol's; and the other for the detection of type

! design errol's (5.2.1 and 5.2,2). The model 1'01' el1'OI' detection W[lS then used as a

standard (via comparison) for judging type I enol' detection in the studied consulting

firm (5.2.3). The comparison led to the ideutiflcation of weaknesses in the present
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It was necessary first of all to adopt a tight definition for human error in general and

design errors in particular (section 1.5). Design errors were then categorized into six

distinct types based on a consideration of cognitive processes (section 2.1.2). There

were fundamental difficulties associated with the frequentist probability paradigm of

classical statistics and the forms of data collection implied by that paradigm (nection

3.2.1). Hence, the soft paradigm of the systems approach (section 2. 1) was adopted

as a more feasible means of dealing with the issues involved in human error. For one

thing, the systems approach promotes a holistic way of dealing with complexly

related variables which has been lacking with current approaches to error

prediction/control. More importantly, the soft paradigm introduces the idea of human

activity systems, in which human perceptions and foibles are catered for and

subjectivity is normal. Error of course, is intensely human in nature.

To actually develop the theory, the data used W"I'e the opinions of four persons who

could reasonably be considered experts i:' various facets of the design process. These

four persons constitute the core of the design team handling steel structures within

11 reputable consulting firm in Johannesburg. The experts described the factors

causing design errors (and their inter-relationships) at the levels of the project and

design firm, based on their experiences. This information was obtained during a

series of unstructured interviews with each expert (section 3.2.1), and the informntion

was recorded as cognitive maps (sections 3.2.2 and 4.2.1).

The elements of the cognitive maps "

categories using the codius techniques

later broadened out into conceptual

Grounded Theory method (section

3.2.2). These conceptual categories were related to one another to form a generic

model of causation for design ('I"1'OrS(section 4.2.2). The details of those conceptual

categories are given in Appendix C. At a later stage of the theory development the

specific causative mechanisms for each design error type were isolated. These are

described for each error type in section 4.3. That section is the core of the design

error causation theory developed.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

CONCLUSION

7.1 A SlIl\ll\lARY OF TilE STUDY

Traditional models for the prediction of errors arc based 011 probabilistic estimates

of error behaviour. Since there is little objective data available for these estimates.

such models tend to be exercises in conjecture. The trend has been to replace direct

observations with expert assessments, But expert assessments of error behaviour are

bound to be weak. since error is not a phenomenon with well-known laws of

behaviour (sec 2,2).

Models for error control on the other hand arc traditionally of the procedural

(managerial) sort. They are typically derived from such philosophies as QA and

TQM, and from institutional models such as ISO 9001 (see 2.3), However, none of

these address the issues of how such models can be specified in a coherent and

efficient manner.

It has seemed to me thllt the problems encountered in error prediction and control

stem from the fact that error is a poorly understood concept. whose properties and

behaviour are not dearly known, In this study therefore. I have set out to develop

a theory of how errors occur (causation), Ior the specific case of design errors.
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C'oI'I'CI..Iinfo, avallubllity If'{Projcct Time' 6} then (~·1 - r l"'Proje~t Time) else

(3/5 * PM_experience' 2) FIJlI/l5

1'01' small projects information is released relatively fast, as more of the details arc

often known before the contract is awarded (see <.'.5). The part of equation [) 5 for

small projects will be'

C 8.4 - O.4P

This is a linear relationship between correct iufo availability (C ) and the length of

the project (project time Pl. Otherwise. the rate at whieh information is a\ ailablo

depends linearly on how experienced the project managers arc. The COITl!d

luformarion availnhlc index is callbmted so that

very experienced managers will release Soo u of the needed information within the

first fifth of the budgeted design time, while very inexperienced rnnnagcrs will

release 66°0 of the needed information in only half the design time. Very small

projects (less than 3 weeks) huv, the same chnractcristics as for very experienced

managers.

The percentage of work that must be redone (because of information changes). is

determined by the 're-doing work' flow. 'Il,C RFWORK( a) function or STI·:1.1,;\

simply causes a percentage of the original now to ue returned downstream. The

pel ccntage is equal to the argument.

Redoingwcrk If (0' Projec: Time (l ) then (RFWORK (~ *
Change iudcxj) else (If ( ()' Projecr Time' 2·0 then (REWORK( 7.5 *
Change index' 5)) else (RFWORK (15* Change index t 10)) 1';(/11 1>.7

In equation D.7 the rework percentages depend 011 till: size of the Jlrt~il.)..:t I thu:-i

mirroring the relationship between project size and revisions - ('..I). and on a c'rnngc

index. This change index caters for the effect of structure complexity and p'·oje,·'

manager experience (or inexperience), which ale also known 10 affect revision rates

(sec c·n The chang .. index is given as

(,hall~!e index (1· (P1\1 expcricnceIu) t (Structure complexity' 10) Felli t i «



Some of the already processed work will he returned to the stock 'known

intonnatlou' (via the now 're-doing work'). to he re-processed. This enters I'll!

revisions and corrections. In this way. the rate at which information is processed is

dependent 01\ how much information is known (info input). the production rate ol'thc

team (real work rate) and the number of revisions (re-doing. work) - sec CA ill

Appendix C. The difference equations for the stocks arc given as equations 1>.1 and

D.2.

Received Infott) Received Info(t - dr) I (Inlu input I Redoing work •

Real work rate) >I< dt I~'(/11 n. i
Proccsscdjufott) Processed info{t - lit) I (Rcal work rate - Redoing work -

Info. output) * tit Refll 1>.2

The rate of lnfonuntion input is determined hy how much (correct) informatiou is

available. In tum the amount of avnllnhle information is decided hy the experience
of the project managers (see (.'j). The equation for info input is:

Info input (Projec; Time. (0)*( [If'{Recelvcd 11111.) • Project Time) then 01 else

!(Col'l'cctinl'o availability ~I I:XP( -Correct info nvnilahllity *' Time counter /

Project Timejj]) !~(1'1IU

When the amount of information (work units) received becomes equal to the work

required for a project or that length (project time - work units), IlO more information

is input. This is the expression in the Ilrst set of square brackets. In standard

notation. the second part or equation DJ would be written as.

Injo input rate Eqn 1).·1

where P is the total project time, C stands (1)1' the correct information available index

and T is the elnpsed time (time counter) on the project, lleuce. equation IU models

information iuno\\ as the slope of a negati\ c exponential curve that flattens out to

zero when the elapsed time on a projec; equals the total project time. The shape or

the curve is determined by the availabllity or correct informatlou index.



APPENDIX I>

FURTHER DETAILS OF TIlE ILLUSTRATIVE ERROR PREJ)!('TIO~

MODEL

D,l The 'Information processing' sector

The information processing sector is SI10\\11 in figure [) I, The main feature is a chain

of resource flows including the two stocks 'received information' and 'processed

information', Information is input into the design process vin the 'info input' tllm

and exits via the 'finished work' flow. Information i:i processed as work units 111m
from the first stock (received iufo). to the St'COllll (pro..;essed info),

'~~~.--- ......~.--.---- '''f''m"tlo:~,::~:::: _0.§ l
D~,

/ Time counter '\

Flgure 1)1 - Model elements in the 'Informntlon pruccsslng' sector

1 c.' '), :J .._,



manager is an important factor in such situations (FP & CJ). particulnrly on medium

to large projects.

Client liai is enhanced hy good relationships between persons in the design

consultnncy and the client firm, It is common to establish 'low-level' contacts ill the

project team, gay between a structuml draughtsmnn and an architectural drnughtsmnn.

However, this is sometimes problematic as informal exchanges arc occasionally

incorrect and are disputable.

In ternal information flow ..vithin the design team can be hindered by physical

dlstance between sections of the team, by personality clashes, or by breaks in the

design process. This lust influence refers to persons leaving the team during a

contract. When contract personnel ate used, differences in terminology will enhance

the likelihood of misunderstandings.
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C.4 Work delays and revisions

Delays (see IIP), may arise because of pending information hom other consultnnts,

project managers or manufacturers, 111is is particularly problematic on larger projects

involving multi-disciplinary design. The second source of delay is the need to re-do

work due to corrections and revisions. Information delays are more common at the

drawing stage than in design. (Once there is sufficient information to fix concepts,

design calculations can usually proceed without additional information, If necessary,

the design engineers can assume conservative figures and check these when more

information is available).

Finally, a third source of delay lies in poor administration/supervision of the design

team. I example, low drawing production rates can result because of 'interference'

between urnughtsmen (work poorly apportioned). or because they Me 'goofing on'.
Both of these are sometimes associated with using contract draughtsmen.

Work delays arc closely related to time losses (and so to time availability). A second

effect is sometimes to influence the morale of the design team members.

The usc of provlsionnl details which can be corrected 011 site is often n feasible way

of dealing with information delays. The use of standard I~"lllipment with known

speciflcations, \\111 also help in this respect.

C.5 Inrormnrlon charncterlstics

Information is required from the client lind other consultants, to guide and focus the

design effort. Sometimes, information is also required from other members of' the

structural design teutu 01' front the contractor. Problems arise when someone gives

wrong information or the information required is not avnilable Sl metimes this is

because a client does uot yet knuw Ills/her requlremeuts, or because finnl decisions

on say machinery hnvo not hcen made. The level or experience or the projec;
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physical exertion, financial constraints, getting on vvith others, personal problems etc.

Up to a certain point. pressure stimulates greater concentration and more efficient

performance. However. very high pressure can lead to loss of care. Design appears

to be generally a high pressure activity, and many design personnel cope by using

socially accepted drugs such as alcohol or cigarettes.

Individuals differ in their level of care - the time spent attending to details. and the

extent of concentration for that time. l1H! knowledge that they will be checked

motivates some individuals to greater care. and others to less care.

C.3 The uvailnbility of time

Design time estimates arc often fixed by extrapolating from similar jobs in the past.

These arc then adjusted for differences in complexity and the degree of repetitiveness

of details. Sometimes though, there are no similar iobs to extrapolate from and

estimates must be 'synthesized' from scuuch,

Very often clients have their own deadlines and this can be the overriding constraint.

111e project manager mny develop his/her program without consulting the design firm

and may estimate tht.: required time wrongly. This is often linked to the experience

of the project managers with that type of structure, Other common constraints arc the

nvallnbillty of qualified personnel, the number of jobs in hand etc.

Tiuic constraints for desi, .\ I: ry be relieved by the use of contract draughtsmen lind

freelance desi.::ner: .. 01' by Inrming out drawing work to other jobbing firms. Some

individuals will take "short cuts' such as leaving details to he developed by the

fabricators,



C.2 Attitude and state of mind

There nre again foul' concepts in this category" again interrelated and overlapping.

These are motivation or morale, fatigue, the feeling of pressure and the level of care.

The definitions here arc mostly derived from FP.

Motivation 01' mornle has a long term component- overall job satisfaction. ('I like

the job I'm doing and the roles it imposes upon me'). 'ntis is linked to a feeling of

slF·esteem and taking a pride in one's contribution. The latter attribute develops best.

when the individual perceives the importance of his/her role and is made to feel like

a valued member of the team (team spirit). When there are individuals in the team

who are malcontents their grumbling tends to affect the others, and discontent

spreads. Some individuals become unhappy because they believe they are not being

treated fairly,

Morale also has a short term component- the interest of an individual in particular

work tasks. Some engineers tend to take interest in the creative aspects of their jobs

and neglect the administrative parts, Numerous revisions and work delays can lead

to low morale on a particular project, especially if the revisions arc on the same

aspect. Projects that are running at a loss will also have the same effect on the team.

The rate at which drawings are produced can be highly affected by the morale of the

team. ,

Fatigue ill this context, is an inability to concentrate mentally because of tiredness.

This usually builds up over several weeks and months of long working hours

(pressure), without breaks. Fatigue may lead to less care. Individuals with good truck

records or who specinlise in an area, tend to be in demand. When there is much

work, such individuals nrc fatigued faster.

The feeling or pressure is the result of being faced with chnllcnging situations i.e.,

circumstances that call for performance beyond comfortable limits, yet not so

difficult as to be obviously unattainable. (People arc not challenged by totally

uuattninabl c goals, they just give up). Challenges arise ft om time constraints.
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the workforce. The workforce is shrinking as older engineers retire or emigrate

because of the social changes. A related issue is that employers are picking and

choosing since there is unemployment. It is easy to get information on the ability of

an individual in the relatively small engineering community.

Competence is the general knowledge of principles governing the performance of a

design task. It allows one to understand his/her limits and to know where to seek

assistance. 111is seems to result from broad exposure to related structural types. and

formal 01' informal education. Any finn vvill develop an area of work in which their

personnel are competent. When they go out of those boundaries. they may lack both

competence and material understanding. Yet. economic squeezes lead some firms to

diversify structural types/materials as a means of ensuring work.

Material understanding OJ' a 'feel' for the mute.t I, is all insight into how material-

specific characteristics can influence structural response and performance. So for

example, being able to visualize the stability of steel structures. Rising through the

ronks and previous experience in fabricatiou or erection. may be contributory to this

ability. NC mentions the trend ill which more engineers ore graduates with little

practical CXPOSUI'" and implies that this prevents them from developing material

understanding. The need for grnduntes has itself arisen from the fact that engineering

analysis has become more complex and mathematical.

Innovation is the ability to extrapolate beyond normal boundaries imaginatively yet

reasonably. It requires a touch of creativity. The trend in lnnovatlon has been

towards cheaper, more efficient designs. Finns that acquire a rcputatiou for this tend

to build up a steady clientele.

The terms 'experience' and 'competence' as .1efinc(lll, .e result from the usage by ('.I

(and correspond to Ne's 'knowledge'). The other two terms are largely patterned after

NC.
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API'EN[))X C

CONCEPTS IN (;ENERlC lHOI>EL OF I>ESIGN ERROR

In section 4,2,2, the data from the experts was divided into seven conceptual

categories to f0I111 a generic model of causation tor design errors (figure 4.10), In

this appendix, the other conceptual categories ill the model (besides the errors

")~mselves), are explained. The pUI1)Qse i~ to provide better understanding of what

is meant ar • implied by the various 1:e1111' used to explain design error causation. ill

the theory of section 4.3. '1110 categories are:

Those related to the individual.

Work-related ahllitles.

Attitude and state of mind,

'111Ose l,,·luted to the design environment.

Availability of time.

Work delays and revisions,

Infonuation chnracteristics.

Col Work-related abilities

There lire four overlapping ideas within this category - experience. competence.

material understanding and innovative ability. The meanings I negotiated for each of

these nrc ns follows,

Experience is the level of fnmlliarity of an individual with a particular task on II

given structural problem or configuration. It corresponds roughly to the length of

time the individual has been involved \vitll a particular structural type, FP and CJ

both feel that fewer firms are training engineers and draughtsmen because the design

consultnncy market has become more competitive (more johs 011 a design and build

basis), This in tum is affecting the number of experienced nnd competent persons in



(B) About how many of each error type would you expect from a young

engineer who had been working on this design task for a year?

(C) For a young engineer who has worked for a year, about how many of

such errors would you expect him/her to discover himself/herself"

About how many are likely to be discovered later in the design

process? About how many would be discovered outside the design

process e.g, by contractors?

(D) What nrc the possible causes for each of these error types'?

(E) In your opinion, what are the circumstances or methods that make it

easier to discover each particular type of error? Please refer to

possible situations in the design office and to the character of the

project itself,

(8) What types of errors can take place in information, and from which sources

are these likely? What are the likely consequences of errors ill information?

Thank you for your time and your kind co-operation.
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For this interview we wili cover each of the following design tasks identified in

section II, in turn.

(1)

(5)

(2)
(6)

(3)

Questions

(I) When was the longest con.inuous period you were ever involved with this

design task? Where were you working at the time?

(2) Describe the types of structures you worked on at the time.

(3) Which of the following categories would best describe the total project cost

for most of the projects you worked Oil at the time?

(A) Less than RIOO 000 (B) Between R2 million nut' RIOO 000

(C ) Over R2 million.

(4) Mention the steps you would normally go through in carrying out this design

task. Explain what happens at each step.

(5) What type of in formati 011 would you 1101111allyrequire at each step in carrying

out this design task? What would be the most likely source in each case?

(6) Describe the types of errors that could take place at each step ill the design

task. What arc the likely consequences of these errors'?

(7) For each of these enol' types m-ntioucd above. please answer the following

questions - relating the answers to the type , of projects you worked on

yourself. Put your nnswers in the provided table.

(A) About how many of' each errol' type \\OUICl you expect a young.

engineer to make 011 his/her first project?
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Questions

I. Study the list of design tasks and indicate where any essential ones have been

omitted. Mention these by name and describe each one briefly.

2. Look through the list of design tasks again and indicate those tasks you have

had personal experiei ! with, either because:

(A) you have done the zask yourself.

(8) you have supervised others doing this task, or

(C) any other reason (expl.-in),

State whether it is A. D or C that applies ill each casco

3. For each design task, how well can you give all opinion of the errors people

make on that task? Choose your answers from the following options:

(A) Very well (B) Well

(C) Average

(E) Very weakly

(D)

(F)

Weakly

Do not know,

4. For each design task. mention the stages in your career when this task was

a norma! part of your duties. 01' you regularly supervised others in the task.

or you were involved in some other way (explain). Plense include your

present job tasks.

SECTION III

This section examines the design tasks you arc most familiar with (from section 11).

in detail. '111e questions seek to obtain your assessments of the causes of errol' in

euch design task, and thl.) types of 1.)1'1'01'5 that result.

PIcIlSI.) hear in mind the definitiuu of human error 011 the introduction sheet.
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J).7 The 'Type VI design errors' sub-sector

Type VI errors result from insufficient concentration hy th~ druughtsmen. (dnming

concentration). and low morale. The conceutrution of druughtsmen is susceptible til

environmental disunctlous, internal preoccupations lind fatigue (·U.7)

To model morale, I have focused Oil the short-term aspect of morale (section ('.2),

which would change for each project. This short-term morale is assumed random

with a normal distribution • mean 5; standard deviation l.b7. Morale is

represented as a stock. which is tdjusted at the start of each project, llsing the morule

reset fl ow (flgnre nS).

Internal preoccupation is randomly chosen to be nbscnt qUO'J of the time. When it 1.1'

prcsent, it is assumed to be uniformlv dl-trlbuted between () nud In. Fnvlrumncntul

(n~tr:lI:tiol\ is user-specified with (1 default of 5. Drawing conccntrutlun is reduced by

the greater of internal preoccupauons and external distractions. and then modified

further for fatigue as done for type IV errors. Type VI error likelihood is then a

smoothed version of [20 minus the sum of mornle and couccntrntion].

-~--,--~~~--.--, -----··--~'~;ale~~·-~ ..-r
O~ --==o-=~==-~~(Y' Morn! ,-:"t~

internal preeccupaucns

Time eounter

E;nvironn',cnt 015tractlonn

Figul'c ns ~ i\!()(I~1 elements in the 'Type VI <It'sign CI'I'OI'S' sub-sector



j)'luen: Designer relations If {(Distancc e If'c c t 1) and

(' nlltside' d'men effect 1» then (Concept communlcntion/z) else (if

«Distance effect 0) and ('Outside' d'mcn effect 0» then Concept communicntion

else (Concept commun icntiou *(), 75» h'q .'U()

Distance effect If (·Outshl!.!' d'IlIC'1 effect I) then MON I'FCARLO(JO) else o
Eqn 1>.37

[DOCUMENT: This variable will return a value of I. (Iudicntlng that there is

distance between the designers and the drawing office), for 3000 of the time that

outside drnughtsmen are used 1.

[)\vg skills If (·Outshll.:' d'men effect 1) then (l)\\.,:! slh.:cialisation*O.S) else

Dwg specialisation /:'1/1/ IUS

Dwg sJh!dalisatioli 5 (default).

Typo Verrors Smthl««IO -D'men Designer relations)

Dwg .,kills»!20).SO)

(10

I~'q/I ruo

'Outside' d'men effect If (Project Time . 24) then MONTFCARLO(7.'i) else

MONTE(,ARI.O( 10) {"'I" /).·11

[DO('{1MFNT This vurinhlc measures the likelihood that 'outside' draughtslllclI

(e.g. II jobbing fiJ'.II. the client's drnughtsmen OJ' contract draughtsmen), will he used

for the bulk of f.hc drawing].



[_~-.-
ProJ~-t-T'm' 'Outside'd'"c 1 e

Type V • Draughting mistakes 66

Dwg specialisation

Distance eHect Concept communication

Figure ()7 " Model clements ill the Type \' design CI'I'Ill'S' sub-sector

It is assumed that draughtsmcn from outside the firm will typically he used 011 lar~c

projects, llcuce, it is modelled to randomly OCClIl' 75°0 of thl! time on large projects,

(over 2·l weeks long). and only JOOo of the time otherwise Thus, the distance dYe..:t

variable returns a value of one, for 300 o of the times when outside draughtsmen arc

used.

Drawing specialisation is user-defined. with a default of five, Druwing skill is simply

cquul to the spccinlisntion, SilVC that when outside draughtsmcn arc used the skil! is

reduced by a multlplier!' of O.S, Similarly, the variable 'tlrnughtsmcn: designer

relations'. is essentially equal to the concept cnmmuuicution. However, if outside

draughtsmen nrc used nnd there is 110 physical distance. the effectiveness of

communication is reduced by 11 quarter. If there is also physical distance, it is

reduced by half. Type V error likelihood is simply 20 minus the sum or drawing

skills and draughtsmen: dc-igucr relations. (both 'skills' and 'relutions'. range from

zero to ten) The result is then nonuulizcd over 20, and ';'lWOl!;.:\(

" The' \;I11(lIh l1Iultll'll<;I'; w,' .If''rtr''I~. hut tlt,,\ Illlllll! th~ dl';;,t,; Ih.lt ale' Iltl;l"l.lh\~I ... kW)\\11

hI hI! "". alld Ihl! \3IU<1:; are plaulilhll! Slll~~ II,') error IIkl!lIh,hl,1 :11,1~\ ">!IIl!' ,.i!.;uI.H<:d t-: 0111.. a m~.hlll~

o]' /',-1.1111'1' ,II II 1,)!l'I1,',";, tlu • I' nul cntic.il 1" lh~ U:;~ of th : mo.lcl



'111C function is chosen to be almost normal. 111i~ models the fact that people's

minds tend to wander when there is 110 pressure, anti they are at their best at medium

pressur e levels, However, when the pressure gets too high, their pcrfo.mnncc is again

impaired, (See ('.2 in Appendix C).

In the equation for type IV errors. the fatigue index is normalized over 1.5 (it has

a maximum of about 1.3). and subtracted from one. This is then multiplied with

eOIlC(ntration so that concentration is reduced by fatigue, The effect of cnlculntiou

aids is uien weighted by (U, and subtracted 1'1'0111 the reduced concentration.

Cnlcn aid index 5

Cnlculation slips Smth3««Min(Fntigue index. 1»*('olleentrationIlO) f (3*( 10 -

Calcn aid intiex)/IOO»,50) 1,',/11 />.35

Concentration GRAPll(Time pressure), See figure D6,

D.6 The "Type Y design errors' sub-sector

As shown in figure D7 type V errors Iln~modelled as the result of .wo phenomena.

'111e first is the relationship between the draughtsmen nnd designers, in which the

most iruportnnt effect is thut of concept commuuication Concept conuuunicntiou is

however affected h> physical dlstuuce between designers and drnughtsmen. and by

the usc of drnughtsmeu from outside the 111111 (section '1.3.b). The other phenomenon

is the level of drawing ski IIs. This is again affected by the usc of outside

drnughtsmcn, who may need 1ll000e supervision or may be unaccustomed to group

work. The degree to which draughtsmen arc specialists, is however the mall! effect.



1>.5 The 'Type IV design errors' sub-sector

l11C model cl iments for type IV design errors arc ShOh11 in figure D5. Type IV

errors result from lack of sufficient attention or concentration (-13.5). Poor

concentration is aggravated by fatigue - even at low levels, nnd may he triggered h)

time pressures. 111eusc of sophisticated calculation aids will reduce the opportunities

for type IV errors.

rlM\lT-i)
t..J!::J~

Time pressure

Type IV - Calculation sllr. & lapses

Concentration Type IV errorso._____--~

Fatigue index ealcn aid Index

Figure DS - Model clements in the "I'ypc IV design errors' sub-sector

The calculation nid index is 0 user-defined variable that measures the suphlsticution

of cnlculution aids. t\ \ cry sophi-ticuted computer program rcqulriug liule input from

the user (e.g. some expert

systems). would rate ;1" 10.

Conversely n slide rule could

rate as I. t\ simple PC-nUl

structural analysis program

would he say 5. The default

value is 5.

graphical function of time
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Accumulatedfatiguett)

Restperiods) * dt

Accumulated futiguel t • lit) i (Busy periods .

f:qll 1>.25

Busy periods" If (Time pressure .. 5) then I else 0

Rest periods c. If (Time pressure' .. 0) then of else °
Commuuicntnjystemlndex NORMA [,(5.1.67) (default) Eqn /).28

Conccpt, commun icatlon (Communicatn system index 10 « 10

1~'(1"n.]')*DELAY(Type_ I..errors, 2,0»»/2

Fatigue index Slllth3(AcclIlllulated fatigue. 5 )/II.() HI/II IUO

[DOCUMENT: 'nih; index has been calibrated (nltcr several simulations) so that

'high fatigue' values ( . I) arc typically obtained about three times in 10 years. An

index range of OA· I will represent medium fatigue which may typicnlly occur once

a year].

Incorrect. computation procedures I· (Tralning quality! I0) Eqn [)'31

Type. HI.errors c' Smth3«{Max(Fatiguejndex, I» * (Wrong model assumptions'

Incorrectcomputation proceduresjj.Su) Eqn 1>.32

ID()Cl1MI~NT: Fatigue is assumed to have an effect on computntion mistakes only

at high levels ( . I). Otherwise computation mistakes arc governed by the

1)1ohnbilities of unreulisod model assumptions & unsuitable proeedures/Iormulne].

Wrong m o d c l n ssu mp t iun s

('OIlI)Cpt conunuuicatlonj). 10)

( ( M a x ( I· x P c ric n C c b r e u d t h .

Hefll /).33
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111e effectiveness of concept communication to the design engineer, will depend on

two things. Firstly, if the conceptual ising was faulty, it might lead to clums,

concepts (4.3.2). These would not be completely unworkable (type I or II errors). hut

unnecessarily complicated. Clumsy concepts would hinder effective communication

Secondly. the systems adopted for communicating concepts would also influence the

effectiveness of communi catiou. 'I1IC user scores the communication system index

on a range of zero to ten (very bad to very good). The default is a n,'!""·!\

distributed variable with a mean of five nnd standard deviation of 1.67. The

likelihood of clumsy concepts I., assumed to be highly correlated with the likelihood

of type I errors, and so is represented by the type I errors of two weeks ago (using

a delay function). Effectiveness of concept communicatlou is then the sum of the

communication system index. and 1 - type I error likelihood.

Wrong recognition of model assumptions is conceived as depending on the"

effective commvnicntion and experience breadth. Hence it is simply I • [the

maximum of effective communication or experience breadth].

Incorrect computation procedures nre 0 liueur function of training quality.

Fatigue is modelled as a stock that accumulates when the team undergoes busy

periods for long stretches. and depletes when things nrc relatively slow (see C.2 of

Appendix C). Bus)' periods nnd rest periods ore detected by monitoring the time

pressure on the team, The rate at which fatigue is dissipated by rests is faster than

the rate at which it aceumulntes under pressure «(',2). The umount of accumulated

fatigue is measured by a fatigue index, which 'smooths' out rapid fluctuations. and

normalizes the value oyer the high fatigue threshold. This threshold is ar'iitrarlly

chosen to occur abo.n once every three years, "t 'normal' couditious in the studied

consulting firm.

Type III errors arc then calculated as the sum oi' \"TOII!' 'IW.J·1 '~"1I1l11,!iuIlS and

incorrect procedures However. when there is high fatigue that SUIlI i~multiplied by

the fatigue index.
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D.4 The 'Type III design errors' sub-sector

As described in section 4,3.4, type III errol's result from wrong recognition of model

assumptions, or incorrect selection of computation procedures, Recognition of model

assumptions is assumed to depend on breadth of experience, (familiarity with many

models), and effectiveness with which the concepts were communicated, (.1.3..1).

Incorrect selection of computation procedures depends on the training of an

individual. The effects of both the type III error causes are made worse by high

fatigue levels, Figure l)·1 shows the various factors modelled to represent these

relationships.

C@ [Q) Type III· RB computation mistakes 6. a~---~~--------~--~------~~---------------
Concept communication Type I errorsCommunlcatn system Index

1+----0
Experience breadth model assumptions

o---~
Training qLlality Incorrect computation procedures

Time pros~_. __ • .•

Figure D,~ - Motlul clements in the "Type III dexlgn errors sub-sector



and abscissa depending on the initial experience (at the start of a simulation). '111e

initial experience is user-defined (rnnge zero to ten), with a default of five - equatlon

D. 18. If the initial experience is at its default value. the experience breadth equation

has an abscissa of 5 and a slope of 3/1000, Training quality is a user-defined

constant with n default \ .iue of S.

Correct model selection is conceived as the multiple of the breadth of experience and

tralnlng quality (over 100), hence incorrect selection is one minus that multiple, This

has a range of zero to one. Completely "Hong structure recognition takes place when

the correct information available is less than some threshold value. Otherwise, it is

a linear function of time pressure with a slope of 0.1 nnd an abscissa of zero. The

likelihood of type II errors is thcn the SUIll of likelihoods for incorrect model

selection and wrong structure recognition. normalized for 'normal' conditions in the

studied consultancy, The equations follow below,

Experiencebreadth «(Initialexperiencc*O,()*( I + (TIME/IOOO») t 2) Eqn Is.I«

Incorrectjuodeluelectlon I" (Experience breadth "Training quality/l OIJ'iXII D.l t)

Initial .. experience 5 (default), EqII I),:! o

Innatenbility (Experiencejirendth + Training .l}uality)/2 Eqn D..: I

Training.quality' 5 (default),

W rongsnucturc .rel..!ognition

(0.1 "Time pressure) else ()

If (Correct info nvailnbllity 6) then

/"(/11 IU3

Type II errors (Inl..!Olrect m o d e l selection

W rong .structurc rccllgn ition )/0.752

EiB



Estd_work_rate == If Time counter == 0 then 1000 else [ Eqn D.Il

This outflow simply re I ':es the budger-d work at a constant rate of 11 weeks work

for every week of simulation. At the start of a new project. all outstanding \\01'1-.

units are cleared,

1>.3 The 'Type II design errnrs' sub-sector

Type" - RB errors In conceptual ising

Incorrect model selection Type II errorsInnate ability

P----:::i)

Training quality
ong structure ~

"1:)
Correct Info uvallabillty Time pressure~---------------------------------------------------------~

Figure 1>3• Model clements in the 'Type II design errors' sub-sector

The incidence of type II design errors (in figure D3) is dictated by the likelihoods

of recognising the structure correctly and selecting the right model (section ·1.3,3 and

figure 4.12[1). The ttl'S! likelihood is itself dependent on the availnbillty of correct

information (u.odifled by time pressures), while the second depends on both breadth

of experience and quality of training. The breadth of experience is a slowly

increasing linear" function of (simulation) time measured ill weeks, with the slope

l"E'(pllri~l\~e is ),,110\\11III !,'.row a,; an S-curvc over tim': For the rel.uively short simulatton
period. thi,l 1\1;1.\ h.' appnl\lmat<:d by a stmit:ht lil1<.1.
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D.2 The 'Budgeted work flow' sector

.....rr=i\rr:nl..l.':.Il..:..;!J Budgeted Work Flows

Budgeted work

Time counter

Figure D2 - Model elements in the 'Budgeted wOI'I, flow' sector

111e main clement in the sector 'budgeted work flow' (figure 1)2). is the 'budgeted

work' stock, At th\) start of every project (indicated by th,~ ccuverter 'time counter'),

the flow 'work budget' releases work .inits to the stock. The work released is the

number of working days corresponding to the budgeted project time (hence the

presence of the 'project time' stock), Thereafter. the outflow 'estd work rate' \\;11

reduce the stock at a steady rate for each day in a simulation. In this manner, tile

stock 'budgeted work' keeps an account of the pl'llgress of the project as planned.

The difference equation is:

Budgeted worktt) r. Budgetedworktt - dt) , (Workbudget - Estd work .I'ate) '"

tit Eql/ D,15

The work budget inflow simply monitors the beginning of a new project (da time

counter - elapsed time), and then releases work units corresponding to the (initial)

projcc: time. In equation D. I (1 project time is multiplied by 5 because the now takes

place in a single lit «(),2 weeks). The factor of OIlC is added hCCUl se the iuternul

clock evnluntcs this a lit late and loses time.

Work hudget if «( 1 .' Time counter ' 0) and (Budgeted work. ())) til CII

I-:Ijl/ U I()(Projec; Time * 5 l 1) else ()

1 !3G



It is the average of project manager inexperience (10 - experience). and structure

complexity. It ranges from 0 to 2, being 2 for the co-ubinntion ofvery inexperienced

managers and a very complex structure.

Realworkrate If Time counter

(Morale_index/20»

o then 100000 else (0.75

Eqn /).9

The real work rate is a function of the morale of the team members (C2). The large

value corresponding to the beginning of each project (time counter > 0), is to allow

all left. over information units from the previous project to be cleared from tile

model. 111e morale index is set in the design error sector.

PM._experience:c Mill(PM exp index, 10) Eqn /).10

PM_exp.Jndex(t) 0; PM exp __indcx{t - dt) + (Index reset) * lit Eqn I). J I

Index __reset 0' If'(Time counter 0) then (5*«NORMAL(7,2.33» - PM 0XP index»

else 0 EqlJ o.t:

'111e experience of project mnuagers may be prescribed by the user. Otherwise, it is

determ'ned via an index that is reset after each project. 111e default values generated

hy the index arc normally distributed. Equations D. 10 to D.12 show how this is

done. Project manager experience is limited to 10 by the min function in equation

D.IO.

Infooutput ;.;c If Time _counter . 0 then 100000 else 0 Eqn / >.J 3

This flow is actually a dummy used to reset the model at the start of each project

Hence, it flows out all information units at the start of each project.

Structure complexity NORMAI.( 5,1 .()7) Eql/ /) J.J

Structures are assumed to vary in complexity on a scale of 0 to 10, so that II

complexity of 5 den ues the average for a 111'111. It may be user-defined: otherwise it

is a normally distributed random Humber
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Morale jndexit) '" Morale __indextt - dt) + (Morale_reset) * dt. Eqn D ..fl

Morale_resct C~ If (Time _counter = 0) then (5*«(NORMAL( 5.1.67» - Morale index»

else 0 Eqn D..f3

Dwg_ concentration '" (Max(Environmenl_ distractions. Internalpreoccupations) *
(Min(Fatigue_illdex, I» £qll D..f.f

Dwg __slips == Smth 1«(Morale_indc'\( + Dwgconcentrationj/znj.Su) Eqn D..f5

Environment distractions == 5 (default). Eqn D..f6

Intemal jireoccupntlons =, SWITCH{ O.1,(RANDOM{ 0, I)}) * RANDOM( 0, IO}

Eqn D..f7

(DOCUt;fENT: Internal preoccupation will be zero for 90~o of the time. When it is

present, it is assumed random with a uniform distribution between 0 & 10).
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